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Abstract
With the growing popularity of wireless communications and the pervasiveness of
the Internet in our daily life, wireless devices as well as mobile applications have
experienced an explosive growth in the past two decades. On the one hand, as
limited natural resource, most spectrum bands that can be utilized for wireless com-
munications have been allocated to different existing systems, leaving little room
for emerging wireless systems and services. On the other hand, studies on spec-
trum utilization have revealed that most of the allocated spectrum is not utilized
efficiently. Therefore, how to make an efficient use of the spectrum becomes an
important and imperative question for the design of future wireless communication
systems. Cognitive radio networks (CRNs), which target at enhancing spectrum uti-
lization by re-utilizing already allocated spectrum without affecting licensed users,
have been proposed and regarded as the most promising technology to answer this
question.
In the initial stage of the research on CRNs, the main focus has been on the phys-
ical layer design. However, physical layer techniques alone do not suffice cognitive
radios (CRs) for opportunistic spectrum access and communications among multi-
ple users, neither within single hop nor over multiple hops. Therefore, based on the
advanced underlying physical layer technologies developed for CRs, higher layer
issues, i.e., medium access control (MAC) and routing, become essential topics for
CR networking. In this dissertation, we enhance the state-of-the-art technologies
for CRNs considering various single-hop and multiple-hop scenarios.
In the single-hop case, medium access schemes and their corresponding
performance evaluation models are derived for different scenarios in multi-channel
CRNs. We propose various schemes for channel access in CRNs based on whether
channel assembling is supported by the system or not.
When channel assembling is not allowed, a MAC mechanism based on parallel
rendezvous points is designed and evaluated. The proposed protocol inherits the ad-
vantages that parallel rendezvous MAC protocols have, and it is also able to access
heterogeneous channels which have different data rates in a more efficient way.
xiii
If channel assembling is enabled, this technique can be utilized for potential
performance improvement in CRNs. Two use cases are envisaged for channel as-
sembling. In the first use case, the system can accommodate parallel SU services
in multiple channels, while in the second use case, the system allows only one SU
service at a time. In the use case where parallel SU services are allowed, various
channel assembling strategies are proposed and modeled in order to investigate their
performance and to acquire better comprehension of the behavior of CRNs with
channel assembling. Moreover, the capacity upper bound for CRNs with channel
assembling in the quasistationary regime is derived. In the use case when there
is only one SU service that can utilize the vacant channels at a time, we formulate
channel access into two optimization problems on power allocation in multi-channel
CRNs and propose various algorithms to solve these problems.
While the above research work focuses on the single hop case, the last part
of this thesis deals with channel access in the multi-hop case. The first scheme
proposed in this thesis is to keep the whole CRN on a common channel, through
rendezvous hopping. The second work in this part is to design a routing protocol for
multi-hop multi-channel and multi-interface ad hoc networks. In this protocol, we
improve the overall network throughput by integrated design of route selection and
channel allocation. Although this protocol is not specifically tailored for any CRN,
it can be potentially extended to CRNs if more functions, for instance, spectrum
sensing, are implemented.
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1
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Concept of Cognitive Radio Networks and
Research Challenges
Spectrum which is suitable for wireless communications, i.e., the electromagnetic
frequency between 3 kHz and 300 GHz, is a scarce nature resource. The access to a
spectrum band is authorized by the telecommunication authorities in a country or a
region based on the recommendations of the international telecommunication union
(ITU) [1]. According to the current spectrum allocation schemes, a large portion of
the spectrum band has been allocated statically to various wireless communication
systems, while a small portion of spectrum is kept as unlicensed.
On the one hand, the explosive growth of wireless communications over the
past two decades demands more and more spectrum resource in order to support
emerging wireless applications with high data rates. However, the fact that the
overall frequency bands have already been exclusively allocated to various exist-
ing systems makes the spectrum over-crowded. On the other hand, many real-life
measurements show that most of the allocated frequency bands are largely under-
utilized [2]. This contradiction indicates that the problem of spectrum scarcity can
be solved to a large extent if we can exploit the already allocated spectrum in a more
efficient manner.
Cognitive radio [3, 4, 5], coined by Joseph Mitrola III in 1999 [6], is able to
reuse the under-utilized spectrum that has already been allocated to licensed users,
and it is considered as a promising approach for efficient spectrum utilization. Cog-
nitive radios, which act as unlicensed users, are also referred to as secondary users
(SUs). The licensed users, i.e., the owners of a spectrum, are regarded as primary
users (PUs). There are two ways of spectrum reuse in cognitive radios: spectrum
3
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sharing (SS) and opportunistic spectrum access (OSA). In the SS mode, the PUs
and the SUs are allowed to transmit simultaneously in the same band as long as
the resultant interference from SU transmitters to PU receivers is below certain
threshold [7] [8]. To evaluate the interference level, interference temperature was
proposed by the federal communications commission (FCC) as a metric for inter-
ference analysis [9]. The higher the interference temperature, the more serious the
interference. However, FCC abandoned the terminology of interference temperature
in 2007 since no parties provided information on specific technical rules that could
be adopted to implement it [10]. Although the interference temperature model has
been terminated by FCC, the concept of SS is still valid and it is utilized in many
research papers. On the other hand, in the OSA mode, the SUs can transmit over a
band only if none of the PUs is transmitting over that band. The decision whether
SUs can transmit or not is made according to the result of spectrum sensing. If
the sensing result indicates that no PU transmitters are active in this band, SUs can
transmit. When PU services arrive to a channel that is occupied by SUs, the SUs
have to stop transmission and release the channel immediately. Note that in both SS
and OSA, SUs are supposed not to interfere with the PUs. In this thesis, we focus
only on the OSA mode.
To utilize spectrum opportunities without affecting PUs, spectrum sensing [11,
12] is essential. In the literature, different techniques and methodologies have been
proposed to achieve fast and accurate spectrum sensing for PU activities. Fairly
extensive research has been done in this field, including both pure physical layer
techniques [13]-[17] and cooperative approaches [18]-[26]. Based on these ad-
vanced spectrum sensing approaches, opportunistic channel access can be designed.
Therefore, medium access mechanisms in order to efficiently utilize spectrum op-
portunities have appeared as an interesting and active research area in CRNs.
MAC protocol design is an important aspect in order to make CRNs work and
it has attracted intense research efforts during the past five years. There exist many
MAC protocols proposed for different scenarios in CRNs [27]. In brief, MAC proto-
cols in CRNs can be classified into two categories, i.e., centralized MAC protocols
[28, 29] and distributed MAC protocols [30]-[41]. The IEEE 802.22 standard [28]
targets at a typical centralized scenario that re-utilizes broadcast TV channels. The
base station in this scenario manages all associated SUs covered by its own cell.
As a coordinator, the base station can adopt centralized scheduling among various
flows and users on different channels. On the contrary, for non-centralized CRNs
without a central controller, distributed protocols are preferable and such protocol
design deserves more research efforts.
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In many scenarios envisaged for CRNs, multiple channels may exist. With the
availability of multiple channels, distributed MAC protocols designed for multi-
channel ad hoc networks [43] can be used as references for the design of MAC
schemes in CRNs. However, the design of distributed MAC protocols for multi-
channel CRNs is more challenging than for ad hoc networks because of the new
features in CRNs, for example, the requirement of channel sensing, and channel ac-
cess in the presence of heterogeneous channels etc. Heterogeneous channels mean
that either the availability of different channels, i.e., the percentage of time when
PUs do not exist, or the bandwidth of each channel, differs from one channel to
another. Therefore, the design of a distributed MAC mechanism for heterogeneous
multiple channels in CRNs deserves a further exploration.
For MAC design in multi-channel CRNs, a new technique that can assemble
several channels together as one channel for SU services, namely, channel assem-
bling1, has been proposed in many schemes [28], [32]-[35], [40, 41]. With this
technique, if there is only one SU service which can utilize multiple vacant chan-
nels, it is obvious that higher spectrum utility will be achieved for this SU, since
spectrum opportunities will be simply wasted if the SU utilizes only one channel
at a time. However, if parallel SU services co-exist and can share these vacant
channels, whether it is beneficial for one SU service to assemble multiple channels
needs to be further investigated, since other services may be degraded if one service
occupies too many channels.
Furthermore, in order to better understand the theory behind these protocols and
evaluate the performance of different strategies, it is imperative to build analytical
models [44]-[49] for CRNs in different scenarios. However, it lacks in-depth studies
on channel assembling strategies as well as their analytical models in the state-of-
the-art research in this field. This observation indeed triggered our study on channel
assembling as an important part of this thesis.
The scenarios discussed above are based on single hop transmission. However,
multi-hop communications may also be enabled in CRNs [50]. With opportunistic
multiple channels in CRNs, a method which maintains the connectivity of a network
with multiple hops needs to be developed. When CRNs work on multiple channels,
SUs are not able to communicate with one another if they have no channels in
common. Therefore, if all SUs have a single transceiver and their working channels
are all opportunistic, how to keep the multi-hop network connected is not trivial. In
1There exist different methods to combine several channels for an SU service, e.g., channel
bonding and channel aggregation. More detailed information about this can be found in Chapter 3.
In this thesis, we do not distinguish those methods and utilize channel assembling to refer to all this
kind of techniques.
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multi-channel multi-hop scenarios, another interesting research topic is routing and
channel allocation when multiple interfaces exist. Again, the idea in the design of
route selection and channel allocation in ad hoc networks can be utilized in CRNs,
since wireless ad hoc networks can be considered as a special case of CRNs when
PU activities are relatively static. Although many strategies are proposed in the
literature, they are mainly focusing on routing strategies and channel allocation
optimization in wireless mesh networks (WMNs) [51]-[57]. WMNs usually have
one or several gateways through which mesh routers as well as clients are connected
to the Internet. Those gateways are normally the source of incoming traffic and the
destination of outgoing traffic from the perspective of mesh routers. Therefore,
traffic flows are generally regular and have one end-point in common, following
a spanning-tree like topology. Furthermore, in order to have optimized channel
allocation, they may require network-wide traffic information, which is quite costly
in terms of signaling overhead. Those protocols cannot be directly used in multi-
hop wireless networks with random traffic where the source and the destination of a
traffic flow can be any nodes in the network. Consequently, a more portable routing
protocol together with a channel allocation algorithm which is merely based on local
information in multi-channel multi-hop ad hoc networks is required. When such a
routing protocol is designed, it can be extended for CRNs with proper modifications
in order to make it adjustable in dynamic environments. Compared with multi-hop
multi-channel ad hoc networks, the freedom of channel selection becomes lower
since available channels in CRNs may differ from one hop to the other.
1.2 Research Objectives and Methodology
As stated above, although tremendous research and development efforts have been
made in CRNs, especially in spectrum sensing and many other physical layer tech-
niques, there are still many open questions that need to be answered, more urgently,
at the upper layers. For instance, efficient MAC protocols and channel access strate-
gies in multi-channel scenarios need to be designed and evaluated, and how connec-
tivity can be maintained for multi-hop networks in opportunistic environment needs
to be studied, etc. Keeping these observations in mind, the objective of this dis-
sertation is to propose a set of medium access mechanisms and protocols in multi-
channel CRNs, and evaluate the performance of these approaches analytically or by
simulations. Based on a detailed literature survey on open research questions and
existing solutions, potential research directions and techniques are identified. The
research work starts from designing and analyzing channel access schemes in dif-
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ferent single-hop scenarios according to whether channel assembling is supported
or not. Then, several research topics in multi-hop scenarios are addressed. More
specifically, we attempt to answer the following research questions:
• Question 1: When channel assembling is not supported by SUs, how to make
multiple SUs, each equipped with a single radio, opportunistically access het-
erogeneous channels in a more efficient way?
• Question 2: If channel assembling is enabled and parallel ongoing SU ser-
vices can be supported, can we achieve improved performance by assembling
multiple channels for SU services? What kind of strategy is preferable?
• Question 3: With channel assembling and parallel SU services, what is the
maximum capacity the secondary network can achieve in the quasistationary
regime2?
• Question 4: If channel assembling is allowed but only one SU service can
utilize multiple idle channels, how to select a set of channels and allocate
power among them in order to achieve optimized performance?
• Question 5: For SUs with a single radio, how to coordinate SUs over multiple
hops in order to maintain connectivity in a multi-channel scenario?
• Question 6: How to select path and allocate channel properly in a multi-
channel multi-hop ad hoc network?
The questions listed above are organized according to the number of hops in
a network. The first four questions are targeting at spectrum access and resource
allocation within a single hop, while the last two questions aim at improving the
performance over multiple hops. By studying those questions, we aim to enhance
the state-of-the-art techniques in CRNs from different aspects.
Fig. 1.1 illustrates how those research questions are addressed by the research
papers included in this dissertation. As shown in this figure, we explore our research
work towards two directions, i.e., the single hop case and the multi-hop case. In the
single hop case, to improve network performance from various aspects, different
approaches are proposed according to whether channel assembling is supported or
not by SUs. In the multi-hop case, both MAC layer and routing layer issues are
investigated. In this case, a scheme for connectivity maintenance is developed,
and a routing protocol, which can be further extended to CRNs, is designed for
2The quasistationary regime means that the PU activities are considerably stable compared with
SU activities. More detailed description about this will be given in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.1: The structure of the research work and the connection between the
research topics and included papers in this dissertation.
multi-channel multi-hop network. More specifically, to address the above research
questions, the following six research goals are identified, and they are achieved
through the scientific contributions of the thesis highlighted in Papers A-F.
• Goal 1: To explore existing MAC protocols in multi-channel ad hoc networks
and CRNs, and to design a novel protocol for SUs with single radio without
channel assembling in heterogeneous channels.
• Goal 2: To propose channel assembling strategies and evaluate their perfor-
mance extensively through both mathematical modeling and simulations, in a
scenario where parallel SU services are allowed.
• Goal 3: To find, through mathematical modeling, the capacity upper bound of
channel assembling in the quasistationary regime when parallel SU services
are allowed in CRNs .
• Goal 4: To develop channel selection and power allocation schemes which
optimize different system parameters for SU packet transmissions in multi-
channel CRNs.
• Goal 5: To develop connection maintenance schemes in multi-channel multi-
hop scenarios and evaluate their performance through simulations.
• Goal 6: To design a routing protocol for ad hoc networks with multiple in-
terfaces in multi-channel multi-hop scenarios and evaluate its performance
through simulations.
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The tools to evaluate the proposed schemes include mathematical modeling and
computer simulations. Markov chain modeling is the main mathematical method
utilized in this thesis work. To facilitate the mathematical analyses, various as-
sumptions are made, as illustrated in each chapter and included papers. Mathemat-
ical calculation and simulations are mainly carried out using MATLAB for single
hop scenarios. For multi-hop scenarios where the network level simulations are
performed, a discrete event simulator, network simulator 2 (NS2) [58] is adopted.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized into two parts, where Part I consists of Chapters 1-6
and provides an overview of the PhD work. Part II is organized as a collection of six
scientific papers, i.e., Papers A-F. Fig. 1.2 illustrates the outline of this dissertation.
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Figure 1.2: Outline of the dissertation.
Chapter 2 focuses on a channel access scenario where only one channel is al-
lowed to use by each SU service at any time. The state-of-the-art MAC protocols in
multi-channel ad hoc networks and CRNs are comprehensively overviewed. A new
MAC protocol is designed for heterogeneous channels. The first research question
is addressed and explored in this chapter. Chapter 3 gives an outline of channel
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assembling techniques, and summarizes existing channel assembling strategies and
their mathematical models. Two channel assembling strategies are proposed and
their performance analyses are carried out thoroughly when multiple simultaneous
ongoing SU services are allowed. Then the capacity upper bound with channel as-
sembling in the quasistationary regime is also derived in a closed form. The second
and the third research questions are addressed in this chapter. Chapter 4 studies var-
ious optimization problems on power allocation for packet transmission when only
one SU service can utilize multiple idle channels at a time, which corresponds the
fourth research question. Different algorithms are proposed for the studied prob-
lems in this chapter. Chapter 5 presents two schemes for network connectivity
maintenance and further proposes a routing protocol in multi-hop networks, which
targets at the fifth and the sixth research goals. The designed schemes for connec-
tivity maintenance work at the MAC layer, while the routing protocol works at layer
three. Chapter 6 summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation. Finally, we
conclude the whole thesis by pointing out a few directions for future work.
Papers A-F are reproduced as Part II of this thesis.
Chapter 2
Parallel Rendezvous MAC
Mechanisms for CRNs
To form a CRN, MAC mechanisms are of great importance, especially for multi-
channel CRNs. Chapter 2 presents different MAC mechanisms in multi-channel ad
hoc networks and CRNs without channel assembling. Considering the characteris-
tics of CRNs, a novel dynamic parallel rendezvous MAC mechanism is designed,
and it can utilize channel resource in a more efficient way in the presence of het-
erogeneous channels. In this chapter, existing studies on such MAC protocols are
summarized first, and then a dynamic parallel rendezvous mechanism is proposed.
2.1 Introduction to MAC Protocols in CRNs
As mentioned earlier, there are two categories of MAC protocols in CRNs , i.e.,
centralized MAC protocols [28, 29] and distributed MAC protocols [31]-[41]. In
this chapter, we focus mainly on the distributed MAC protocols.
For distributed MAC protocols, medium access can also be done in many differ-
ent ways, like frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple
access (TDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA) based deterministic ac-
cess, or carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) based
random access. Nowadays, random access, represented by CSMA/CA, has become
the dominant MAC mechanism for wireless networks. According to this mecha-
nism, whenever a node has a packet to transmit, it will firstly listen to the channel
for a while to determine whether there is any ongoing transmission or not. If the
channel is idle, the node can start packet transmission. Otherwise, it will defer its
own transmission until the ongoing transmission is finished. CSMA/CA is a very
pragmatic approach for distributed medium access in wireless networks.
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In many scenarios of CRNs, however, multiple channels may exist, making the
design of multi-channel MAC protocols more attractive. In order to make a packet
transmission successful when multiple channels co-exist, the following conditions
must be satisfied. First, the transmitter must find the working channel of the receiver
and at the same time the receiver on that channel is ready for receiving. Second,
there is no other transmissions on the same channel in the vicinity at the same time
when the intended packet is being transmitted. To meet the first condition, a nego-
tiation process has to be developed to achieve this goal. For the second condition,
collision avoidance mechanisms must be employed. When multiple SUs contend
for access opportunities on the same channel, the collisions can be efficiently re-
solved by using a back-off timer similar to the one used in CSMA/CA. However,
the negotiation procedure in multiple channels is tedious and needs to be further
developed. In what follows, we summarize the negotiation methods in multiple
channels and then focus on one of them which is utilized in our design.
2.2 Existing Negotiation Schemes for Channel Access
in Multi-channel Networks
In order to negotiate for channel access, SUs must meet with one another. There ex-
ist two types of channel access schemes, distinguished by the number of rendezvous
points. The first type is single rendezvous MAC protocols [30]-[34], [42], and the
other one is parallel rendezvous MAC protocols [39, 43, 59]. As can be inferred by
its name, there is only one rendezvous point in the single rendezvous MAC proto-
cols, for example, a control channel, for all devices to negotiate for channel access.
Parallel rendezvous MAC protocols, on the other hand, have multiple rendezvous
points.
2.2.1 Single Rendezvous Point MAC Protocols
In single rendezvous point MAC protocols, there are three different methods for
negotiation, and they require various resources and have distinct performance [43].
The first method of such design is to employ a dedicated control channel [60,
61], where two transceivers are required. Using this method, one transceiver is al-
way tuned onto this control channel in order to exchange control information and
negotiate for channel access. Based on the results of contentions and negotiations
in the control channel, data packets can be transferred on various channels simulta-
neously.
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The second method of single rendezvous point MAC protocols employs com-
mon hopping sequences [62, 63]. With this idea, only one transceiver is required
and a common hopping sequence is utilized to separate packet transmissions among
multiple channels. More specifically, all devices hop among different channels ac-
cording to a common sequence in a synchronous manner. If a packet needs to
be transmitted, a request to send (RTS) should be transmitted from the transmitter.
When a clear to send (CTS) sent by the intended receiver is received by the transmit-
ter, the communication pair will stay on this channel for data packet transmission,
whereas other devices will continue hopping among various channels according to
the pre-defined sequence. When the transmission is finished, this communication
pair will again hop according to the common sequence.
The third method of single rendezvous point MAC protocols is the split-phase
MAC protocols [64, 65]. According to this approach, devices require a single radio
and work in a synchronized manner, where time is divided into two phases, i.e.,
control phase for control message exchange and data phase for data packet trans-
missions. In the control phase, all devices need to tune onto a pre-defined channel
to negotiate for packet transmission. In the second phase, devices will jump onto
the agreed channel based on the result of the negotiation in the previous phase and
start data transmission.
A common feature of single rendezvous MAC protocols is that a channel or a
time period is required and specified as the rendezvous point for all devices to ex-
change control information and negotiate parameters for data transmission. This
single rendezvous point, however, can become a bottleneck under information ex-
change operations [43] if traffic load becomes heavy. Furthermore, some such MAC
protocols, e.g., [41], also need an additional transceiver which is always tuned onto
the control channel. More importantly, if each device can utilize only one data chan-
nel at a time after negotiation, the channel resources may not be used efficiently. To
avoid the above drawbacks of single rendezvous MAC protocols, the type of parallel
rendezvous MAC protocols is introduced.
2.2.2 Parallel Rendezvous Point MAC Protocols
The basic idea of parallel rendezvous MAC protocols is that nodes jump among dif-
ferent channels according to their own sequences and the control information can be
exchanged at the same time on different channels when nodes meet. In other words,
devices can negotiate and make agreements simultaneously on distinct channels. It
has been demonstrated that parallel rendezvous MAC protocols, like multi-channel
MAC (McMAC) [66] and slotted seeded channel hopping (SSCH) [59] in multi-
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channel wireless networks, generally outperform single rendezvous MAC protocols
[43]. These protocols do not have bottleneck like in single rendezvous MAC proto-
cols and they are all based on a single transceiver.
As an example to explain parallel rendezvous protocols, the principle of Mc-
MAC is summarized in the following. This MAC protocol requires only one transceiver
and works in a time-slotted manner. To operate, each device picks a seed to gen-
erate a distinct pseudo-random hopping sequence. In each time slot, those devices
hop across different channels according to their sequences when they do not have
ongoing communications. This seed can be generated based on, for example, the
MAC address of the device and all its neighbors will be aware of its hopping se-
quence. When a device has packets to transmit to another one, it will deviate from
its own hopping sequence and tune onto the channel where its potential receiver is
located on. When the transmission finishes, they will hop again according to the
pre-defined hopping sequence.
Fig. 2.1 illustrates how McMAC operates. In this figure, A and B are devices
and TS1-TS9 denote time slots. A and B with a circle represent their pre-defined
hoping pattern. In TS1, A and B are on Channel 1 and Channel 2 respectively and
will jump to Channel 2 and Channel 4 at TS2. At TS4, A would jump onto Channel
2 if it has no packets to send. As A has data to send to B, A follows B’s sequence and
jumps to Channel 3 instead of Channel 2 at TS4. After successful negotiation on
transmission, both A and B will stop hopping according to the pre-defined hopping
sequence and stay on the current channel for data transmission, as shown in the
highlighted part in this figure from TS4-TS7. A and B with dash circle from TS4-
TS7 denote their pre-defined hopping sequence. When the data transmission is over
(after TS7), A and B will return to the original hopping sequence. In McMAC, since
the negotiation is distributed among multiple channels, the bottleneck appeared in
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of a parallel rendezvous MAC protocol: McMAC.
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the single rendezvous point MAC protocols is avoided, resulting in improved system
performance and spectrum efficiency.
However, McMAC is designed for multi-channel ad hoc networks rather than
for CRNs. As a further effort, the protocol in [39], which is tailored for CRNs, is
proposed. In this protocol, the OSA mode is considered and the PUs are assumed to
follow an independent and identically distributed ON/OFF random process, where
ON means that the channel is utilized by PUs while OFF means that the channel is
vacant for SUs. Each licensed channel is considered to be time-slotted such that the
PUs communicate with each other in a synchronized manner. The length of each
time slot is equal. SUs, which are also synchronized with the PUs, opportunistically
access the licensed channel when it is available.
To model the status of a channel, a simple two-state ON/OFF Markov chain [39]
model is often employed, as shown in Fig. 2.2, where αi is the probability that the
ith channel transits from state ON to state OFF and βi is the probability that the ith
channel transits from state OFF to state ON, where 1 ≤ i ≤ G and G is the total
number of channels. Then the availability of the ith channel for SUs, denoted by γi,
which is the state probability of the corresponding Markov chain of being OFF, i.e.,
the channel is not occupied by PUs, can be expressed as γi =αi/(βi+αi), 1≤ i≤G.
ON OFF
i
i
1- i 1- i
Figure 2.2: ON/OFF channel model.
Indeed, the MAC protocol proposed in [39] is quite similar to McMAC. The dif-
ference is that at the beginning of each time slot, devices have to sense the spectrum
in order to check whether there are any PU activities before they start negotiation.
In the spectrum sensing period, every SU has to keep silence and sense the spec-
trum. If the sensing result indicates that the channel is idle, it can move further to
parameter negotiation and packet transmission. A more detailed description of that
protocol can be found in the related work section of Paper A. To avoid overlapping,
it is not explicitly presented here.
However, the authors in [39] have only considered the situation that all channels
are homogeneous, i.e., with identical channel data rate and channel availability.
Therefore, the channel hopping sequences used by SUs are statistically uniformly
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distributed in their scenario. However, in CRNs, the channels may be heteroge-
neous. For example, the bandwidth that SUs can utilize may be different from one
channel to another. Consequently, each of these channels may have distinct data
rates available for SUs [36]. Furthermore, the channel availability, i.e., the per-
centage of idle time in a channel, might also be quite different from one channel
to another. Therefore, it would be advantageous to introduce a method which can
adjust communications among heterogeneous channels. This observation indeed
triggered our work in Paper A.
2.3 A Dynamic Parallel Rendezvous MAC Mechanism
Motivated by the fact that SUs may use heterogeneous channels, we propose a chan-
nel hopping based parallel rendezvous MAC protocol for synchronized CRNs with
adaptive hopping sequence in this dissertation. The main idea of the protocol is to
adjust the hopping sequence of SUs according to the channel carrier capability for
SUs in heterogeneous channels so that better channel utilization can be achieved.
The channel carrier capability is defined as the product of the channel availabil-
ity and the representative data rate (to be explained later) supported in a channel.
The detailed design of this protocol is included in Paper A. In what follows, we
summarize briefly the idea in this design and the characteristics of this protocol.
2.3.1 Assumptions and Parameters for Channel Sequence Selec-
tions
In Paper A, heterogeneous channels are considered, since the channel bandwidth
and the channel availability can be highly different from one to another in CRN
scenarios. In this case, the ON/OFF channel model assumption is still valid, and we
assume further that each SU can sense precisely the signal of PUs that it receives
in each particular channel it tunes onto. The envisaged scenario for this investi-
gation is that SUs are located in a limited geographic area while the coverage and
distance scale of PUs is far larger than that of SUs’, hence the SUs are covered by
the same set of PU systems. This assumption implies that the results of channel
sensing by each SU node in a particular channel is the same for all SUs. It is further
assumed that all the SUs are in close enough proximity so that they can communi-
cate with each other. We do not consider the possible mobility of SUs. With the
above assumptions, the percentage that a channel becomes idle can be estimated by
the number of idle time slots in that channel over the total number of time slots that
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a device stays on that channel.
As well known, the supported data rate from different transmitters may not be
the same for the same receiver on the same channel, since the channel condition is
space and time variant and the channel gain might be quite different among various
communication pairs. In order to determine channel carrier capacity for hopping
sequence adjustment purpose, a representative data rate of a channel for a particular
device is required. In our design, we select the representative data rate as the average
data rate achieved for receiving packets from various neighbors, when the device
acts as a receiver on the channel1. The representative data rate of a channel gives an
indication on which data rate the device will achieve as a receiver on the channel on
average. Without knowing which device is the next transmitter, the channels with
higher average data rate values are preferable.
When the channel availability and its representative data rate are acquired, the
channel carrier capability can be calculated. Then, each device can make a decision
to adjust its hopping sequence in order to achieve better performance according to
the calculated channel carrier capability. When a node has a packet to transmit,
it tunes onto the channel where the potential receiver is located at. As a conse-
quence, higher overall system performance is expected when the receiver’s hopping
sequence is adjusted accordingly.
2.3.2 Hopping Sequence Design
The channel hopping sequence determines the channel that a device will jump to at
a particular time slot, and this sequence is to be adjusted in order to achieve better
system performance in the presence of heterogeneous channels. In this design, the
transmitter will follow the receiver’s working channel. Therefore, if the receiver
has higher probability to visit a channel, it will have higher chance to negotiate
for communication in this channel. However, if the channel condition is excellent
for most of the devices, e.g., with higher idle probability and wider bandwidth, it
will be preferred by most devices since they may enjoy a smoother or faster packet
transmission after channel negotiation. As a consequence, when all those devices
join this channel, the channel will get over-crowded, resulting in higher collision
1In Paper A, it is assumed that all SUs are in close enough proximity to be able to communicate
with each other using the same modulation scheme within a channel. Therefore, the same data rate,
named as the maximum data rate in Paper A, applies to all SUs on a particular channel, whereas
different channels may have various maximum data rates. The representative data rate defined here
is utilized for a more general case where different senders may have distinct data rates for the same
receiver on a particular channel. Considering the scenario in Paper A, the representative data rate is,
indeed, the maximum data rate of a channel.
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probability. At the same time, the channel with slightly lower channel carrier ca-
pability but still good enough for packet transmission will become under-utilized.
Therefore, it is very important to design a hopping sequence in a more reasonable
way in order to make traffic transmission balanced.
The channel sequence generation follows two steps: the first step is to generate a
basic hopping sequence, and the second step is to revise the basic hopping sequence
according to an algorithm based on the channel carrier capability information. For
the basic hopping sequence, we adopt the hopping sequence generation method that
is used in McMAC [66]. The generated basic sequences are uniformly distributed.
All devices will hop according to its basic sequence initially in order to acquire an
estimation of channel carrier capability. After this initial period, channel hopping
sequence adaptation can be implemented.
The detailed hopping sequence adjustment algorithm can be found in Subsection
III-C-2) of Paper A. The goal of this algorithm is that after sequence adjustment,
the visiting probability of a device on various channels must be proportional to
their channel carrier capability. The higher the channel carrier capability is, the
larger the probability that the device will visit that channel. For those with lower
channel carrier capability, devices will still have chance to visit them, although
the probability is lower than the ones with larger availability values. It has been
proven in the Appendix of Paper A that the adjusted hopping sequence will make
the visiting probability proportional to the channel carrier capacity.
When the channel hopping sequence is adjusted, devices must let others know
about their new sequences by advertising their new sequences through beacon mes-
sages. The detailed design is explained explicitly in Subsection III-C-3) of Paper
A.
2.3.3 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed MAC protocol, we model mathemat-
ically the system through discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) modeling. Further-
more, the performance of the proposed MAC protocol is compared with the one
proposed in [39]. If we model the case where different SUs have various average
data rate values on a specific channel, the state space of the Markov chain will in-
crease dramatically with a growing number of channels and SUs. Therefore, in
order to reduce the state space in DTMC, we consider a special case where all SUs
have the same data rate in a specific channel, however the data rate may differ from
one channel to another. Consequently, the dimension of the DTMC state reduces to
the number of channels and each element in a state has a value equal to one or zero,
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representing whether the channel is occupied by SUs or not.
To further reduce the dimension of the DTMC, channels that have similar chan-
nel carrier capability values can be grouped together. Within each group, the chan-
nel carrier capability can be considered as the same for all SUs, whereas the channel
carrier capability values are different among various groups. An exemplary case
corresponds to a scenario where the representative data rate is the same among all
SUs in all channels, while different groups of channels have distinct channel avail-
ability values because that the load of PU services is different among those groups.
In this case, the state space can be based on the grouped channels. For example, if
there are three groups of channels, we can use three elements to represent a state in
the Markov chain, with each element indicating the number of ongoing SU services
in that group. In this way, the state space of the DTMC becomes much smaller.
When the state space of the DTMC is derived, the transition probabilities must
be described. That is, to derive the probability of transferring to a specific state in
the next time slot based on the state in the current time slot, given specific traffic
distributions and their parameter configurations. A detailed mathematical deriva-
tion of such transition probabilities can be found in Section IV of Paper A. When
the transitions among different states are derived, the steady state probabilities of
the DTMC can be calculated based on the balance equation for each state and the
overall normalization equation of state probabilities in the DTMC. Based on the
state probabilities, the capacity of the system can be further calculated.
In Section V of Paper A, three cases are examined and the numerical results
based on the DTMC models are illustrated. For illustration purpose, we consider
two groups of channels which have different values of channel carrier capability.
The first case is when the data rates are different among two groups of channels
while the channel availability values are the same. In this case, the improvement of
the system capacity is obvious compared with the scheme proposed by [39] which
adopts the uniformly distributed channel hopping sequences. The second case is
with different channel availability values while the data rates are kept as the same.
Although improvement is observed, it is not as significant as in the previous case.
The last case we considered is when both the data rates and the channel availability
values are different in two groups of channels. Numerical results demonstrate that
the adaptive channel sequence according to the channel carrier capacity achieves
better performance than the protocol with uniformly distributed hopping sequence
as well as the mechanism which adjusts the sequence according to a single param-
eter, i.e., data rates or channel availability.
In addition to system capacity, the overhead of the beacon advertisement scheme
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is also of interest. The numerical results based on calculations illustrate that the
overhead of the beacon advertisement is in the order of a few kbps, while the capac-
ity improvement is in the order of a few Mbps. Therefore, the overhead is negligible
as compared with the reward achieved by this scheme. Again, the detailed analysis
can be found in Subsection IV-D of Paper A.
2.4 Chapter Summary
MAC protocols in CRNs aim to exploit spectrum utilization in an opportunistic
manner. Moreover, when multiple channels exist, an efficient negotiation process
for channel access is essential for the operation as well as for the overall perfor-
mance of the network, especially when only one channel can be utilized by an SU
service after successful negotiations. In this case, how to utilize multiple channels
efficiently by accommodating parallel services in multiple channels becomes even
more challenging.
This chapter begins with an overview of the existing MAC protocols in multi-
channel ad hoc networks and CRNs. Based on those studies, our work has paid
special attention to the development of parallel rendezvous MAC protocols. A
novel parallel rendezvous MAC protocol is designed for heterogeneous channels in
CRNs, and it is originally reported in Paper A. The main contribution of this work
is the MAC mechanism itself in which an adaptive hopping sequence mechanism
is proposed in order to make the devices access heterogeneous channels in a more
efficient manner. Furthermore, a DTMC based analytical model is also developed
to analyze the performance of the proposed mechanism.
Chapter 3
Channel Assembling Strategies and
Their Performance Evaluation in
Multi-channel CRNs
Chapter 2 focuses the topic of multi-channel MAC mechanisms in CRNs without
channel assembling, and proposes a parallel rendezvous MAC protocol in order to
have more efficient spectrum utilization. In Chapter 3 we first introduce the concept
of channel assembling and then summarize MAC protocols that utilize this tech-
nique. Then we give a survey on existing Markov chain models in CRNs and ac-
centuate the modeling and performance analysis of CRNs with channel assembling
by proposing and examining two representative channel assembling strategies. The
motivation behind our CRN modeling with channel assembling is its popularity in
the literature versus the lack of mathematical modeling for this technique. Such
models can provide us an insight of this technique with in-depth knowledge and
help us better select a strategy in the design and implementation phase.
3.1 The Concept of Channel Assembling
Channel assembling means that multiple idle channels can be combined by SUs
for a single SU service, instead of using barely one channel per SU service all the
time. With channel assembling techniques, SUs could take the advantages of using
several neighboring channels, as well as separated ones in the frequency domain,
as one channel at the same time. This technique has been proposed in many CRN
MAC protocols and dynamic spectrum access strategies [32, 41, 67, 68, 69]. It has
also been proposed for long term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) [70] mobile system
for achieving ultra high throughput. A channel occupation snapshot at a particular
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time instant when two channels can be assembled is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In this
example, SUs combine two idle channels together in two different ways [68]. In the
first case, two separated idle channels (Channels 1 and 3) are aggregated; and in the
second case, two neighboring idle channels (Channels 5 and 6) are bonded as one
channel. Note that neighboring channels could also be aggregated. The difference
is that channel bonding merges adjacent spectrum as one channel in the frequency
domain while channel aggregation still keeps the spectrum separated but combines
them logically. If the vacant channels are neighboring to each other, the guard band
between channels, e.g., Guard BandA in Fig. 3.1, can be utilized for data transmis-
sion when channel bonding is implemented. On the other hand, a larger guard band
is required at the band edges, as Guard BandB in the same figure. In order to keep
coherence, we ignore these details and use the term channel assembling to refer to
both channel bonding and channel aggregation.
Frequency
Guard BandB
PU
 Channel 4 Channel 1
Guard BandA
PU
 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 5  Channel 6 
BondingAggregation
Figure 3.1: Channels used by two types of systems with channel bonding or aggre-
gation.
In this chapter, we investigate various channel access schemes with channel
assembling enabled, focusing on two proposed channel assembling strategies. In
the mathematical modeling of these two strategies through continuous time Markov
chains (CTMCs), we firstly consider the precise models with heterogeneous SU ser-
vice types, i.e., real-time traffic flows and elastic traffic flows. Then we study the
performance of each type of flow in the limiting regimes, including the quasista-
tionary regime and the fluid regime. The capacity upper bound of the elastic traffic
type in the quasistationary regime is derived in the end of the chapter.
3.2 Existing Channel Access Schemes and Their Math-
ematical Models with Channel Assembling
3.2.1 MAC Protocols in CRNs with Channel Assembling
In existing medium access mechanisms for CRNs, the concept of channel assem-
bling has been widely adopted, both in centralized protocols [28] and distributed
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ones [32]-[35], [40, 41]. In the centralized protocols, there is a central controller
which can schedule various channels to different services in the network, whereas
in the distributed protocols, there are no coordinated transmissions and SUs usually
compete for channel access.
In many contention based MAC protocols for CRNs where SUs compete with
each other for channel access, only the winner can utilize available channels after
competition [34, 40, 41]. In other words, there exists at most one ongoing SU ser-
vice in the system at any time instant. In this case, it is beneficial with channel
assembling given the existence of multiple channels. For example, in time-slotted
channels where [40] and [41] are oriented, if there are no PU activities in the begin-
ning of a slot when SUs sense these channels and PUs will not appear in the rest of
the slot, it is beneficial for the winning SU to assemble these channels in that slot
since higher data rate will be achieved. In this case, if idle channels are not assem-
bled together by this winner, this opportunity is simply wasted. In [34], a statistical
channel allocation MAC protocol which works in un-slotted channels is introduced.
In their work, the situation where SU transmissions terminate due to packet colli-
sions with PUs are examined by simulations, and a strategy to avoid such collisions
is designed. The benefit of channel assembling in these protocols is in accordance
with the intuition that higher resource utilization is achieved. Anyhow, we continue
to discuss this topic in Chapter 4.
In this chapter, we consider another case where parallel SU services are allowed
in the network [28, 35]. In this case, new arrivals will have limited resource or
even be blocked if one SU service occupies too many channels, and the overall
performance of CRNs with channel assembling deserves further investigation.
3.2.2 Spectrum Access Strategies with Parallel Services and Their
Markov Chain Models
When parallel SU services are allowed, various channel access strategies have been
proposed and their performance is evaluated. In this subsection, we summarize the
existing channel assess strategies proposed for CRNs, which are analyzed based on
CTMCs.
The technique which is opposite to channel assembling, i.e., a PU channel could
be split into several channels for SU services, is proposed and modeled through
CTMCs in [45], [46] and [47]. The system performance is examined by param-
eters like throughput, blocking probability and forced termination probability. In
[45] and [46], the authors mainly focus on system performance when there are in-
finite number of users, and both handover and non-handover cases are considered
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in these studies. Besides, channel reservation which could make a tradeoff between
throughput and blocking probability is also investigated. In [47], the performance
of the secondary network is investigated in the cases with finite users. Furthermore,
the quasistationary regime of the model which could make the computation scalable
is also studied in their work.
For channel assembling strategies, we propose two representative strategies as
presented in details in Paper B of this thesis. Other research work that has also
been done for Markov modeling based performance analyses of channel assem-
bling strategies is summarized as follows in this section. Existing research work
distinguishes from each other, depending on whether spectrum adaptation is fully
supported or not. The meanings of spectrum adaptation are twofolds. On the one
hand, it is inherited from spectrum handover, which allows SUs to switch an ongo-
ing SU transmission to a vacant channel that is not occupied by PUs or SUs, if it
exists, when a PU activity appears on the current channel. On the other hand, it is
meant that an ongoing SU service could adaptively adjust the number of assembled
channels according to the availability of channels as well as other SUs’ activities.
When spectrum adaptation is not fully enabled, i.e., with spectrum handover only or
even without spectrum handover, ongoing SU services cannot adjust the number of
the assembled channels. Furthermore, how spectrum adaptation is utilized depends
on specific channel assembling strategies.
In [48] and [49], channel assembling strategies when spectrum adaptation is not
fully supported are investigated mathematically from different angles. In [48], the
performance of the secondary network with different channel assembling strategies
is studied when spectrum handover is not implemented. Three strategies, i.e., with-
out channel assembling, with fixed number of assembled channels, and assembling
all idle channels when SU services access the system, are investigated and com-
pared with each other. In [49], channel assembling strategies denoted by constant
channel aggregation (CCA), probability distribution based variable channel aggre-
gation (P-VCA), and residual channel based variable channel aggregation (R-VCA)
are studied. CCA is the same as the one in [48], with a fixed number of assembled
channels. However, in P-VCA, the number of assembled channels for SUs follows
a probability distribution, while in R-VCA, the number of assembled channels is
determined based on the number of residual channels that are not occupied by PUs
and SUs. The cases for both with and without spectrum handover are examined for
these strategies [49]. A common feature of these strategies in [48] and [49] is that
ongoing SU services are not able to change the number of the assembled channels.
From numerical results of these strategies, the main conclusion from these papers
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is that the performance gain in the sense of capacity, forced termination probability,
and blocking probability can hardly be observed compared with the legacy strat-
egy without channel assembling, no matter whether spectrum handover is allowed
or not. The main reason is that the unadjustable ongoing SU services will suffer
from high forced termination probability and they will also block newly arrived SU
services, resulting in poor overall performance.
To overcome the drawbacks in strategies presented in [48, 49], strategies with
full meaning of spectrum adaptation and their mathematical models are proposed in
our earlier work [71, 72]. Since the basic idea of the CRNs is to sense the spectrum
and adjust the channel occupancy accordingly, strategies with spectrum adaptation
fully enabled are essential and more appropriate for CRNs. In [71], two channel
aggregation strategies, i.e., a Greedy strategy and a Dynamic strategy, are proposed.
In the Greedy strategy, ongoing SU services are given higher priority than the newly
arrived ones. More specifically, when an SU service arrives, ongoing SU services
will not share their channel occupancy with the new comer if there are not enough
idle channels at the moment. However, for the Dynamic strategy, ongoing SU ser-
vices are willing to donate their occupied channels to the new comer. Performance
gain compared with the strategy without assembling has been observed from differ-
ent aspects through the numerical results obtained for the Dynamic strategy. For the
Greedy strategy, capacity gain is still limited because of the high blocking probabil-
ity of SU services.
Since advantages have been observed in the strategy with dynamic properties,
two different dynamic strategies, i.e., dynamic fully adjustable (DFA) strategy and
dynamic partially adjustable (DPA) strategy, are modeled and compared in [72],
and DPA is actually the same as the Dynamic strategy proposed in [71]. The main
difference between these two dynamic strategies is how SUs react upon a PU service
arrival. More specifically, DPA will simply reduce the number of channels that an
ongoing SU service assembles if PUs reappear to one of these channels and no
idle channel exists, while DFA will always request the ongoing SU service with
the maximum number of channels to donate its channel occupancy. Clearly, DFA
has higher flexibility, and better performance has been observed for DFA than for
DPA. The models in the quasistationary regime for those dynamic strategies are also
developed.
Based on the previous research, two representative strategies and their mathe-
matical modeling are studied in-depth in Paper B of this thesis. In Paper B, a static
strategy with only spectrum handover and a dynamic strategy with spectrum adap-
tation are studied in the scenario in the presence of heterogeneous traffic types, i.e.,
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elastic traffic and real-time traffic. The main difference between elastic traffic and
real-time traffic of SUs is that the service time will be reduced if more channels are
utilized by elastic traffic, like file downloading, while the service time will remain
the same regardless the number of assembled channels for real-time traffic, like a
Skype conversation. All the detailed information on these strategies as well as the
mathematical models can be found in Paper B. To avoid overlapping, we illustrate
in the following the assumptions of the system model which are necessary in order
to understand the basic ideas of this network, and give more detailed discussions
and examples which are not included in Paper B in the following section.
3.3 Two Representative Channel Assembling Strate-
gies with Spectrum Adaptation
3.3.1 System Models and Assumptions
Consider a frequency band which consists of M channels for PUs, where each PU
service utilizes only one channel while SUs can assemble multiple channels for a
single service. It is assumed that SUs can precisely sense PU activities. We further
assume that the sensing and spectrum adaptation latency is much shorter than the
duration of the service events. To keep our analysis simple and consistent for all
strategies, the protocol overhead to support different channel assembling strategies
is excluded in our modeling.
The modeling is service based, i.e., we do not differentiate a particular user. It
is assumed that the services for both PUs and SUs are independent of one another.
Denote by a ∈ N+ the number of assembled channels for a real-time SU service in
the network, where N+ denotes a set of positive natural numbers. We assume fur-
ther that with a channels for each SU service of this kind, sufficient service quality
can be guaranteed. Parameters W, V ∈N+ represent, the lower bound and the upper
bound of the number of assembled channels for an elastic SU service respectively.
The values of them are pre-configured for a given strategy and network configu-
ration. Let N ∈ N+, W ≤ N ≤ V , be the number of channels that an elastic SU
service assembles. The value of N can be different from one service to another, and
may even vary along time for a specific SU service if spectrum adaptation is fully
enabled.
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3.3.2 Channel Assembling Strategies and Precise CTMC
Models
In Paper B, two channel assembling strategies are proposed and evaluated compre-
hensively. One of them is a static strategy where only spectrum handover is enabled.
In this strategy, the number of assembled channels for different ongoing SU services
can be different. However, for a specific ongoing SU service, the number of its as-
sembled channels cannot be changed along time. Newly arrived SU services are
simply blocked if there are not enough idle channels available. When a PU service
arrives and there is no idle channel available at the moment, the ongoing SU service
which is interrupted by this PU reappearance will be forced to terminate. The other
strategy proposed in Paper B is a dynamic strategy in which the whole meaning of
the spectrum adaption is supported. In this strategy, the number of assembled chan-
nels among various ongoing SU services can be different. Moreover, the number
of assembled channels for an ongoing SU service can also be changed along time
according to different events. For example, upon an SU service arrival, ongoing SU
services are willing to share their occupied channels if the number of idle channels
is not enough. The dynamic strategy in Paper B is the same as the Dynamic strategy
presented in [71] if the real-time service type does not exist.
To avoid overlapping, we do not elaborate the proposed strategies here and the
detailed definition and descriptions of those two strategies can be found in Section
IV in Paper B. The mathematical modeling processes of these strategies are illus-
trated in Section V of Paper B and the parameters for performance evaluation, i.e.,
the blocking probability, the forced termination probability, the capacity, and the av-
erage service rate per ongoing SU service, are derived in the same section. Briefly,
the blocking probability represents the probability that a newly arrived SU service
request is blocked before it enters the system, while the forced termination proba-
bility indicates the probability of an ongoing SU service being forced to terminate
before the service is finished. Note that the capacity here is different from Shannon
capacity [73] and the capacity of a type of SU services is defined by the average
service rate of SUs in that type, i.e., the average number of SU service completions
per time unit. The average service rate per ongoing SU service represents the rate
that an ongoing service will be processed on average.
In Paper B, no CTMC examples are illustrated due to space limit. In this sub-
section, instead of repeating the general mathematical derivations and equations
which are included in Paper B, we demonstrate our models through two exemplary
CTMCs given concrete values of M, V , W . For illustration convenience, we con-
sider pure elastic traffic, i.e., assuming that the real-time traffic does not exist in the
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network. To model different strategies with CTMCs, we assume that the arrivals
of SU elastic services and PU services are both Poisson processes with arrival rates
λS and λP respectively. Correspondingly, the service times are exponentially dis-
tributed with service rates µS and µP in one channel. For an elastic SU service with
N assembled channels, the service rate for that service becomes NµS.
Fig. 3.2 illustrates the CTMC model with M = 6 and N = V =W = 2, which
means that each SU service assembles exactly two channels. The same as in Section
V of Paper B, the states in this model can be expressed by an integer pair (i, j),
where i is the number of PU services and j is the number of SU services.
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Figure 3.2: An example CTMC when M = 6 and SU services always assemble two
channels, i.e., N =V =W = 2.
The state space is expressed as S = {(i, j) | i, j ≥ 0; i+ 2 j ≤ 6} in this case.
Based on the feasible states and the transition rates summarized in Table I in Paper
B, balance equations can be built. Denote by pii, j the steady-state probability of
(i, j). Let ψi, j be a variable that indicates if the state (i, j) is withinS , i.e., ψi, j = 1
if (i, j) ∈S , and 0 otherwise. For each state, the balance equation can be written
as
[2 jµS+ iµP+λSψi, j+1+λP(ψi+1, j +ψi+1, j−1−ψi+1, jψi+1, j−1)]pii, jψi, j
= (i+1)µPpii+1, jψi+1, j +2( j+1)µSpii, j+1ψi, j+1
+λPpii−1, jψi−1, j +λSpii, j−1ψi, j−1,
when (i−1)+2( j+1)< 6, (3.1)
[2 jµS+ iµP+λSψi, j+1+λP(ψi+1, j +ψi+1, j−1−ψi+1, jψi+1, j−1)]pii, jψi, j
= (i+1)µPpii+1, jψi+1, j +2( j+1)µSpii, j+1ψi, j+1
+λPpii−1, j+1ψi−1, j+1+λPpii−1, jψi−1, j +λSpii, j−1ψi, j−1,
when (i−1)+2( j+1)≥ 6, (3.2)
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where i = 0,1, ...,6 and j = 0,1, ...,3. Additionally, the sum of the probabilities for
all feasible states should be one,
6
∑
i=0
b(6−i)/2c
∑
j=0
pii, j = 1. (3.3)
Once the state probability of the Markov chain is obtained, the forced termina-
tion probability, the blocking probability, the capacity, and the average service rate
for commenced SU services can be calculated.
Fig. 3.3 illustrates another CTMC model for the dynamic strategy given W = 2,
V = 3, and M = 6. Similarly, the states in this model can be expressed by (i, j2, j3),
where i is the number of PU services while j2 and j3 are the number of SU services
that assemble two and three channels respectively. Similar approach can be adopted
as in the previous example for performance parameter calculation, so we do not
explain the procedure explicitly here.
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Figure 3.3: An example CTMC for the dynamic strategy given W = 2, V = 3, and
M = 6.
3.3.3 CTMC Models in Limiting Regimes
In this subsection, the models in the limiting regimes for these strategies, i.e., the
quasistationary regime and the fluid regime, are analyzed. The limiting regimes
refer to the scenario when PU activities are relatively static or extremely dynamic,
compared with SU activities. When PU activities are relatively static, the system
approaches the quasistationary regime. On the other hand, when PU activities are
extremely dynamic, the system is close to the fluid regime.
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In the quasistationary regime, since it is assumed that PU activities are relatively
static compared with SU activities, the distribution of SU services in the system
reaches equilibrium between consecutive PU events. In this case, although forced
terminations may still occur, there will be, at most, one upon each arrival of PU
service. Since between two consecutive arrivals of PUs an infinitely large number
of SU arrivals occur, the probability of forced termination approaches zero. The
quasistationary regime is studied extensively in Paper B for two reasons. The first
reason is that it is an interesting case that can be applied in many real-life scenarios.
In many existing MAC protocols where channel assembling is utilized, the authors
focus on the scenarios when the time scale for PU activities largely exceeds that of
the SUs’ [28, 32, 33]. This assumption is similar to the ones made in the quasis-
tationary regime from mathematical modeling’s point of view, where PU activities
are comparatively static. Another important reason is that the scalability of CTMC
can be improved with this assumption because the PU activities and the SU activ-
ities can be separately modeled in CTMCs. An inspection of Section IV in Paper
B reveals the detailed mathematical process in modeling on those strategies in the
quasistationary regime.
In the fluid regime, the PU activities change so fast that all SU services com-
menced in the network will be preempted almost immediately. From its definition,
it could be inferred that almost all commenced SU services are forced to terminate
in this regime. Consequently, we can conclude that the forced termination proba-
bility is close to one hundred percent and the capacity of SUs trends to zero under
this regime. In this case, the blocking probability and the average service rate per
ongoing SU service become meaningless, even though their values may be positive.
In order to observe the performance of different strategies in the limiting regimes
and to describe the dynamic of PU activities, we introduce a scaler f to reflect
PU activities while keeping the offered load constant for both PUs and SUs, as
λP = 1× f , µP = 0.5× f , λS = 1.5, and µS = 0.82. The capacity as a function
of f has been plotted in Fig. 6 in Paper B and discussed in Section VII-C in the
same paper. To provide more information, we plot here another result which is not
included in Paper B, the forced termination probability, as a function of f with the
same system configuration.
In Fig. 3.4, S(a,1,3) denotes the static strategy without real-time traffic when
W = 1 and V = 3, whereas D(a,1,3) corresponds to the dynamic strategy with the
same parameter configuration, and NA denotes the strategy without channel assem-
bling. From this figure, we can observe that when f  1, which means that the
service time of PUs is quite long while the arrival rate is low, the forced termination
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Figure 3.4: Forced termination probability as a function of f .
is close to zero. This result corresponds to the assumptions in the quasistationary
regime well for all examined strategies. When f become larger than 103, mean-
ing that PU services arrive frequently and the service time is very short, the forced
termination probability of SU services is close to one hundred percent. These ob-
servations confirm our pervious analysis.
As mentioned earlier, Poisson arrival and exponentially distributed service time
are assumed in order to utilize CTMC analyses. In real-life, however, the traffic
patterns [74, 75, 76] might be quite different from those ones. In order to further in-
vestigate the applicability and the preciseness of our Markov chain based analytical
models, we run simulations extensively with diverse PU and SU traffic types and
further investigate our proposed strategies. The simulation results obtained based
on different distributions demonstrate that the mathematical analysis presented in
Paper B can be adopted as a robust reference model for analyzing the performance
of channel assembling strategies in CRNs.
From the CTMC models and the numerical results of the channel assembling
strategies, we draw the following main conclusions. The dynamic strategy can
achieve better performance than the NA strategy does in the investigated cases. For
the static strategy, however, its overall performance is poorer than the no channel
assembling case except one aspect, i.e., a higher average service rate for ongoing
services. More detailed numerical results and discussions can be found in Section
VII of Paper B.
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3.4 Capacity Upper Bound of Channel Assembling in
the Quasistationary Regime
Based on the results presented in the previous sections, the capacity of CRNs can
indeed be improved by adopting channel assembling with spectrum adaptation. A
further question of interest is thus — does there exist maximum capacity for CRNs
when channel assembling is enabled? And if yes, what is the maximum possible
capacity?
As discussed previously, the achieved higher capacity with channel assembling
is meant for elastic traffic. To examine the maximum capacity with channel as-
sembling, we focus on the elastic traffic only. With more channels for an elastic
service, the service can be processed faster. Therefore, more services can be pro-
cessed if a proper strategy is utilized with appropriate parameter configurations for
this kind of traffic. For a specific injected SU traffic load, given the arrival and the
service rates for PUs, the capacity of SU services with channel assembling must be
upper bounded given a limited number of channels and the SU service rate in each
channel.
Paper C deduces the capacity upper bound of CRNs with channel assembling in
the quasistationary regime. We adopt the following logic to find the upper bound.
First of all, we propose a dynamic strategy with full spectrum adaptation and shar-
ing, referred to as FAFS, and its SU service behavior is modeled by a birth and
death process in the quasistationary regime for any given number of PU services
in the system. Note that FAFS is different from the two representative strategies
presented in Paper B. Then, we prove that this birth and death process has the max-
imum capacity when V = M and W equals to the minimum possible number that a
service can be supported. In the end, we confirm that no other strategies can achieve
higher capacity than FAFS does, given the same system configuration. Therefore,
it is concluded in Paper C that the maximum capacity in the quasistationary regime
is achieved when the dynamic strategy is utilized with parameters V = M, i.e., V
equals to the maximum number of channels, and W configured as the minimum
possible number that a service can use. More specifically, for W, V ∈N+, the max-
imum capacity is achieved when the dynamic strategy is adopted and configured as
W = 1 and V = M.
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3.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, channel assembling technique is presented firstly and then various
channel access strategies are summarized when parallel SU services are allowed
in the network. The performance of channel assembling strategies, represented by
the static strategy and the dynamic strategy, is thoroughly examined through both
mathematical modeling and simulations. More detailed information which is not
included in Paper B is elaborated in this chapter. The numerical results demonstrate
that channel assembling can achieve benefits from different aspects over the strategy
without channel assembling if an appropriate strategy is selected and the parame-
ters are configured properly. The closed-form capacity upper bound of CRNs with
channel assembling in the quasistationary regime is also derived based on mathe-
matical modeling. The derivation of this capacity upper bound is originally reported
in Paper C.
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Chapter 4
Power Allocation in Multi-channel
CRNs with Channel Assembling
In the previous chapter, various channel assembling strategies are proposed and ex-
amined extensively in multi-channel CRNs when parallel SU services are allowed.
In this chapter, however, we consider a case where SUs compete with each other for
channel access but there is only one SU service as a winner that can utilize multiple
idle channels after each competition [34], [40], [41]. Instead of designing a signal-
ing process which has been proposed in many MAC protocols, another important
aspect, i.e., channel selection and power allocation, is studied in this chapter.
4.1 Introduction to Power Allocation in CRNs
In distributed CRNs in the OSA mode, MAC protocols usually operate in a com-
peting manner whereby the SUs compete for access opportunities, and the winning
SU utilizes the available channels but other SUs have to wait for the next round of
competition [34] [40] [41]. When multiple channels are available for the winner,
channel assembling techniques can be utilized by the winner in order to support
higher data rate and further improve spectrum utilization. On the one hand, dif-
ferent channels may have different channel conditions and various PU arrival rates.
On the other hand, SUs have a limited transmission power budget. Therefore, how
to select channels and allocate power among them in order to achieve a pre-defined
goal deserves an exploration. Note that channel selection can be integrated with
power allocation from the perspective of algorithm design since a channel is not
selected if no power is allocated on that channel. Therefore, we focus only the on
power allocation schemes in this chapter. Traditionally, to maximize data rate, wa-
terfilling is adopted for power allocation among multiple channels [77]. However,
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in CRNs, collisions in an SU transmission because of the re-appearance of PU ac-
tivities need to be considered as well. If such collision happens, i.e., PU activities
appear during an SU packet transmission, SUs must release the channel immedi-
ately in order to leave room for PUs, resulting in possible cost or even unsuccessful
packet transmission for SUs [4, 34].
In CRNs, with diverse resource constraints, SUs may achieve optimized per-
formance from different aspects. For example, SUs require to maximize transmis-
sion data rate with a given power budget while keeping collision probability low.
Those requirements can be formulated to various optimization problems, and based
on the analyses of those problems, different algorithms can be proposed. In this
chapter, power allocation is studied in order to optimize system performance con-
sidering various channel conditions and PU arrival rates among multiple idle chan-
nels. Specifically, two optimization problems in power allocation are formulated
and studied considering that SUs access the channels through competition and only
the winner can utilize the vacant channels for packet transmission. The first problem
is to minimize the collision probability of an SU transmission with PU activities.
The other one is to maximize the data rate given the upper bound of collision prob-
ability. In each of those problems, two kinds of power constraints, i.e., per-channel
power constraint and total channel power constraint are further imposed. Based on
the analyses of these problems, different power allocation algorithms are proposed
in order to solve those problems under various conditions. Numerical experiments
are utilized to validate these proposed solutions.
In what follows, related work on power allocation is summarized first. Then
the power allocation optimization problems are presented and analyzed in-depth.
Different algorithms are proposed for each of the examined problems based on these
analyses.
4.2 Existing Power Allocation Algorithms in CRNs
In this section, the related work is summarized from two perspectives. The first
subsection gives a brief overview of power allocation in the SS case, and the second
subsection discusses power allocation schemes in channel access based on the OSA
mode as well as their limitations.
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4.2.1 Power Allocation in the Spectrum Sharing Mode
In SS based CRNs, simultaneous transmissions for both PUs and SUs, if not gen-
erating intolerable interference among one another, will make spectrum more effi-
ciently used. To keep the interference generated by SU transmitters below a thresh-
old at PU receivers, it is important to impose an interference spectrum mask con-
straint [78] or an SINR/noise constraint at the PU receiver side [7, 79, 80]. In [35],
instead of utilizing an SU-to-PU power mask, a limit on the fraction of time dura-
tion which the PUs’ reception is affected by SU transmissions is introduced. Based
on this idea, a distributed cognitive radio MAC protocol that enables SUs to dynam-
ically utilize the spectrum while limiting the interference to PUs is developed. A
Rayleigh fading channel model is utilized to analyze the interference between PUs
and SUs. In [81], two optimal power allocation algorithms to maximize the ergodic
capacity of SUs are proposed under the PU outage probability constraint and under
the average or peak transmission power constraint. However, that work is not tar-
geting at multiple channels and applied only for the SS case. In [8], optimization
problems for dynamic resource allocation in CRNs from convex optimization’s per-
spective are summarized and analyzed. In brief, although a great amount of valuable
work has been done for optimal power allocation and transmission based on the SS
mode, these approaches developed for the SS mode do not apply to the OSA mode.
4.2.2 Power Allocation in the Opportunistic Spectrum Access
Mode
In most existing MAC protocols and channel access schemes in OSA, it is usually
assumed that channels are time-slotted [40, 41, 82], or that the time scale for PU
activities largely exceeds the time scale of SUs [28, 32, 33]. Therefore, the colli-
sion of ongoing SU packet transmissions by PU activities can be ignored and the
idle channels can be utilized by SU packet transmissions without considering the
reappearance of PUs. In these scenarios, the traditional waterfilling algorithm can
be applied if multiple channels are found as idle. In [34], a statistical channel selec-
tion scheme is introduced in their proposed MAC protocol. In their work, channels
for packet transmissions are selected based on statistic characteristics of PU events
on different channels, however, how power is allocated on those channels is not
analyzed nor optimized.
Recently, the authors of [83] introduce a power allocation algorithm for CRNs
based on a risk-return model in which the cost of the reappearance of PUs in a given
band is modeled as a rate loss depending on the power level that SUs allocate to this
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band. Under this model, the optimal power allocation scheme turns out to be similar
to the traditional waterfilling. However, this algorithm does not apply to the OSA
mode, since a few important aspects in OSA are not considered. More specifically,
the impact of PU reappearance is much more than just wasted transmission power
or associated rate loss. It includes other important ramifications, such as SU packet
loss, delay and overhead in the handshake process. Hence, modeling this collision
just as a rate loss is insufficient.
In this chapter, we propose to minimize or constrain the collision probability1
of the transmitting SU packet by allocating power among multiple channels in the
presence of different channel conditions and PU reappearances in the OSA mode.
The detailed information on the analyses of these optimization problems and their
corresponding algorithms can be found in Paper D. To avoid overlapping, only the
main idea of Paper D is summarized in the following paragraphs without explain-
ing the detailed mathematical derivations, and more research results which are not
included in Paper D are provided in this chapter.
4.3 System Models
Assume that there are two types of radios, PUs and SUs, operating in the same
frequency band. Each PU service requires only one channel but SUs may assemble
multiple channels for a service. All of these channels have the same bandwidth B. In
order to protect PU services, SUs must release their channel occupancy immediately
whenever PU services appear. It is assumed that SUs can sense the PU activities
precisely.
Consider that there are M idle channels2 that can be utilized by the current
winner after SU competition. Since SUs may have constrained hardware3, it is as-
sumed that an SU can assemble up to N channels for a packet transmission. There-
fore, for a given number of idle channels and hardware constraint, SUs may assem-
ble up to min{M,N} channels for one packet transmission. Those channels can be
either neighboring to each other or separated in the spectrum domain.
Assume further that each channel contains S sub-channels corresponding to S
sub-carriers in orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), and each sub-
1It is worth mentioning that we consider the case that SUs compete for transmission opportu-
nities and there is no collision between SUs after competition. So possible collision is between an
ongoing SU packet and a PU reappearance.
2Note that M in this chapter has a different meaning from M in Chapter 3, where in Chapter 3
M denotes the total number of channels in the system.
3As pointed out in [33], the number of channels that an SU can assemble is up to a limit.
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carrier has equal bandwidth b. Therefore, we have Sb= B. Denote respectively hi, j,
ni, j, and pi, j the channel state, the noise density, and the SU’s allocated power for the
jth sub-channel on channel i, where i ∈ I, I = {1, · · · ,M} and j ∈ J, J = {1, · · · ,S}.
If a transmission scheme other than OFDM is utilized where no sub-channels exist,
hi, j, ni, j, and pi, j become hi, ni, and pi correspondingly.
The same as many other studies, the PU service arrival process is usually mod-
eled as a Poisson process. This is not only due to its mathematical convenience,
but also because it indeed captures the nature of the arrival processes in different
communication systems. It is shown by many real-life measurements [74, 76] that
the call arrivals in cellular systems are well modeled by a Poisson process. Simi-
larly, in the scenario where IEEE 802.11 equipments (as PUs) share spectrum with
IEEE 802.15.4 equipments (as SUs), the channel idle time of PUs, i.e., the duration
that there is no 802.11 packet transmission, is shown to be geometrically distributed
from real-life measurements [84]. Note that geometric distribution is memoryless,
which corresponds to the exponential distribution in the continuous time domain.
This is mainly due to the widely used exponential back-off timer in CSMA/CA.
Consequently, in our work, the arrival of PUs is also modeled as a Poisson process
with rate λi in channel i, i ∈ I.
With the Poisson arrival assumption, within a period τ , the probability that there
is no PU arrival in channel i is expressed as Pi(τ) = e−λiτ . Assuming that PU
activities are independent among different channels, then the probability that none
of these channels are occupied by PUs in a given channel set Cs during period τ ,
denoted byPCs(τ), is expressed asPCs(τ) =∏i∈CsPi(τ) = e
−∑i∈Cs λiτ .
Let us define a channel utilization indicator ξi, i ∈ I as
ξi =
{
1, ∑ j pi, j > 0,
0, otherwise,
(4.1)
where∑i ξi≤min{M,N}. ξi indicates whether channel i is utilized by an SU packet
transmission or not.
During one SU packet transmission, the set of assembled channels for this
packet is fixed. Then, the probability that the packet is transmitted without collision
with a PU activity is given by
Pr = exp
(
− ∑
M
i=1λiξiLp
∑Mi=1∑
S
j=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
)
, (4.2)
where Lp is the packet length and h
′
i, j = |hi, j|2/(ni, jb).
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4.4 Problem Formulations
Two optimization problems for power allocations are identified as follows. The
first problem is to directly minimize the collision probability, whereas the second
problem is to maximize the data rate while keeping the collision probability below
a limit.
4.4.1 Minimizing Collision Probability
Since exp(−x) decreases monotonically with an increasing x > 0, in Eq. (4.2),
Pr is maximized if
∑Mi=1 λiξiLp
∑Mi=1∑
S
j=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
is minimized. Then, the optimization
problem of minimizing the probability that the SU packet will collide with PUs,
i.e., minimizing 1−Pr, can be formulated as
min
{pi,j}i∈I, j∈J
∑Mi=1λiξiLp
∑Mi=1∑
S
j=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
, (4.3)
s.t. ξi =
{
1, ∑ j pi, j > 0,
0, otherwise,
1≤∑
i
ξi ≤min{M,N}, pi, j ≥ 0,
∑
i
∑
j
pi, j≤ pt ;or ∑
j
pi, j≤ pt ,∀i∈ I, (4.4)
where pt is the total power budget.
In this optimization problem formulation, there are two kinds of power con-
straints as shown in Eq. (4.4), i.e., either a total power budget is given for all chan-
nels or there exists a power constraint for each channel. The condition ∑i ξi ≥ 1
is introduced so that at least one channel is utilized by the winning SU to send its
packet.
However, the solution for problem (4.3) is not obvious. First of all, the prob-
lem is neither convex nor continuous. Secondly, there is a conflicting effect if we
increase the number of utilized channels. On the one hand, utilizing more channels
can increase the data rate therefore reduce the transmission time for a packet, which
will reduce collision probability. On the other hand, a larger number of utilized
channels will involve more PU activities, which will potentially increase collision
probability.
The main conclusion to solve this optimization problem is that the optimal so-
lution is to allocate all power to only one channel, i, which gives the minimum
value of λiLp/∑Sj=1 b log(1+ h
′
i, j p
∗
i, j), where p
∗
i, j is the allocated power for each
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sub-channel based on the waterfilling algorithm in channel i with pt . The detailed
mathematical proof of this conclusion can be found in Paper D.
4.4.2 Maximizing Data Rate with Constrained Collision Proba-
bility
More generally, the network would like to maximize its data rate while keeping the
collision probability below a threshold value. In other words, SUs could choose a
group of channels which have better channel conditions, while keeping the collision
probability requirement satisfied. Then the optimization problem can be formulated
as follows,
max
{pi, j}i∈I, j∈J
M
∑
i=1
S
∑
j=1
b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j), (4.5)
s.t.
∑Mi=1λiξi
∑Mi=1∑
S
j=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
≤ γ0, (4.6)
ξi =
{
1, ∑ j pi, j > 0,
0, otherwise,
∑
i
ξi ≤min{M,N}, (4.7)
pi, j ≥ 0,
∑
i
∑
j
pi, j ≤ pt ;or ∑
j
pi, j ≤ pt ,∀i ∈ I,
where γ0 = − log(1−Prc0)/Lp and Prc0 is the maximum tolerable level of the
collision probability.
Again, this problem is neither convex nor continuous. Actually, it is proven in
Paper D that the problem with per-channel power constraint is NP-hard.
4.5 Algorithms for Power Allocation
In Paper D, for the data rate maximization problem, a dynamic programming based
pseudo-polynomial time algorithm which can find the global optimal solution is
developed for the per-channel power constraint case, and a heuristic method based
sub-optimal algorithm is proposed for the total channel power constraint case. In
this section, we illustrate more our research results on this topic which are not in-
cluded in Paper D. We firstly discuss the feasibility of the data rate maximization
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problem, and then propose a sub-optimal algorithm for the data rate maximization
problem with per-channel power constraint based on a similar heuristic method uti-
lized in the total channel power constraint case.
4.5.1 Feasibility Study
Before starting to solve the problem, the feasibility of the problem for the given
system parameters, i.e., whether there exists a feasible solution according to the cur-
rent system configuration, needs to be investigated. Based on the solution for the
collision probability minimization problem, the feasibility check for the data rate
maximization problem is straightforward. Since the collision probability is mini-
mized when all power is allocated onto the best channel, we can put all power onto
a single channel one by one, and then check if the collision probability requirement
is satisfied. If there exists a channel that satisfies the collision probability require-
ment, the problem is feasible and we can further search for the optimal solution.
Otherwise, the problem is infeasible and the searching procedure for the optimal
solution is stopped.
4.5.2 A Heuristic Algorithm for Data Rate Maximization Prob-
lem with Per-channel Power Constraint
Even though the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm suggested in Paper D can find
the optimal solution, the procedure is still quite time consuming, especially for
packet level transmissions. Therefore, a heuristic method based sub-optimal algo-
rithm which is not included in Paper D is suggested here. This algorithm is designed
based on two facts. The first one is that a channel with a smaller λi/Ri, ∀i ∈ I, may
better satisfy the probability constraint, where Ri is the resulted capacity in chan-
nel i based on the waterfilling algorithm with power budget pt . The second one is
that the more spectrum (the greater number of channels in this case) utilized, the
higher capacity. The algorithm is illustrated as Algorithm 1 in this section. In this
algorithm, [Ri,pi] := w f (i, pt) is a function which will return the power allocation
result based on the waterfilling algorithm in the ith channels, ∀i ∈ I, with power
budget pt . In this function, pi is the resulted power allocation vector with elements
p∗i, j, j ∈ [1,S], in channel i, where p∗i, j represents the allocated power in each sub-
channel and ∑ j p∗i, j = pt .
In the beginning of the algorithm, waterfilling is done for each channel individ-
ually. In this way, the feasibility of the problem can be checked. If N ≥ M, i.e.,
without hardware constraint, we firstly find out all the channels with wi ≤ 0, which
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Algorithm 1 : A sub-optimal algorithm for the per-channel power constraint case
for i := 1 to M do
[Ri,pi] := w f (i, pt).
end for
if ∀ wi > 0, i ∈ I then
Problem infeasible.
else
if N ≥M then
Csn := {channel i| ∀i ∈ I,wi ≤ 0}; Csp := {channel i| ∀i ∈ I,wi > 0},
Let the number of channels in Csp be M′; R := ∑i∈Csn Ri; W := ∑i∈Csn wi,
if M′ ≥ 1 then
Rank channels in Csp according to λi/Ri, i∈ [1,M′] from low to high, and
denote the ranked channel set as Cso.
for j := 1 to M′, channel j ∈Cso do
if W +w j ≤ 0 then
R := R+R j, W :=W +w j.
Add channel j to Csn.
end if
end for
end if
else
Rank all channels according to λi/Ri from low to high.
Let the ranked channel set be Cso; W := 0; R := 0; Csn := /0.
for j := 1 to M, channel j ∈Cso do
if j ≤ N then
if W +w j ≤ 0 then
W :=W +w j, R := R+R j,
Add channel j to Csn.
end if
else
RT := 0, WT := 0, CsnT := /0
for i := j−N+1 to j, channel i ∈Cso do
RT := RT +Ri, WT :=WT +wi,
Add channel j to CsnT .
if WT ≤ 0 and RT > R then
R := RT , Csn :=CsnT .
end if
end for
end if
end for
end if
Let the waterfilling solution for channels in Csn be p,
Return [R,p].
end if
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will make the probability constraint satisfied, where wi = λi− γ0Ri. Denote this
channel set as Csn. For the remaining channels, we rank them according to λi/Ri,
and then put the channels one by one into the channel set Csn, until the probability
constraint is not satisfied.
Similarly, if N < M, i.e., with hardware constraint, we firstly rank all channels
according to λi/Ri, ∀i ∈ I. Then we keep a sliding window with the size of N on
those newly ranked channel set. In each window, we calculate the aggregated data
rate and the collision probability constraint from the first element to the current
one in the window. If the current data rate is higher than the previous one and the
probability constraint is still satisfied, we update the data rate and corresponding
Csn.
4.6 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated via numer-
ical experiments. Since most of the numerical results have already been included
in Paper D, we plot only the results in the per-channel power budget constraint case
based on Algorithm 1, which is not included in Paper D, and compare them with the
results from the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm and from the exhaustive search.
The default system parameters are configured the same as in Table 1 of Paper D. The
proposed algorithms are compared with the exhaustive search from two aspects: the
resulted capacity and computational complexity. The computational complexity is
compared in terms of machine running time.
For the data rate maximization problem with collision probability constraint, it is
observed that the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, which is based on the dynamic
programming, can always find the optimal solutions. Therefore, we plot only the
result from the exhaustive search algorithm. Fig. 4.1 shows the achieved capacity
as a function of M. As shown from this figure, the achieved capacity grows almost
linearly with the increasing number of channels when N ≥ M, i.e., when there is
no hardware constraint. However, when N becomes smaller, the achieved capacity
becomes lower since fewer number of channels can be utilized. The sub-optimal
algorithm achieves lower but very close capacity to the global optimal, which means
that our heuristic algorithm is very efficient.
Furthermore, the time consumption curves with respect to the number of chan-
nels M for the sub-optimal algorithm, the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, and
the exhaustive search algorithm are plotted in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 when N ≥M,
i.e., with sufficient hardware on SUs. To illustrate the curves more clearly, the re-
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Figure 4.1: Capacity as a function of M.
sults when M ∈ [3,10] are shown in Fig. 4.2 while the results for M ∈ [10,14] are
plotted in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Time consumption as a function of M ∈ [3,10] when N ≥M.
As observed from Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3, as the number of total channels grows,
the time used by both of the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm and the exhaus-
tive search algorithm increases sharply. However, the proposed sub-optimal algo-
rithm consumes much shorter time. From Fig. 4.2, one can observe that when M
is small, i.e., M ∈ [3,7], the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm consumes slightly
more time than the exhaustive search does. However, when the number of total
channels grows, the time used by exhaustive search increases dramatically, which
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Figure 4.3: Time consumption as a function of M ∈ [11,15] when N ≥M.
can be observed clearly in Fig. 4.3. This is mainly because that the searching space
of the exhaustive search algorithm will grow exponentially with an increasing M.
However, in the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm which is based on dynamic pro-
gramming, the final optimal solution can be calculated based on the optimal solution
of sub-problems4. Furthermore, when the solution of a sub-problem is to be utilized,
it can check from a looking-up table and read the solution of the sub-problem di-
rectly if it has already been calculated. For each sub-problem, no matter how many
times it is utilized in the recursion, it is calculated only once. Therefore, the time
required for the dynamic programming algorithm is largely reduced even though M
increases. This result tells us that, to get the optimal solution, the exhaustive search
method is a workable option, given that the number of available channels is few.
However for a large M, the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm through dynamic
programming is recommended. The time consumed by the sub-optimal algorithm,
which is in the order of 10−4 unit time, is much shorter than the time consumption
of these two global optimal solutions, although the curve is hardly visible in the cur-
rent plot. Also, the increasing trend of the curve in the sub-optimal algorithm with
a growing M is not obvious. Considering the significant saving in terms of compu-
tation time, the sub-optimal algorithm is preferable if the global optimization is not
mandatory.
In order to further compare the complexity of the algorithms when N <M, i.e.,
4Dynamic programming is a scheme to solve a problem by breaking it down into simpler sub-
problems. By combining the solutions to the sub-problems, the overall solution can be reached.
The problem studied in this work with per-channel power constraint can be solved by dynamic
programming. More information detailed can be found in [85] and Paper D.
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Figure 4.4: Time consumption as a function of M ∈ [7,15] when N = 6.
with hardware constraint, Fig. 4.4 illustrates the time used to compute the optimal
solution when N = 6 as a function of M. In this case, the searching spaces for
both algorithms are reduced therefore the time consumed is shorter than the case
with N = M. Similar to what we have been observed earlier, the time utilized by
the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm is shorter than that of the exhaustive search
algorithm as M increases, while the sub-optimal algorithm consumes the shortest
time among all these three algorithms.
4.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the scenario where SUs contend for channel access and the only win-
ning SU can assemble multiple idle channels is considered in CRNs. Two power
allocation problems, i.e., minimizing the collision probability with PUs and maxi-
mizing the data rate with constrained collision probability, are further formulated,
and various optimization algorithms are proposed accordingly. These algorithms
apply to power allocation in CRNs for contention based multi-channel MAC proto-
cols with channel assembling.
To the best of our knowledge, the study on this topic is originally carried out
in Paper D. The optimal solution of the collision probability minimization problem
is provably to put full power on the single best channel while the data rate maxi-
mization problem with constrained collision probability is proven to be NP-hard in
the per-channel power-constraint case in Paper D. Therefore a dynamic program-
ming method is proposed for power allocation with a per-channel power constraint.
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Moreover, two highly efficient heuristic algorithms are proposed in both the per-
channel power constraint and the total power constrained cases. As expected, the
numerical results demonstrate that the dynamic programming achieves the opti-
mized result, and that the heuristic algorithms are capable of achieving a data rate
close to the global optimal value however with very low computational complexity.
Chapter 5
MAC and Routing Protocol Design in
Multi-hop Multi-channel CRNs
In the previous chapters, extensive studies are carried out in single-hop multi-channel
CRNs. To support a network with larger coverage, CRNs over multiple hops are
also of essential interest. In this chapter, we continue our studies on MAC and
routing layer issues respectively by considering various scenarios in multi-hop net-
works. The proposed MAC layer mechanisms target at making the network con-
nected on a common channel over multiple hops based on a single interface which
can tune in among multiple opportunistic channels. For routing protocol design,
path selection and channel allocation are integrated to improve system performance
in multi-channel multi-hop wireless networks with multiple interfaces equipped on
each node.
5.1 Introduction to Protocol Design in Multi-hop
Wireless Network
Different from traditional multi-hop wireless networks where all nodes are provided
with certain dedicated channels, the frequency spectrum that can be utilized by SUs
in CRNs may vary from time to time, and even from node to node along the path
of a flow over multiple hops. These dynamic access opportunities bring many new
challenges to the design of multi-hop CRNs. If nodes have no dedicated common
channel or have no interface tuned onto a common channel among the neighbor-
hood, the connectivity of the network over multiple hops cannot be maintained.
Although having a dedicated control channel in a network makes connectivity not
an issue, designing a routing protocol integrated with channel allocation is not triv-
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ial due to distinct spectrum availability among channels and nodes over multiple
hops. In the rest of this section, we summarize the network connectivity mainte-
nance schemes designed for CRNs. Existing routing algorithms and protocols for
multi-channel multi-hop networks are also briefly surveyed.
5.1.1 Existing Network Connectivity Maintenance Schemes
When a dedicated control channel exists and there is an interface that is always
tuned onto such a channel, it is easy to keep nodes in the network connected and
further coordinate spectrum allocation through this common channel. However,
in many scenarios where these two conditions do not meet, a mechanism is re-
quired to maintain the connectivity of multi-hop CRNs in the presence of multiple
channels. In [86], a distributed group coordination scheme is proposed consider-
ing spectrum heterogeneity among multiple hops. In their scheme, only a local
control channel is required for a group of neighboring nodes which have channels
in common, since spatial spectrum heterogeneity reduces the feasibility of utiliz-
ing a global common control channel. Furthermore, the network connectivity is
maintained at group boundaries by nodes that are associated with multiple common
channels.
To solve a similar connectivity problem with spatial spectrum heterogeneity, the
authors in [87] propose a cluster-based approach. They demonstrate that if neigh-
bor discovery is perfect and the network is fully connected in the physical topology
graph, full connectivity of the network at the link layer is achieved. In a simi-
lar study [88], a distributed swarm intelligence-based control channel assignment
mechanism is presented, considering that common channels may temporarily ex-
ist among a local group of SUs. In all the above strategies, a single half-duplexed
transceiver is assumed.
In a scenario envisaged by [89], a common control channel is required and there
is an 802.11a based radio which is dedicated to the control channel. This mechanism
maintains a global channel set including channels that are common to all nodes.
If the common control channel that is currently utilized by the network becomes
unavailable, another channel from the global channel set can be selected as the new
control channel.
The above mentioned schemes focus on the cases where the multi-hop network
is covered by different sets of PUs, resulting in spatial varieties of available chan-
nels. However, if we consider the case where CRNs are covered by the same set
of PUs, e.g., TV broadcast (as the PUs) collocated with an ad hoc network (as the
SUs) within a building, simpler schemes can be expected.
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5.1.2 Existing Routing Algorithms and Protocols for
Multi-channel Multi-hop Networks
To study routing algorithms and protocols in CRNs, we start from the ones orig-
inally designed for multi-channel ad hoc networks or multi-channel WMNs since
the ideas in those schemes can be borrowed by CRNs. There are three categories of
existing work on multi-channel multi-hop wireless networks. The first category tar-
gets at WMNs [51]-[57] where traffic pattern is relatively regulated in the network
since most traffic flows are carried between gateway(s) and mesh routers. The sec-
ond category focuses on multi-channel multi-hop networks with a single transceiver
[90, 91, 92], while the third category mainly deals with scheduling [93, 94]. In ad-
dition to the above mentioned protocols, a 2.5 layer solution which handles channel
selection and interface assignment is proposed in [95], and a source routing proto-
col is proposed in [96]. More detailed discussions on these protocols can be found
in Section I of Paper F.
For routing schemes in CRNs, the challenges and solutions are overviewed and
discussed in [50]. According to this reference paper, existing CRN routing proto-
cols distinguish from each other based on the spectrum knowledge required by the
schemes, i.e., the approaches based on full spectrum knowledge [97]-[103] or only
on local knowledge [104]-[120]. The first type of such protocols usually requires
full knowledge about the network, e.g., network topology, available spectrum band
etc. Therefore, a network-wide signaling procedure needs to be designed in order
to collect and share enough information for path selection and channel allocation.
However, these protocols may not scale well as the network size increases, and the
PU dynamic needs to be low enough so that the resulted channel allocation and path
selection will not become stale for route and channel selection. On the other hand,
since spectrum conditions may change frequently over both time and space, routing
schemes based on local knowledge provide good options to reflect this dynamic na-
ture. In this type of protocols, routing and channel allocation can be adopted based
on various parameters, for instance, transmission power and interference, through-
put etc, and various routing parameters are also designed in the literature for perfor-
mance improvement. In this dissertation, the design of our routing protocol is based
on local information considering its scalability and practicality.
5.1.3 Two Multi-hop Scenarios Considered in this Dissertation
In this dissertation, two cases in multi-hop multi-channel networks are studied and
their solutions are proposed. The first case is about network connectivity main-
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tenance and common channel selection. Two MAC mechanisms are proposed to
maintain network connectivity in a common channel for communication purpose.
These MAC mechanisms can also be utilized for common control channel selec-
tion in multi-channel multi-hop and multi-interface scenarios, and be applied to the
dedicated interface which is responsible for control message exchange.
The other case considered in this dissertation is routing in multi-channel multi-
interface ad hoc networks, which is a preliminary study on routing protocol design
for CRNs. There are two reasons for considering routing in multi-channel ad hoc
networks as a first-phase study of CRNs. Firstly, mature routing protocols can be
used as references in this design and it is relatively easier to handle path selection
and channel allocation in ad hoc networks than in CRN scenarios where channels
are dynamic in the latter case. Secondly, the scenario in ad hoc networks can be
considered as a special case in CRNs in which channels are relatively static, like in
the quasistationary regime from mathematical modeling point of view. In this de-
sign, further extension to CRNs is also considered. Instead of only designing a path
selection and channel allocation algorithm, the signaling messages are also elabo-
rated, and the whole routing protocol is implemented and simulated using NS2. In
what follows, the proposed mechanisms for the two cases are summarized in two
separate sections.
5.2 MAC Mechanisms for Common Channel Selec-
tion in Multi-hop Multi-channel CRNs
As discussed in the previous section, common channel selection and connectivity
maintenance in multi-hop CRNs are an important aspect in CRN protocol design.
In this section, two MAC mechanisms originally proposed in Paper E for common
channel selection purpose are outlined.
5.2.1 System Model and Assumptions
In Paper E, it is assumed that all the nodes in the multi-hop CRNs are covered by
the same set of PUs, as shown in Fig. 5.1. With this assumption, space hetero-
geneity, which means that the available channels are different among multiple hops
due to various coverages of PUs in the network, does not exist. In other words, if a
channel is available to one SU in the network, it is also available to other SUs in the
same network. Consider that the topology of a network guarantees the network con-
nectivity if all nodes tune onto a common channel, i.e., all nodes can communicate
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with one another through single or multi-hop communications if they operate all
on a common channel. It is further assumed that each node has one 802.11 based
transceiver which works on one channel at a time but can jump among different
channels if necessary. The goal of our design is to keep all nodes always on a single
common channel. When PU activities appear in the current common channel, the
nodes over multiple hops must tune onto another channel at the same time. Further-
more, if the channels have different bandwidth with various supported data rates,
it is preferable for the network to select a channel which can support a higher data
rate among multiple idle channels.
Primary Transmitters 
Secondary Users 
Transmission Range  
Transmission Range  
Figure 5.1: Scenario for the considered system.
5.2.2 Strategy Descriptions and Simulations
Based on the assumptions and the designing goal, two MAC mechanisms are pro-
posed for the common channel selection. The first mechanism is straightforward
such that SUs will always switch to the next idle channel if any PU activity appears
in the current channel. Since we have assumed that the sensing result is precise
enough and the network is covered by the same set of PUs, this mechanism can
make the network connected in the next available channel among multiple chan-
nels. Clearly, although network connectivity is achieved, this mechanism cannot
support the idea of tuning onto an idle channel with a higher data rate even if it
exists.
The second mechanism utilizes the idea of connected dominating set (CDS) in
the network in order to achieve network connectivity and perform channel selection
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among channels with different supported data rates. Consider that a multi-hop net-
work forms a graph where the SUs are vertices in the graph, and an edge between
two vertices means that the SUs can communicate with each other directly if they
are on the same channel. Then the CDS of this graph means a group of nodes which
have the following properties. First, they are all connected through a single hop or
multiple hops. Second, any node in the graph is either within the CDS or one hop
away from a node in the CDS. In this mechanism, there are two events that can trig-
ger channel switching in the network. One event is a PU reappearance in the current
channel. The other event is upon the discovery of an idle channel with higher data
rate, which the network will switch to. The CDS nodes can be used to maintain and
recover network connectivity when these events happen. If we can keep the CDS
nodes always connected, other non-CDS nodes can easily find and join this network
because they are only one hop away from this set. Therefore, the task becomes
how to make the CDS nodes connected in another channel in the presence of a PU
activity reappearance or the discovery of an idle channel with a higher data rate. In
other words, the CDS nodes should be able to jump onto the same channel when PU
activities appear in the current channel or when an idle channel with a higher data
rate is discovered. Upon the first event, a channel is selected based on a database
of the idle channels, which requires information of channels rather than the current
one. Furthermore, in order to make the CDS nodes switch altogether onto the same
channel with a higher data rate, information about channels other than the current
common channel should also be gathered and shared.
The information collection on other channels is done by idle non-CDS nodes.
When non-CDS nodes have no traffic to transmit, they will scan other channels peri-
odically in order to find vacant channels. When the channel information is gathered,
it will jump back to the current common channel and broadcast the acquired infor-
mation. This information will be utilized further by the CDS nodes for channel
selection and switching. If a channel with higher data rate is discovered, the nodes
in multiple hops will switch to that channel at approximately the same time accord-
ing to the validation time field carried by the broadcast message about the updated
channel condition. If an idle channel is found however not with higher data rate, the
working channel of the network remains unchanged. Nevertheless, the information
about the idle channels will still be distributed among the network, and this informa-
tion will be added to the database of idle channels in each CDS node. More detailed
information about the idle channel discovery and channel switching procedure can
be found in Paper E.
The proposed MAC mechanisms are evaluated through NS2. The simulation
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results, as shown in Paper E, demonstrate that the first mechanism has better per-
formance in channels with identical data rate since it generates less overhead on
channel information shared over multiple hops. However, for channels with hetero-
geneous data rates, the latter mechanism is more efficient since higher throughput
is achieved when a channel with higher data rate is preferably selected.
5.3 A Distributed Routing Protocol with Channel As-
signment in Multi-channel Multi-hop Wireless Ad
Hoc Networks
5.3.1 The Applicability of the Proposed Protocol to CRNs
As a preliminary study for CRNs, a distributed routing protocol in multi-channel
multi-hop wireless ad hoc network is proposed in Paper F. As stated earlier, the
scenario in multi-channel multi-hop ad hoc networks can be considered as a special
case in a CRN where the PU activities are relatively static, like in TV broadcast
channels. In this case, multiple channels are in a sense dedicated to SUs and the
proposed protocol can be enhanced to fit this scenario with minor revision, for in-
stance, by adding channel sensing schemes for PUs.
In our design, we have left room for further extensions to CRNs with oppor-
tunistic channels. One consideration is to introduce a common control channel in
this protocol as many CRN routing protocols do [98, 109, 112, 113, 118, 119]. In
CRNs, signaling is even more important but also more difficult than in ad hoc net-
works because of opportunistic channel availability. Since the available channels
may be quite different from one SU to another in both the time and space domains,
it is necessary to have a common control channel to connect different nodes together
for information exchange. This common control channel must be used for signaling
message transmissions and should always be available [4]. If a dedicated control
channel does not exist, however, the mechanisms presented in the previous section
and many other mechanisms [86]-[89] can be applied to select a control channel.
Another consideration for potential extension to CRNs is that only partial net-
work information is required by the routing protocol, instead of the network-wide
information. Although global information is obtainable in many ad hoc network
scenarios, in CRNs, however, always requiring global information on real-time traf-
fic flows and available channels is quite costly and even impossible for large-scale
networks with dynamic channels. Therefore, designing a routing scheme based on
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local information is more pragmatic from the perspective of information sharing.
More importantly, even if the network-wide information is gathered, the joint path
and channel allocation problem is in general NP-hard in both ad hoc networks [57]
and CRNs [50]. Therefore, considering practicality, we do not expect to design a
routing protocol which targets at achieving global optimization with signaling pro-
cess and channel allocation implemented based on network-wide information. In
our design, we employ, instead, separate procedures for path selection and chan-
nel allocation, and then integrate them together. The aim is to design a plug-and-
play distributed routing protocol together with channel allocation without global
information acquisition and sharing. The end-to-end route is established in an on-
demand fashion while channel allocation is made along the path based on collected
local information. In what follows, the proposed routing protocol is summarized.
5.3.2 Description of the Proposed Routing Protocol
The distributed routing protocol with channel assignment in multi-channel multi-
hop wireless ad hoc networks is proposed originally in Paper F and it works as
follows.
5.3.2.1 System Configuration and Channel State Estimation
In the proposed protocol, each node is equipped with three half-duplex interfaces.
One interface is always turned onto a common control channel which is respon-
sible for control and broadcast message exchange, and the other two perform as
transmitter and receiver respectively, operating on different data channels for data
transmission. To allow an interface access multiple channels, the interface needs to
switch among different channels at a cost of switching delay. More specifically, if a
node will transmit a packet to a particular neighbor, the interface which is respon-
sible for transmission will switch to the channel on which the neighbor’s receiver is
tuned and then communicate.
In order to acquire channel information among the neighborhood, the receiving
interface of a particular node will jump among various channels according to a pre-
defined hopping sequence when there is no traffic load at the node. The hopping
sequence of a particular node is broadcast on the common control channel to its one-
hop neighbors using a BEACON message with time to live (TTL) as one. In this
way, the neighbors can obtain information about its hopping sequence. At the same
time, HELLO messages with TTL =1 will be broadcast by the transmitting interface
on different channels periodically. These HELLO messages are utilized as probing
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messages for traffic load and channel condition estimation purpose between a com-
munication pair. When a neighbor node receives the HELLO messages, a channel
condition parameter between this communication pair, namely average transmis-
sion data rate (ATR) can be estimated and this value will be utilized in the channel
allocation process later on in this protocol. The detailed channel probing scheme
and ATR calculation can be found in Subsection III-A of Paper F.
5.3.2.2 Route Discovery and Establishment Process
The proposed routing protocol follows the on-demand principle and it operates
somewhat similar to the ad hoc on demand distance vector (AODV) routing pro-
tocol [121]. Our routing protocol is however different from AODV in two aspects:
one is path selection, i.e., route discovery, and the other is channel allocation, which
is not included in legacy AODV. Briefly, the route discovery process works as fol-
lows. When a routing request is triggered by the upper layer, a path from source
to destination needs to be discovered by sending a route request (RREQ) on the
common control channel. Nodes with lighter traffic load is preferred in the path
discovery process and a back-off scheme of RREQ forwarding is designed for this
purpose. The back-off timer is proportional to a combined value integrating the
queue length and the number of destinations in the queue at the transmitter. More
specifically, if a node that has no packets buffered in the transmission queue receives
a RREQ, it will forward it immediately. Otherwise, it will wait for a time period
which is proportional to the product of the number of destinations in the queue and
the total queue length at the node before the RREQ is forwarded.
For RREQ forwarding, at each hop, the working channel of the receiver in a
node should be attached in this RREQ if its receiver has already been fixed on a
channel for ongoing flows. Otherwise, the ATR values from the upstream node to
the downstream node at each channel should be attached. When the RREQ arrives
at the destination or an intermediate node which has fresh enough route informa-
tion to the destination, the destination node or the intermediate node will allocate
channel according to a channel allocation algorithm all the way back to the source.
According to our protocol, the RREQ which arrives first will be processed and the
later RREQs, even if exist, will be discarded. The results about the allocated chan-
nel for each hop are attached in a routing reply (RREP). When a node receives a
RREP, it will establish a routing entry for this destination and the receiver of this
node will tune onto the allocated channels for the lifetime of the flow instead of hop-
ping among multiple channels. The detailed route discovery and establish process
can be found in Subsection III-B and III-D of Paper F.
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5.3.2.3 Channel Allocation along the Selected Path
Given the existence of parallel flows in a network, we try to reduce both the inter-
path and the intra-path interference in the network for a specific path of a flow
to achieve better performance. The intra-path interference means the co-channel
interference caused from the same traffic flow which is transmitted on another hop
along the path or from other flows which have a common path over several hops.
The inter-path interference, on the other hand, is the co-channel interference caused
by other traffic flows being transmitted in the neighborhood, excluding intra-path
interference. Although the path has already been selected, it is still difficult to
select a proper channel among a given number of channels for each hop. Indeed,
channel allocation in such case can be related to a graph coloring problem which
is NP-hard. Therefore, with limited information carried with RREQ along a single
path, we design a heuristic algorithm targeting at a sub-optimal channel allocation.
The heuristic algorithm follows two principles. The first one is to separate the
to-be-allocated channels along the path as much as possible in order to reduce the
intra-path interference. The other one is to reduce the inter-path interference by
selecting the channels with higher ATR values, since the higher the ATR value,
the better the channel condition. The algorithm works in a recursive manner, as
shown in Alg. 1 of Paper F. In each round of iteration, it will firstly check whether
there exists a channel which is not utilized by its one hop neighbor(s) along the
path. If there is no idle channel left, we select the already allocated channel with
the maximum ATR value. If there is only one idle channel, just use that channel.
Otherwise, it is meant that at least two idle channel are not utilized by its one hop
neighbors and we have more freedom to select. Then, we start to eliminate the
channels with small ATR values for each node. Thirdly, the nodes which have the
minimum number of channels will get channels assigned first because they have
less freedom for channel selection.
More detailed descriptions about the aforementioned principles and other as-
pects of this design, like route maintenance, are given in Paper F. For illustration
purpose, an example on how route discovery and channel allocation are performed
in this protocol is depicted in Fig. 5.2. In this figure, the dashed lines between two
nodes mean that the connected nodes are neighboring to each other. For example,
when Node 0 has packets to send to Node 8 and there is no route available at Node 0,
it will broadcast a RREQ message first. The RREQ will be forwarded by the inter-
mediate nodes according to the aforementioned RREQ forwarding method. When
the RREQ message arrives at the destination, i.e., Node 8, this node will calcu-
late the channel allocation based on the information carried by the RREQ message.
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As mentioned earlier, only the first-arrived RREQ message will be utilized and the
RREQ messages which arrived later on will be simply discarded by Node 8. The
calculated channel allocation information will be inserted into the RREP message
and then the RREP message will be sent back along the reverse path that the RREQ
was forwarded, i.e., through Nodes 6, 5, 3, 01 by unicasting on the control channel.
When an intermediate node receives the RREQ, it will tune its receiver onto the
allocated channel. For instance, Node 5 will tune its receiver onto channel 3. When
the RREP is received by Node 0, the end-to-end communication is established, as
the solid line with arrow illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Example for the routing protocol.
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed protocol, we implemented it in NS2
and performed extensive simulations. The simulation results illustrate that the pro-
posed routing protocol can efficiently improve the system performance in terms of
throughput and end-to-end delay by taking the advantage of multiple channels.
5.4 Chapter Summary
Communications over multiple hops are important in wireless networks. It can
make the network cover a larger distance, or similarly, reduce transmission power
to reach the same distance by adding multiple relays in between. This chapter be-
gins with a summary of existing work in multi-hop multi-channel wireless ad hoc
networks and CRNs. Triggered by those earlier studies, two MAC mechanisms
targeting at common channel selection and network connectivity maintenance are
proposed for CRNs with a single transceiver on each node. Then, a routing protocol
1 In this example, we assume the RREQ that traverses Nodes 3, 5 and 6 is the first-arrived RREQ
at Node 8.
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integrated with channel allocation for nodes with multiple interfaces is designed for
multi-channel multi-hop ad hoc networks. Instead of using mathematical modeling
for performance evaluation as in the approaches carried out in the previous chapters,
the schemes designed in this chapter are implemented and evaluated through NS2
simulations.
Chapter 6
Summary of Contributions and
Further Outlook
6.1 Main Contributions
This dissertation explores various research facets in MAC and routing design as-
pects of CRNs, and it covers a range of topics for medium access in single hop and
multi-hop CRNs. In the single hop scenarios, a MAC protocol without channel as-
sembling and various strategies with channel assembling are designed and modeled,
and optimal power allocation schemes are also investigated. In the multi-hop case,
common channel selection schemes are developed and a routing protocol integrated
with channel allocation is proposed. In the following, the main contributions of this
dissertation are summarized.
• A dynamic parallel rendezvous MAC protocol is proposed for single-radio
multi-channel CRNs when only one channel can be utilized for an SU ser-
vice. This novel protocol requires only one transceiver and can utilize channel
opportunities more efficiently in networks with heterogeneous channels.
• When channel assembling is supported by SUs, two representative channel
assembling strategies are proposed and examined thoroughly through CTMC
models considering both elastic and real-time traffic types when spectrum
adaptation is enabled and parallel SU services are allowed. The results from
mathematical modeling are validated by extensive simulations and the pre-
ciseness as well as the robustness of the mathematical models are checked by
simulations using diverse traffic distributions. The advantages of employing
channel assembling are achieved by selecting a proper strategy with appro-
priate parameter configuration.
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• When channel assembling is enabled and parallel SU services are allowed, the
capacity upper bound of the secondary network in the quasistationary regime
is derived based on a proposed dynamic strategy. The upper bound is doc-
umented in a closed-form expression based on mathematical modeling, and
this upper bound is achievable if a dynamic strategy is utilized and configured
with appropriate parameters.
• In the case where channel assembling techniques are adopted but there is only
one winning SU that can utilize multiple idle channels after a round of SU
competition, various algorithms for optimized power allocation are proposed
based on our formulated problems. Numerical results demonstrate that the
algorithms can provide solutions to these problems efficiently.
• In multi-hop CRNs, it is important to have a common channel in order to
exchange control messages and maintain network connectivity. Two MAC
schemes are proposed for common channel selection in multi-hop CRNs.
These schemes apply to a CRN with a single radio, and can also be adopted
as common control channel selection schemes in multi-interface CRNs.
• In order to explore and utilize multiple channels more efficiently in ad hoc
networks, a routing protocol which is integrated with channel allocation for
multi-channel multi-hop and multi-interface wireless ad hoc networks is pro-
posed. Instead of targeting at a global optimal channel allocation and path
selection solution which is costly in terms of both signaling and computation,
our protocol is pragmatic and expedient since it has a workable signaling pro-
cess and a channel allocation algorithm with low complexity. Furthermore,
this routing protocol can also be extended to CRNs.
6.2 Further Outlook
This dissertation makes an effort into the issues related to the design, modeling, op-
timization, and performance analyses of the medium access mechanisms and rout-
ing schemes in CRNs, by considering different layer two and layer three technolo-
gies and application scenarios. Various approaches have been proposed and their
performance is analyzed. However, the research in CRNs is a vast area and there-
fore there are still many open questions that remain to be answered. Some of them
are summarized in the following.
• In the dynamic parallel rendezvous protocol, the revised channel hopping se-
quence in the our proposed scheme does give higher overall system capacity
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as illustrated in Paper A. However, the algorithm on channel hopping se-
quence adjustment is still a heuristic method, and an optimal way of adjusting
the sequence needs to be further investigated.
• Similar to many other studies within the field of teletraffic theory, in our math-
ematical modeling of channel assembling strategies, we assume that SU ser-
vices are able to enjoy stable services with the help of the underlying physical
layer techniques. However, more realistic assumptions regarding the system
model, for example, spectrum sensing inaccuracy and time-varying fading
channel, could make the results closer to reality. More realistic and sophis-
ticated models should be designed in order to evaluate system performance
before those detailed physical layer effects can be addressed sufficiently.
• Although we manage to provide a simple and closed-form capacity expres-
sion of CRNs with channel assembling in the quasistationary regime, more
efforts are required to extend our studies on this topic to a more general case,
i.e., when PU activities become comparatively dynamic.
• The benefit from channel assembling when parallel services are supported
relies on the principle of adaptability. However, to support this adaptability,
more signaling and scheduling procedures are required, making the strategies
more complicated. Furthermore, various channel assembling strategies may
have different levels of complexity. Therefore, the evaluation on the complex-
ity of various channel assembling strategies becomes an interesting topic.
• Regarding to the optimized power allocation schemes, we have considered
the case that a single winner can utilize the available channels. The situation
when multiple SU services can utilize the idle channels deserves a further
exploration, since different services may have diverse spatial diversity and
channel availability, making the problems even more complicated.
• The number of nodes in our simulations is generally small. Therefore, sim-
ulations for large-scale networks are encouraged in order to evaluate the per-
formance and scalabilities of the proposed mechanisms.
• Besides mathematical modeling and computer simulations, prototype imple-
mentations are anticipated in order to further evaluate the proposed protocols.
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A Dynamic Parallel-rendezvous MAC Mechanism in
Multi-rate Cognitive Radio Networks: Mechanism
Design and Performance Evaluation
Lei Jiao and Frank Y. Li
Dept. of Information and Communication Technology, University of Agder (UiA),
N-4898 Grimstad, Norway
E-mails: {lei.jiao, frank.li}@uia.no
Abstract — Parallel rendezvous multi-channel MAC mechanisms are re-
garded as an efficient method for media access control in cognitive radio net-
works since they do not need a control channel and use only one transceiver.
However, existing parallel rendezvous MAC mechanisms assume that all chan-
nels have the same maximum capacity and channel availability for secondary
users. In this paper, we propose a dynamic parallel rendezvous multi-channel
MAC mechanism for synchronized multi-rate cognitive radio networks in which
secondary users jump among different channels according to their own dis-
tinct hopping sequences and a node can adjust its hopping sequence according
to channel conditions, in order to achieve higher system capacity. A Markov
chain based model is designed to analyze the system capacity of the proposed
mechanism. Numerical results show that the new mechanism can significantly
improve system capacity of cognitive radio networks, compared with the tra-
ditional channel hopping MAC mechanisms.
Keywords—Cognitive radio networks, MAC mechanism, Dynamic parallel-
rendezvous, Markov chain, Performance evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic radio spectrum is one of the most valuable resources in wireless
communications. With rapid increase of the wireless applications and products, un-
licensed bands such as Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) and Unlicensed Na-
tional Information Infrastructure (UNII) have become over-crowded. On the other
hand, a large portion of the assigned spectrum is used sporadically and a significant
amount of the allocated spectrum remains under-utilized. Cognitive Radio (CR)
[1], as a promising solution to efficiently utilize the unused spectrum, has become
Manuscript received 25 Apr. 2009; revised 14 Aug. 2009; accepted 20 Aug. 2009.
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a hot research topic these days. However, the functions of cognitive radio devices
become very limited if they do not form a network. Together with existing legacy
infrastructure and/or ad hoc networking devices, CRs can form a Cognitive Ra-
dio Network (CRN). This new type of network is built based on CR terminals and
wireless networking technologies, and can transport packets to facilitate emerging
services and applications.
To form a CRN, Media Access Control (MAC) mechanisms are of great im-
portance, especially for multi-channel CRNs. The MAC mechanisms for CRN can
be grouped into two categories: centralized or distributed MAC mechanisms. The
most eminent approach for centralized CRN MAC is IEEE 802.22 [2]. In this study,
we focus on the distributed mechanisms. Existing distributed multi-channel CRN
MAC mechanisms can be further categorized into two classes: single- or parallel-
rendezvous MAC mechanisms [12].
For single-rendezvous MAC, it has a control channel as the rendezvous channel
and Secondary Users (SUs) can exchange control information and negotiate param-
eter configurations for data transmission on this channel [4] -[11]. Furthermore,
data channel combining technology can be used in control channel based mech-
anisms. With channel combining technology which can bind data channels that
are not used by Primary Users (PUs) together, the MAC mechanisms can use the
free spectrum more efficiently [7][8][11]. But these mechanisms usually need more
complicated hardware which have two radios [7] or one radio and several spectrum
sensors [11]. For other single-rendezvous multi-channel mechanisms without using
data channel combining technology [5][6][9][10], the control channel, however, can
become a bottleneck under operations [3], or they need more transceivers on data
channels, e.g., in [9].
Parallel rendezvous MAC mechanisms, on the other hand, do not need a com-
mon control channel. The basic idea behind parallel rendezvous mechanisms is
that nodes jump among different channels according to their own sequences and
the control information is exchanged at different channels when nodes meet. It has
been demonstrated that parallel-rendezvous MAC mechanisms, like Multi-channel
MAC (McMAC) [12] and Slotted Seeded Channel Hopping (SSCH) [13], gener-
ally outperform control channel MAC mechanisms in multi-channel cases [3]. Fur-
thermore, parallel-rendezvous MAC mechanisms do not have a bottleneck like in
the single rendezvous case and they are all based on a single transceiver. Parallel-
rendezvous MAC mechanisms are originally used in multi-channel ad hoc networks,
but have recently been extended to CRN by the authors of [14].
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However, existing multi-channel parallel-rendezvous MAC mechanisms in multi-
channel ad hoc networks and CRNs do not consider heterogeneous channel condi-
tions. If the channels are unbalanced, for example, when different parameters, like
diverse bandwidth and maximum transmission power available for SUs and dis-
tinct transmission probabilities of PUs exist in different channels, a method needs
to be adopted to adjust the communication according to these parameters. In this
paper, we propose a dynamic channel hopping based parallel-rendezvous single
transceiver MAC mechanism for synchronized CRNs. The main idea behind this
work is to adjust the hopping sequence of SUs according to the transmission datarate
and channel availability of the idle channels. For comparison convenience, we refer
to this method as Dynamic Parallel-rendezvous MAC protocol (DPR-MAC) while
the method proposed in [14] is referred to as Datarate Independent MAC protocol
(DRI-MAC).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes related
work. Section III presents the proposed MAC mechanism. The system capacity
of the proposed MAC mechanism is analyzed in Section IV using a Markov chain
model. In Section V, numerical results and comparison with DRI-MAC are given.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we give more detailed descriptions on a few related MAC mecha-
nisms mentioned in Section I, categorized as distributed multi-channel MAC mech-
anisms: single-rendezvous or parallel-rendezvous.
A. Single-Rendezvous MAC Mechanisms
In single-rendezvous MAC mechanisms, channels are classified as either control
channel or data channels.
1) C-MAC:
Cognitive MAC (C-MAC) [10] is a time-slotted CR MAC based on one
transceiver. Time slotted here means that it splits a time period into different sub-
periods for different usages. In this design, super-frames are defined for each chan-
nel which is further divided into a data transfer period, beacon period and quiet
period. In different periods, nodes have different functions.
In this MAC, there are three type of channels: Rendezvous Channels (RC),
Backup Channels (BCs) and data channels. This mechanism needs a control chan-
nel but not a dedicated one. To operate this mechanism, the RC is used as a control
channel, and BC is the backup for RC. The mechanism chooses the best channel
as the RC based on the traffic information obtained from the beacon. Data trans-
mission may occur over different data channels. As a control channel is used, there
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exists a bottleneck. The selection and rendezvous pattern of RC in multi-hop cases
is still a challenging task in C-MAC.
2) OS-MAC:
Opportunistic Spectrum MAC (OS-MAC) [6] is a single transceiver based CR
MAC mechanism. It needs a common control channel and uses SUs’ group for-
mation. The SUs exchange control information in the common control channel and
communicate on different data channels. Fixed durations are used to form groups of
SUs, to determine their channel occupancy status, and to exchange channel traffic
load. In this MAC, there is a channel traffic balancing algorithm that can balance the
load among different channels. For new data packets, the mechanism can choose a
channel with less load and establish communication on it. However, the complex-
ity of this mechanism is relatively high and the group formation introduces certain
amount of overhead for the network.
3) KNOWS:
KNOWS [11] is another CR MAC that uses channel combination technology
and targets for TV bands. It also needs a dedicated control channel for control in-
formation exchange. It demands one transceiver and several spectrum sensors. The
transceiver is in charge of control and data packet communications, and the spec-
trum sensors are responsible for gathering channel information. For data transmis-
sion, it combines channels that are not occupied by PUs as one data channel. The
advantage of this channel combination is that it can avoid common control channel
bottleneck, but the requirement for hardware is much higher, compared with the
OS-MAC case.
From the above discussions, we can conclude that the MAC mechanisms that
based on single-rendezvous channel (control channel) usually have problems like
transmission bottleneck or high demand for hardware complexity.
B. Parallel-Rendezvous MAC Mechanisms
Different from single-rendezvous MAC mechanisms, parallel-rendezvous MAC
mechanisms do not need a control channel and nodes establish communication si-
multaneously in different channels. The main motivation of parallel-rendezvous is
to overcome the single control channel bottleneck problem [3].
1) SSCH:
In SSCH [13], nodes jump among channels according to their hopping se-
quences. The sequences used are uniquely determined by the seed of a pseudo-
random generator [3]. Each device picks multiple sequences and follows them in a
time-multiplexed manner. For example, when node A has data to B, A waits until
it is on the same channel as B. If A frequently wants to send data to B, A adopts
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one or more of B’s sequences, thus increasing the time spend on the same channel.
To let this mechanism work, the sender learns the receiver’s current sequences via a
seed broadcast mechanism.
This MAC is based on multiple sequences and the complexity of the MAC con-
trol is relatively high.
2) McMAC:
McMAC is also proposed for multi-channel cases initially and it works properly
in the 802.15.4 based equipments [12]. The main idea of McMAC is similar to that
of SSCH, but the hopping sequence generating strategy of McMAC is simpler. In
McMAC, each node has its own unique sequence and the sequence is generated
by a pseudo-random generator. The seed of the sequence is the node’s own MAC
address. The pseudo-random generator that is used in McMAC is the Park-Miller
random number generator: X(t)=16807· X(t-1)mod(231-1), where X(t) means the
current number and X(t−1) means the previous number.
Nodes in the McMAC network switch across the channels following their hop-
ping sequences. The sequence of a node is broadcast and if other nodes want to
communicate with a particular node, it should follow to the node’s sequence and
tune to the same channel to establish communication. Since the communication
procedure in McMAC is quite similar to the MAC mechanism discussed in the next
paragraph, we will describe it in more details there.
3) DRI-MAC:
DRI-MAC is quite similar to McMAC but the difference is that it has a quiet
period in the beginning of each time slot in order to check the presence of PUs.
In DRI-MAC [14], each SU has its own pseudo-random hopping sequence and
switches across the channels following the hopping sequence. SUs decide their own
hopping sequence based on their unique ID and share the same hopping sequence
generating algorithm. For a given SU, the hopping sequence is fixed. Each SU
periodically broadcasts beacons with its own hopping sequences over an unused
channel. Once a sender receives the hopping pattern information of the receiver, it
can follow the receiver’s hopping sequence to meet it if the sender has packets to
the intended receiver. A quiet period is introduced in the beginning of each slot.
During this period, every SU in difference channels keeps silence and listens to the
channel to check whether there is a PU. If PUs are not there, the SUs deem it is
proper to use the channel.
Fig. A.1 illustrates the principle of this parallel-rendezvous MAC mechanism.
As illustrated in the figure, the two SUs, A and B, are on Channel 1 and Channel
4 respectively in Time Slot 1 (TS1) and will jump to Channel 3 and Channel 2 in
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TS2. In TS3, A would jump to Channel 2 if it has no packets to send. As A has
data to send to B, A follows B’s sequence and jumps to Channel 4 in TS3, instead
of jumping to Channel 2. They will stay on the same channel till the transmission
finished (as in TS3-TS6). During the transmission period, if PU appears (as in TS5),
they will wait until the next slot and transmit if then the channel is idle again (as in
TS6).
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel 4
A
A A
A
A
B B
B
BB A      BA A    BA
A
A
A
B B
B
B B
TS1    TS2     TS3      TS4    TS5     TS6  TS7     TS8 t
Figure A.1: Illustrations of DRI-MAC. The highlighted slots mean that the time
slots are used by PUs. A, B are SUs. TS1-8 mean time slots respectively. A, B with
a circle denote their pre-defined hoping pattern.
A common feature of the existing parallel-rendezvous MAC mechanisms is that
the sequences used are based on a pseudo-random sequence generator and they
are statistically uniform distributed [17], regardless of channel conditions. In the
following sections, we will present the DPR-MAC which can adjust the hopping
sequence according to the channel parameters considered in order to achieve higher
system capacity.
III. DPR-MAC MECHANISM DESCRIPTION
A. Channel Model and System Assumptions
Assume that each SU has only one transceiver. It means that SUs cannot trans-
mit and receive messages at the same time. The transceiver of SU is Software
Defined Radio (SDR) based that can dynamically use the channels assigned to PUs
when they are not occupied. The same as in [7, 14], we assume also that there are
G channels in the considered network and each channel assigned to PUs follows
independent ON/OFF random process. The ON period means that the channel is
occupied by the PU and the OFF period presents that the channel is vacant. Each
licensed channel is time-slotted such that the PUs communicate with each other in a
synchronized manner. The SUs, which are also synchronized with the PUs, oppor-
tunistically access the licensed spectrum when it is available [7]. The channel state
for the ith channel can be found in Fig. A.2.
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Channel i
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Figure A.2: The ON/OFF channel state for the ith channel.
Let αi be the probability that the ith channel transits from state ON to state OFF
and βi be the probability that the ith channel transits from state OFF to state ON,
where 1≤ i≤G. Then the state can be modeled as a simple two-state Markov chain
as shown in Fig. A.3 [7, 14]. Theoretically, the availability of the ith channel for
SUs, denoted by γi, can be presented as the steady state probability of the corre-
sponding Markov Chain of the OFF state, i.e., the channel is not occupied by the
PUs, which can be presented as γi = αi/(βi+αi), 1≤ i≤ G.
ON OFF
i
i
1- i 1- i
Figure A.3: ON/OFF channel state transferring model.
For the ON/OFF channel model, assume that the transceiver of SU can sense
precisely the signal of PUs it receives in a particular channel that it tunes in. It is
assumed that the statistic parameters of the PUs, i.e., the ON/OFF percentage in a
channel is stable over a long enough time period compared with beacon intervals.
The envisaged scenario for this investigation is that SUs are located in a limited
geographic area while the coverage and distance scale of PUs are far larger than
that of SUs, hence the SUs are covered by the same set of PU systems. This implies
that the results of channel sensing by each SU in a particular channel is the same
for all SUs. It is further assumed that all SUs are in close enough proximity to be
able to communicate with each other using the same modulation scheme within a
channel. We do not consider the mobility of SUs in this study.
Before giving the DPR-MAC mechanism description in details, we first discuss
the channel parameters considered in DPR-MAC.
B. Channel Parameters Considered in DPR-MAC Design
In conventional multi-channel cases, it is often assumed that the channel condi-
tions are the same, but in CRNs the parameters among channels may be different.
We consider two parameters, maximum datarate Ri available for SUs and channel
availability γi in channel i in our MAC design. In order to protect PUs, the trans-
mission power of SUs should be below a specific value so that the interference
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generated could be lower than the threshold at the PU receivers1. Since the PU
equipments and their locations could be different in different channels, the maxi-
mum transmission power for SUs in different channels could be different. Besides,
the bandwidth that SUs are allowed to utilize may be different from channel to
channel. Therefore, each of these channels may have different maximum datarates
Ri available for SUs [18]. In addition to Ri, the channel availability, γi, may be
different in different channels because the usage pattern of these channels by PUs
might be different. In real implementation, γ j in channel j can be estimated by an
SU in the following way [15]: γ j = (i j(to)+ 1)/(i j(to)+ b j(to)+ 2), where i j(to)
and b j(to) are the number of time slots that channel j is idle and busy respectively
during time period to [15].
Considering the above two parameters, we define the channel carrier capability,
ηi, as the product of maximum datarate of a channel and its availability for SUs:
ηi = Ri× γi. (1)
As defined above, the channel carrier capacity is an indicator which reflects not
only the maximum bits per second an SU could transmit but also the percentage of
time when this channel can be used by SUs.
C. Dynamic Parallel-Rendezvous MAC
Like other multi-rendezvous MAC mechanism, the proposed MAC mechanism
does not need a control channel. The channel sensing and data transmission strate-
gies of DPR-MAC are similar to that of DRI-MAC. The difference is, however, that
the hopping pattern is designed according to the channel carrier capability in our
case. In what follows, we will first describe the basic channel hopping sequences
and then propose the channel carrier capability aware hopping sequence.
1) Basic Hopping Sequence:
We adopt the sequence generation method that is used in McMAC [12] to gener-
ate basic sequences. To reduce computational overhead, the length of the sequence
should be fixed to a particular value as at least 10 times larger than the number of
channels [12].
2) Channel Carrier Capability Aware Hopping Sequence:
SUs use their basic channel hopping sequences to switch across different chan-
nels but they may deviate from their basic sequences when the channel carrier ca-
1Even if it is assumed that SUs can sense the signal of PUs’ transmission precisely, the transmis-
sion power of SUs should be limited because PU receivers could be within SUs’ interference range
but its corresponding PU transmitters could be out of the SUs’ sensing range. In this case, although
a channel is sensed as idle, the transmission power of SUs should be kept within a threshold in order
to protect the potential PU receivers in that channel.
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pability ηi are different among channels. More specifically, a portion of the basic
hopping sequence should be adjusted according to ηi, while the rest of the sequence
will still remain on the basic hopping sequences. For example, there are two chan-
nels that offer different datarates for SUs. The carrier capability of Channel 1, η1
is higher than that in Channel 2, η2. Suppose a snapshot of an SU’s basic hopping
sequence is [1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2], which means that initially SUs will jump evenly
between Channel 1 and Channel 2. According to DPR-MAC, however, as η1 > η2,
more hops will be preferred to be allocated in Channel 1. The resulted sequence
could then look like [1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1], which leads to higher chance for channel
access of Channel 1.
At the same time, the adjustment method must be carefully designed to avoid
the phenomenon of co-behaviors which means that most SUs may end up all ad-
justment to the same channel which has the highest channel carrier capability. This
undesired phenomenon not only induces congestion in that channel and degradation
to throughput, but also wastes channel vacancy. We present the following method
to avoid this phenomenon.
Assume that the carrier capability of the ith channel is ηi, 1≤ i≤ G. Let SU(i)
be the SU that jumps onto the ith channel according to its basic hopping sequences
in its next hop. Let η = ∑Gj=1η j/G and A = {Channel j|η j > η , j = 1 · · ·G}. The
deviation method works as follows:
1. If ηi ≥ η , SU(i)s which will jump onto channel i will remain in the basic
sequence and do not deviate from channel i.
2. Else
(1) With probability ηi/η , SU(i)s which plan to jump onto channel i will remain
in the basic hop and do not deviate from channel i.
(2)With probability (1−ηi/η)·(η j−η)/∑k∈A(ηk−η), SU(i)s will select chan-
nel j, j ∈ A.
Following above mentioned steps, SUs will jump according to the channel car-
rier capability ηi instead of equal chance access of the available channels, and the
co-behavior problem is also avoided. The proof is given in Appendix A.
3) Beacons Advertisement:
An SU generates and uses the basic hopping sequence first. Based on its own
observation and the basic hopping sequence, the SU can make a decision on which
hops need to be adjusted according to the above algorithm. It then needs to in-
form the others the adjustment results in its periodical beacons. Since there is no
control channel, the beacon message cannot be received by SUs that are not in the
current beacon-sender’s channel. In order to let most SUs receive the beacon mes-
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sage earlier with minimal overhead, we adopt the following dissemination scheme
considering two cases according to the number of SUs in the network. Denote the
number of SUs as N. If the number of SUs is few, i.e., N ≤ 2G−1, we adopt scheme
one. When N > 2G− 1, scheme two is adopted. The reason for distinguish these
two cases is that if the second scheme is adopted when N < 2G− 1, the number
of beacons generated according to scheme two will be larger than when scheme
one is used. The goal of the beacon dissemination scheme is to inform as many
SUs as possible in the network about the adjusted sequence, within as short beacon
intervals as possible.
(1) N ≤ 2G− 1: An SU transmits beacon information to all these SUs in a
unicast way, i.e., informs its new sequence to others one by one individually based
on each node’s hopping sequence. In this scheme, there are altogether N−1 beacons
generated.
(2) N > 2G−1: In this scheme, there are three steps:
a) An SU selects G−1 other SUs according to its local information about other
SUs’ current hopping sequences such that in a particular time slot, named as planned
slot, these SUs, including the original SU itself, can cover all these G channels. If
these SUs cannot cover all G channels, it chooses a slot that SUs spread on different
channels to the largest extent.
b) The SU unicasts the beacon information to these G− 1 selected SUs and
let them re-broadcast the beacon information on behalf of the original SU in the
planned slot. In this beacon information, the IDs of the channels onto which the
original SU wants the other SUs to broadcast are also included.
c) When the planned time slot arrives, these SUs will re-broadcast the beacon
together on those channels. If there are other packets waiting for transmission, the
SU will broadcast the beacon message first.
If a particular channel is occupied by PUs or on-going SU transmissions, or
the SUs which are responsible for broadcasting on that channel are transmitting
or receiving on another channel at that planned slot, these SUs can broadcast the
beacon in the planned slot of the next hopping sequence period. The new hopping
sequence for an SU is validated at the beginning of the next beacon interval. With
this scheme, there are altogether 2G−1 beacons generated.
4) Negotiation and Transmission:
Each SU keeps a queue for each destination to avoid head-of-line blocking [12],
which occurs whenever traffic waiting to be transmitted prevents or blocks traffic
destined elsewhere from being transmitted. In each slot, if it is not occupied by
a PU, SUs can negotiate for data transmission. Negotiation is needed because an
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intended receiver may be in another channel as a transmitter. Therefore there is a
risk of packet loss if data is transmitted directly. Without negotiation, furthermore,
it is possible that two or more transmitters jump onto the same channel for data
transmission, resulting in collision. Negotiation which is done after the quiet period,
can avoid such potential collisions. When negotiations are successfully done, data
transmission can be carried out.
If two SUs cannot finish their transmission within a time slot, they will continue
using the same channel for data exchange at the next time slot, which escapes the
switching penalty. An ongoing transmission between two SUs may be interrupted
by sudden channel occupancy of PUs. In this case, the communicating pairs will
pause and hold transmission if the channel is occupied by any PUs again during
their data transmission. In order to guarantee that the not-yet-finished transmission
has the highest priority, the unfinished transmission can start immediately after the
quiet period while new transmitters will sense the channel after the quiet period and
negotiate for transmission.
IV. SYSTEM CAPACITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the system capacity of the DPR-MAC. System capacity
here means the total amount of bits per second the SUs in this system can obtain,
considering injected traffic load into the system and specific value of channel carrier
capability. For ease of expression, we assume there are two types of channels with
maximum datarate R1, R2 and channel availability γ1, γ2 respectively, each type
having M channels. Thus the total number of channels is 2M. Furthermore, it is also
assumed in this analysis that there is no sensing failure in the channel sensing stage.
The analysis is based on the situation when the adjustment information of SUs is
ideally distributed. Table A. 1 gives the parameters used in the system capacity
analysis.
Assume further that in different nodes, the average data flow length generated in
bytes is the same and that the data flow length, which is integer multiples of the time
slot length follows independent geometrical distribution. Since there are two type of
channels with different datarates, different channel datarates will introduce different
data flow length in number of time slots, i.e., different value of µ in geometrical
distribution, denoted as µ1 and µ2. The probability of the length Li of a data flow
in time slots can therefore be expressed as P(Li = li)=µi(1− µi)li−1, i = 1,2 for
channel type 1 and 2 respectively. Since a data flow is transmitted on the same
channel, it has the same µ during its transmission, no matter how many slots it
takes.
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Table A.1: Parameters for performance analysis.
Notation Parameters Description
The number of channels in 2 kinds;
2M M channels for R1 & R2 respectively. G = 2M.
N The number of SUs.
The total number of SUs that is ready to transmit or
Nr receive at the beginning of the tth slot on all channels.
The number of SU pairs that successfully negotiate in
ui the tth slot in channel type i, i = 1,2.
The number of SU communication pairs that finish data
vi exchange at (t−1)th slot in channel type i, i = 1,2
and become ready at the beginning of the tth slot.
The number of channels which have at least
ci one idle potential receiver in the tth slot
in channel type i, i = 1,2.
The number of idle channels in the tth slot
ei in channel type i, i = 1,2.
The number of channels that are idle and have at
di least one idle potential receiver in them in the
tth time slot in channel type i, i = 1,2.
The number of communication pairs in the (t−1)th
ki slot in channel type i, i = 1,2.
The number of communication pairs in the tth slot
mi in channel type i, i = 1,2.
The number of SUs that have data to send
w in the tth slot.
λ The probability that an idle SU generates data flow.
The probability that a pair of transmitting SUs
µi finish data exchange and release the channel in
channel type i, i = 1,2.
The probability that the PUs do not use the channels
γi in channel type i, i = 1,2.
Denote the switching penalty as Tsw. The switching penalty happens only at
the first time slot of a successful communication session. Therefore, the average
switching penalty with the number of time slots that a data transmission uses in
channel type 1 and 2 is adopted as T isw = Tsw/Li, where Li is the average number
of slots that a data flow transmission takes in channel type i, i = 1,2. Denote the
datarate, the length of time slot, and the length of quiet period by Ri, Ts, and Tq.
The average flow length in bytes can be presented by (Ts−Tq−Tswi) ·Ri/µi, where
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i = 1,2. Given Ts>>Tq and Ts>>T
i
sw, for the same average length of data flow in
bytes, we can ignore T isw and approximately get that Ri/R j = µi/µ j, ∀µ ≤ 1.
Based on the above discussions, in any time slot, the system state can be pre-
sented by the number of SU communicating pairs in two types of channels, i.e.,
(P1,P2). We can use a discrete-time Markov chain to analyze the system capacity.
State transfer happens when at least one communication pair finishes transmission
or a pair begins to transmission in either of these two channel types. Fig. A.4
presents a Markov chain in the case that there are two types of channels, and each
type has only one channel in it. The first element presents the number of commu-
nicating pairs in channel type 1 and the second one presents that in channel type 2.
For example, state 10 means that there is one communicating pair in channel type
1 and no communicating pair in channel type 2. In this example, there is only one
channel of each type, the number of each element is up to 1 and there are altogether
4 states. It is easy to extend it to two types of channels with several channels in
each type and the difference is that the number of states of the Markov chain will
be much larger.
In the following subsections, we will deduce first the state transfer probability of
the Markov chain from t−1 to t, i.e., P(m1,m2|k1,k2) and then get the steady state
probability pii, j, where i, j ∈ [0,M]. Finally, based on the probabilities obtained, the
system capacity can be calculated.
0 0
01
1 0
11
P00,00
P01,01
P10,10
P11,11
P10,00
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Figure A.4: A Markov chain model for system capacity analysis.
A. State Transition Probability
Given the number k1 of communicating pairs in the (t−1)th time slot in channel
type 1, the number v1 of communicating pairs that become ready at the beginning of
tth time slot follows binomial distribution, i.e., P(v1|k1) = (k1v1)(µ1)v1(1−µ1)k1−v1 ,
0 ≤ v1 ≤ k1. The expression is similar for channel type 2. Then the number of
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nodes that is ready to transmit or receive at the beginning of the tth time slot Nr is:
Nr =N−2(k1−v1)−2(k2−v2), 0≤ k1,k2,≤ φ , φ =min(M,N/2). The probability
that w number of SUs have data to send at the tth time slot can be presented as
P(w|k1,v1,k2,v2) = (Nrw )λw(1−λ )(Nr−w), where 0 ≤ w ≤ Nr. The number of idle
SUs which are ready to receive data, denoted by potential receiver Xr, is Xr =Nr−w.
Statistically, the idle SUs in channel type 1 and 2 denoted as Xr1 and Xr2 will be
Xr1 = ||η1/(η1+η2) ·Xr|| and Xr2 = Xr−Xr1.
Denote by P(c1|k1,v1,Xr1) the conditional probability of c1 number of channels
onto which at least one idle potential receiver will jump at the tth time slot, given
that there are Xr1 SUs potential receivers in channel type 1. This is analogous to put
Xr1 balls into M urns and then get the probability that there is c1 urns that are not
empty. The solution can be found in [14] even though there is a slight difference2,
as shown in Appendix B. As the probability of c1 is not correlated to k1, v1, given
Xr1, we get P(c1|k1,v1,Xr1) = P(c1|Xr1). The same result applies to channel type 2.
Denote by P(e1|k1,v1,Xr1,c1) the probability that there are e1 number of the
idle channels in channel type 1, given that there are k1 communication pairs in
(t−1)th time slot and v1 pairs of SUs that have finished communications at the end
of (t−1)th time slot. Then,
P(e1|k1,v1,Xr1,c1) = P(e1|k1,v1)
= (M−k1+v1e1 )γ
e1
1 (1− γ1)M−k1+v1−e1 . (2)
Denote by P(d1|k1,v1,Xr1,c1,e1) the conditional probability that d1 number of
the channels that are idle and have at least one idle potential receiver, given e1 idle
channels and c1 channels that have at least one idle potential receiver in channel
type 1. According to the hypergeometric distribution [3, 14], we obtain
P(d1|k1,v1,Xr1,c1,e1)
= P(d1|c1,e1) = (e1d1)(
M−e1
c1−d1)/(
M
M−c1), (3)
where 0≤ d1 ≤ c1.
For channel type 1, combining the above two equations, we get
P(d1|k1,v1,Xr1,c1) = P(d1|k1,v1,c1)
=
M−k1+v1
∑
e1=0
P(d1|c1,e1)P(e1|k1,v1) (4)
2In [14], capacity calculation of channel with exactly one transmitter is considered. In our
analysis, we consider the channels with one or more available potential receivers, which include the
situation that several transmitters may contend for channel access at the same time slot on the same
channel. The successful communication pair will still be only one after the negotiation process.
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=
M−k1+v1
∑
e1=0
(e1d1)(
M−e1
c1−d1)
(MM−c1)
(M−k1+v1e1 )γ
e1
1 (1− γ1)M−k1+v1−e1 .
We approximate the probability that a receiver has data flow to be sent by a trans-
mitter with w/(N− 1) [3]. Then we can approximately3 calculate the probability
that u1 number of the SUs pairs that successfully negotiate on these d1 channels at
the tth time slot [14], P(u1|k1,v1,w,c1,d1), as
P(u1|k1,v1,w,c1,d1) = P(u1|k1,v1,w,d1)
= (d1u1)(
w
N−1)
u1(1− w
N−1)
d1−u1 . (5)
Since u1 = m1− (k1− v1), we give the probability
P(m1|k1,v1,w,c1,d1) = (6)
(d1m1−(k1−v1))(
w
N−1)
m1−(k1−v1)(1− w
N−1)
d1−(m1−(k1−v1)).
For channel type 1, by using the Eqs. (4) and (6), and P(c1|Xr1), we can obtain
that
P(m1|k1,v1,w,Xr1)
=
M
∑
c1=0
c1
∑
d1=0
P(m1|k1,v1,w,c1,d1)P(d1|k1,v1,Xr1,c1)P(c1|Xr1). (7)
Similar expression for Eqs. (2)-(7) can be easily found for channel type 2.
Note that P(m1|k1,v1,w,Xr1) and the corresponding P(m2|k2,v2,w,Xr2) are prob-
abilities analyzed in different types of channels and they are independent. Thus the
joint probability can be expressed as
P(m1,m2|k1,v1,k2,v2,w,Xr1,Xr2)
= P(m1|k1,v1,w,Xr1) ·P(m2|k2,v2,w,Xr2). (8)
With our hopping sequence adjustment method, statistically, the probability of
Xr1 and Xr2 can be expressed as
P(Xr1 = j,Xr2 = Nr−w− j)
= (Nr−wj )(η1/(η1+η2))
j(η2/(η1+η2))Nr−w− j. (9)
3For simplicity, we approximate that the utilization probability of idle channels with more than
one potential receiver is the same as the case with only one potential receiver in the analysis, since
differentiating channels according to the number of potential receivers will introduce extreme com-
plexity in the analysis. However, we are aware of that it is less likely that several intended receivers
will be unavailable at the same time in practice.
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Then, we can obtain
P(m1,m2|k1,v1,k2,v2,w)
=
Nr−w
∑
j=0
P(m1,m2|k1,v1,k2,v2,w,Xr1,Xr2)P(Xr1 = j,Xr2 = Nr−w− j). (10)
It is obviously that P(v1|k1) and P(v2|k2) are independent, then it is found that
P(v1,v2|k1,k2) = P(v1|k1)P(v2|k2). (11)
With the help of P(w|k1,v1,k2,v2), we can finally compute
P(m1,m2|k1,k2)=
k1
∑
v1=0
k2
∑
v2=0
Nr
∑
w=0
P(m1,m2|k1,v1,k2,v2,w)P(w|k1,v1,k2,v2)P(v1,v2|k1,k2).
(12)
B. Steady-State Probability
Known the transition probabilities, we can calculate the probability for steady-
state of the Markov chain. The steady-state probability is given by
Π=ΠP, (13)
where Π is a row vector whose elements, pii, j, sum to 1 as shown in Eq. (14), and
pii, j is the steady-state probability with i and j communicating pairs in channel type
1 and 2 respectively. P is the transition matrix, formed by P(m1,m2|k1,k2), as
P=

P(0,0|0,0) P(0,1|0,0) · · · P(M,M|0,0)
P(0,0|0,1) P(0,1|0,1) · · · P(M,M|0,1)
...
...
...
...
P(0,0|M,M) P(0,1|M,M) · · · P(M,M|M,M)
 .
The sum of all probabilities would be unity, as
∑
i, j
pii, j = 1. (14)
By solving Eqs. (13) and (14), we can find all steady-state probabilities, pii, j, for
0≤ i, j ≤M.
If the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic, then there is a unique stationary
distribution. In this case, Pκ converges to a rank-one matrix in which each row is
the steady distribution Π, i.e.,
limκ−→∞Pκ = EΠ, (15)
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where E is the column vector with all entries equaling to 1 and κ is the exponent
of P. This character of Markov chains can be used to verify the validity of our
analysis4.
C. System Capacity
The transmissions that are not finished in (t − 1)th time slot may be buffered
in the tth time slot because of the presence of PUs. Denote Nt1(k1,v1,γ1) as the
average number of ongoing communication pairs of SU that exchange data in tth
time slot in channel type 1 [14] as,
Nt1(k1,v1,γ1) =
k1−v1
∑
i=0
i(k1−v1i )γ
i
1(1− γ1)k1−v1−i. (16)
Then the total system capacity, denoted as S which is the sum of data transmitted
over channel type 1 and 2, denoted as S1 and S2, can be expressed as:
S = S1+S2. (17)
where
S1 = (Ts−Tsw1−Tq) ·R1/Ts×
φ
∑
k1=0
φ
∑
k2=0
φ
∑
m1=0
φ
∑
m2=0
k1
∑
v1=0
k2
∑
v2=0
P(k1,m1,v1,k2,m2,v2)× [Nt1+m1− (k1− v1)], (18)
and
P(k1,m1,v1,k2,m2,v2) = P(m1,v1,m2,v2|k1k2)pik1,k2
= P(v1,v2|k1,k2,m1,m2)P(m1,m2|k1k2)pik1,k2
= P(v1,v2|k1,k2)P(m1,m2|k1k2)pik1,k2 . (19)
Similar expressions can be found for S2 from Eqs. (16), (18) and (19).
The above analysis result can also be extended to a more general case where
there are more than two types of channels. That is, denote Nc as the number of
channel types, we can form a Markov chain with Nc elements and each element
stands for the number of communicating pairs on channels with the same datarate.
In this case, Eq. (9) should be revised as a multinomial distribution instead of
binomial distribution, as shown in Eq. (20).
4Indeed, we calculated limκ−→∞Pκ and find that it converges to Π and ∑i, j pii, j = 1 from the
numerical results. The validity of the analysis is therefore verified.
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P(Xr1 = xr1,Xr2 = xr2, · · ·XrNc = xrNc ) (20)
=

(Nr−w)!
xr1 !···XrNc !
( η1η1+···ηNc )
xr1 · · ·( ηNcη1+···ηNc )
xrNc , when ∑Nci=1 xri = Nr−w.
0, otherwise.
Correspondingly, Eq. (10) can be expressed as:
P(m1, · · ·mNc |k1,v1, · · ·kNc ,vNc ,w) (21)
= ∑
∑Nci=1 xri=Nr−w
P(Xr1 = xr1 ,Xr2 = xr2 , · · ·XrNc = xrNc )
×P(m1, · · ·mNc |k1,v1, · · ·kNc ,vNc ,w,Xr1 , · · ·XrNc ).
Other parts of the analysis when there are more than two types of channels are
quite similar to that of two types of channels. With the analysis of probability, we
can find the steady state of Markov chain and finally get the total system capacity
in this more complicated case.
D. An Estimation of Beacon Messages Dissemination
In this subsection, the probability of the beacon messages dissemination after a
given period is estimated, and the probability of a particular node that can receive
the beacon information after a certain numbers of beacon intervals is also given.
In this estimation, we focus on the second scheme in Subsection III-C-3), when
N > 2G−1.
Assume that there are two types of channels with the same channel availability
γ but different datarates R1 and R2, and R1 > R2. Let Pog,2 be the probability of an
SU transmission that has not finished in the previous time slot in channel type 2.
Given the same flow length in bytes and traffic load in both of the channel types,
the same probability for channel type 1, Pog,1, could be expressed as Pog,2R2/R1.
For the simplicity of estimation, we consider the stage when uniform distributed
hopping sequences are used in our following calculation.
1) Probability for Successful Beacon Dissemination:
Since the second step in scheme 2 consumes time in slots scale while the third
step uses time in hopping sequence periods scale, we consider the dissemination
period used for SUs broadcasting beacon messages in the planned slot on behalf
of the original SU. As the beacon dissemination time is determined by the latest
distributed beacon on a channel, we analyze the probability for channel type 2,
i.e., the low datarate channel. On a low-datarate channel, the probability that a
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channel is occupied could be expressed as Pocc = 1− γ + γPog,2. The probabil-
ity, Psucc|idle, that an SU can successfully broadcast the beacon in the planned slot
when the channel is idle is Psucc|idle = (1− 2MPog,1+2MPog,2N )Paccess, where Paccess =
min(1, GN−2MPog,1−2MPog,2 ), and it is the probability that the SU can successfully ac-
cess the channel in the worst case when all the SUs within that channel are receivers,
given the equal channel access probability of each SU on that channel. Then the
successful beacon transmission probability in a planned slot can be obtained by
Psucc = Psucc|idlePidle = Psucc|idle(1−Pocc). The successful transmission probability
after ι planned slots, i.e., ι hopping sequence periods, Psucc,ι could be expressed as
Psucc,ι = 1− (1−Psucc)ι . Given the length of hopping sequence and time of each
slot, the probability of the beacon messages dissemination after a particular time
can then be estimated.
2) Probability of Beacon Information Reception for an SU:
In this paragraph, we estimate the probability of a particular node that can suc-
cessfully receive beacon information after a beacon broadcast period. According to
the scheme, we can imagine that the best case is that the beacon could be sent in
the planned slot simultaneously on all these channels, and all the SUs can hear it.
The worst case happens when beacons on different channels occur in planned slots
in different sequence periods.
When an SU unicasts the beacon to another SU, the probability that an SU on
the same channel happens to overhear the beacon, Poh, is (1− 2MPog,1+2MPog,2(N−1) )/G.
After this procedure, the probability, Punic, which indicates the cases when an SU
does not receive the beacon is N−1−(G−1)N−1 (1−Poh)G−1. When an SU broadcasts the
beacon on the SU’s channel according to the SU’s sequence in a planned slot, the
probability, Pno hm, that the SU happens not to be on that channel is
2MPog,1+2MPog,2
N−1 +
λo(1− 2MPog,1+2MPog,2N−1 ), where λo is the probability that the SU leaves the sequence
denoted channel. The probability, Pout , that when the same beacon is broadcast
on other channels and the SU happens to hear it is λo(1− 2MPog,1+2MPog,2N−1 ) 1N−1 NG .
Then the probability, Pno recv that an SU cannot recieve a beacon can be expressed
as: PunicPno hm(1−Pout)G−1. The probability that a beacon was received after a
beacon interval is 1-Pno recv. Then the probability that after U intervals could be
approximated5 by 1−PUno recv.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, based on the analysis in IV, the numerical results and comparison
of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC are given. We investigate the performance in term of
5Since after the first beacon interval, the SU will use the new adjusted sequence, then the prob-
ability is an approximation.
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system capacity with respect to channel datarate, channel availability, and channel
carrier capability. In the first part we assume that the two kinds of channels have the
same value of channel availability γ , i.e., γ1 = γ2, and the results are according to the
channel datarate Ri. In the second part we will show the results that the two types of
channels have the same datarate but different channel availabilities γi. In the third
part we give the results with both different channel availabilities γi and different
datarates Ri, namely, channel carrier capability. The last part is the overhead and
the beacon dissemination estimation.
A. Performance Evaluation given Identical Channel Availability γ
1) Parameters Configuration:
In this section, we will give the results when the two kinds of channels have the
same channel availability γ but with different datarates Ri. The parameters used to
calculate the system capacity is as follows: Ts = 1000 µs, Tq = 10 µs, Tsw = 100
µs, R1 = 2 Mbps, and R2 = 10 Mbps. With this time slot and datarate, it is enough
to finish negotiation in a small portion of a time slot [3] and we have also Ts >> Tq
and Ts >> T
i
sw, which are in accordance with the discussions in Section IV.
2) System Capacity as a Function of λ :
Fig. A.5 depicts the system capacity according to λ by using the DPR-MAC
and DRI-MAC protocols, where the number of channels at each carrier capability is
set as M = 3 and M = 4 respectively. Other parameters are fixed as N = 20, γ = 0.7
and µ1 = 0.05, µ2 = 0.25. With these parameter settings, we can estimate that
the average data flow length is 2Mbps ∗ (1000µs− 10µs− 100µs/20)/0.05/8 ≈
5KB. This implies that the time slots needed for transmitting this data flow are
respectively 20 slots at R1 and 4 slots at R2, on average.
From Fig. A.5, one can observe that the system capacity is 0 when λ = 0 or 1.
This is because that when λ = 0, there is no traffic and in the case of λ = 1, there are
no receivers. When λ = 1, all SUs have data to transmit. SUs will leave their own
channels and come to the intended receivers’ channels for communication. In this
case, theoretically, every SU deviates from its hopping sequence denoted channel
thus these SUs cannot find each other. When λ is small, SUs do not generate many
data flows. This means that the totally generated traffic load by SUs is so light
that it does not even saturate the channels that have lower datarate. As a result, the
system capacity difference between these two MAC protocols is not significant in
this case, with both M = 4 and M = 3. However, when traffic load becomes heavier,
the advantage of the proposed mechanism is evident. As shown in Fig. A.5, over
a wide range of λ , significant system capacity improvement has been achieved by
DPR-MAC, compared with what is obtained by its counterpart, DRI-MAC. For
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Figure A.5: System capacity comparison of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC as a function
of λ .
example, at λ = 0.5, DPR-MAC reaches capacity of 16 Mbps while 14 Mbps is
obtained by DRI-MAC, indicating that an improvement of 14% has been achieved.
Comparing the difference between M = 3 and M = 4, one can observe that when
the channel number is larger, the enhancement is more significant. This is because
that when M is greater, more channels with high datarate are available for SUs.
With our proposed method, SUs get better chance to transfer their data flows over
the higher datarate channel, leading to increased total system capacity.
Note also that in [14], the peak value of system capacity is achieved around
λ = 0.25 and the system capacity becomes lower when λ gets larger. It is because
that in [14] it calculates the channels with exact one transmitter in P(c1|k1,v1,Xr1).
When the sending probability (λ ) becomes larger, the probability of channels with
exact one transmitter will be lower. Consequently, the system capacity is lower.
In contrast, in our scheme, we consider the channel with one or more potential
receivers (see footnote 2), which means that the number of channels that has two
or more transmitters are also counted in, because after negotiation these channels
can also be used. Consequently, the DRI-MAC curves shown in Fig. A.5 are also
obtained considering one or more receivers. Therefore, the peak value is obtained
when λ is around 0.55 for DRI-MAC.
3) Impact of PUs Channel Occupancy on System Capacity:
Fig. A.6 shows the performance with different value of channel availability γ ,
when λ = 0.7, N = 20 and µ1 = 0.05, µ2 = 0.25. The differences between the
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system capacity achieved by DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC grow with the rising of γ .
The enhancement between the two methods when M = 4 is larger than that when
M = 3, which means the proposed method is more beneficial when the number of
channels is larger.
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Figure A.6: System capacity comparison of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC as a function
of γ .
When γ = 1, which means that there are no PUs in the channels, the maximal
system capacity and the enhancement between the two methods are observed. In
this case, when all channels are available for SUs, an improvement of 17.5% and
11.2% has been observed for M = 4 and M = 3 respectively.
4) Impact on System Capacity by the Number of SUs:
Fig. A.7 shows the system capacity of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC with the num-
ber of SUs N when λ = 0.7, γ = 0.7, µ1 = 0.05, µ2 = 0.25. In Fig. A.7, DPR-MAC
outperforms DRI-MAC for all ranges of the investigated values. This is because
that more SUs jump to the higher datarate channels according to the proportion of
datarate in two types of channels rather than uniform hopping sequences, leading
to higher total system capacity. Interestingly in this case, larger differences are ob-
served when N is smaller, with both M = 3 and M = 4. It is because that when
the number of SUs is smaller, the system is far from saturation. At the same time,
idle SUs have many data flows to send since λ = 0.7 which indicates a high trans-
mission probability for SUs. Once one communication pair is re-allocated from the
low datarate channel to high datarate channel, it contributes more to the achieved
total system capacity. For instance, assume that there are four ongoing data flows in
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Figure A.7: System capacity comparison of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC as a function
of N.
the system, two of each type. If one of the two low datarate flows is re-allocated to
the high datarate channel, the total capacity will be significantly increased since we
have now three out four flows using the high capacity channel. When the number of
SUs gets larger, the probability that more channels are occupied by communicating
pairs will be higher. In other words, with a large N the channels are close to satu-
ration and there is less room for capacity improvement no matter how you balance
the hop sequences of the SUs. This explains why the difference between the two
methods becomes smaller as N increases.
5) Impact on System Capacity by Channel Datarate:
Fig. A.8 depicts the differences between DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC when the
datarate of R1 is fixed into 2 Mbps and λ = 0.7, γ = 0.7, N = 20, while datarate of
R2 is as a variable. In order to ensure the average length of data flows in bytes on
different channels are the same, µ1 is fixed as 0.05 while µ2 is 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2,
0.25, 0.3 when R2 equals to 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 Mbps respectively.
Fig. A.8 illustrates that the improvement of the new method increases when the
datarate of R2 increases because the difference between channels is larger. Note that
when R2 =R1, the capacity of different methods is the same because in this case, the
hops according to the new strategy is also uniform distributed, which implies that
DRI-MAC is actually a special case of DPR-MAC. The enhancement is evident
when R2 is three or more times larger than R1. When R2 is two times larger than R1,
the improvement is not obvious. Considering the beacon overhead, if the R2 is less
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Figure A.8: System capacity comparison of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC as R2 varies.
than two times of R1, the DRI-MAC can be adopted.
B. Performance Evaluation given Identical Datarate
1) Parameters Configuration:
In this case, we give the results when the two types of channels have the same
datarate Ri but different channel availabilities γi. The parameters used are as fol-
lows: R1 = R2 = 10 Mbps, µ = 0.2, γ1 = 0.9, γ2 = 0.6,. Ts = 1000 µs, Tsw = 100
µs, and Tq = 10 µs.
2) System Capacity as a Function of λ :
Fig. A.9 shows the system capacity of different MAC mechanisms as λ varies,
when N = 20, M = 3 and 4 respectively. From the figure we can observe that the
trend of Fig. A.9 and Fig. A.5 is quite similar, but the difference is that for the per-
formance between the two MAC mechanisms, the difference in Fig. A.9 is slight.
The reason is as follows. From the adjustment method we proposed, in statistic
sense, it has a probability of γ1/(γ2+ γ2) = 3/5 for each SU to jump into the higher
γ side. Compared with the probability in different datarates cases, like 2 Mbps in
channel type 1 and 8 Mbps in channel type 2 which introduce R1/(R1+R2) = 4/5,
the probability in the first case is lower. On the other hand, from Eq. (18), we
can see that if the datarate in channel type 2 is four times higher than that in chan-
nel type 1, the improvement will be more significant compared with the different
channel availabilities cases when the datarates on different channels are equal. Con-
sequently, the improvement of the new method in the case with identical Ri is not
as much as that when Ri is different.
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Figure A.9: System capacity comparison of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC with λ .
3) Impact on System Capacity by the Number of SUs:
Fig. A.10 gives the system capacity with the variable of the number of SUs.
The trend of these curves is close to that in Fig. A.7, but the difference between
these curves in Fig. A.10 is smaller than that in Fig. A.7. The reason for the similar
performance between these curves in Fig. A.10 is the same as we discussed in the
above paragraph.
Fig. A.10 also illustrates that when the number of SUs gets larger, the perfor-
mance between these two MAC mechanisms gets closer, and it is more evident than
that in Fig. A.7. The reason for this is the same as we discussed above that with the
increasing number of N, the channels are close to saturation and there is less room
for capacity improvement no matter how to balance the hop sequences of the SUs.
4) Impact of PUs Channel Occupancy on System Capacity:
In this case, the system capacity as a function of γ2 is given in Fig. A.11 when
γ1 is fixed as 0.9. From this figure we can see that when γ2 is smaller, which means
the difference between γ1 and γ2 is larger, the performance of DPR-MAC is much
better than that of DRI-MAC. The reason is quite obvious, since the larger differ-
ence between the channels’ availabilities, the more benefit the MAC can get if it can
adjust there hop sequences to the higher availability channel rather than the equal
chance hopping sequence.
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From Figs. A.9-A.11, as a whole, it can be observed that the improvement of
DPR-MAC is not as significant as that in Figs. A.5-A.8. This is because that the
datarate Ri between different channels could be quite large and its effect is more
straightforward in different datarates cases while the difference of channel avail-
abilities γ between channels in real cases is not often so large.
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Figure A.10: System capacity comparison of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC with N.
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Figure A.11: System capacity comparison of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC with γ2.
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Furthermore, in all the above numerical results and discussions, there has been
an important assumption that the channel sensing is accurate. If there are any sens-
ing errors, say, SUs failed to sense the existence of PUs’ activities, there will be
a high probability of transmission failure due to packet collision. In this case, the
channel availability will affect the performance more than what is observed from
our analysis. In a more constrained case, if a successful transmission of a packet
needs several consecutive time slots that is not occupied by PUs, the system ca-
pacity is more sensitive to channel availability. For example, if a packet needs 3
consecutive free time slots for successful transmission and if γ = 0.9, the approx-
imate successful transmission probability is 0.93 = 0.729 while for γ = 0.6 this
probability would be only 0.216. Then in this case, channel availability would have
higher impact on the total system capacity. Correspondingly, the channel hopping
adjustment strategy should also be revised in order to adapt to this situation.
C. System Capacity with Channel Carrier Capability
The above results are either from given identical channel availability or from
given identical channel datarate, which are special cases of channel carrier capabil-
ity. In the following paragraphs, the results of system capacity as a function of the
combined parameters are given.
1) Parameters Configuration:
The parameters used to calculate the system capacity is as follows: N = 20,
M = 4, Ts = 1000 µs, Tsw = 100 µs, Tq = 10 µs, µ1 = 0.05, µ2 = 0.25, R1 = 2
Mbps, and R2 = 10 Mbps. In this subsection, we only examine the system capacity
as a function of λ .
2) System Capacity as a Function of λ :
Fig. A.12 illustrates the results of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC when Ri and γi are
different and channel carrier capability is adopted. For comparison, it also shows
the results of adjusting hopping sequences according to one of these two parame-
ters, i.e., Ri and γi in this case. In Fig. A.12, Channel availability only means that
SUs adjust the hopping sequences according to channel availability without consid-
ering Ri. It is the same case with datarate only. In this figure, we have γ1=0.6 and
γ2=0.9. It is shown that the hopping adjustment according to the channel carrier
capability η is the most efficient mechanism and the DRI-MAC is the worst one.
Note that both the datarate and the channel availability of channel type 2 are higher
than that in channel type 1, the results of adjustment according to channel availabil-
ity and datarate are better than the DRI-MAC. Adjusting according to datarate is
more efficient than adjusting according to channel availability because the former
one leads to larger difference in carrier capability. But both of them are not as good
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Figure A.12: System capacity comparison among different hopping strategies when
R1 < R2 and γ1 < γ2 .
as the adjustment according to channel carrier capability η .
Fig. A.13 shows the results of DPR-MAC and DRI-MAC when Ri and γi are
different when channel carrier capability is adopted. The different parameters used
in Fig. A.13 compared with that in Fig. A.12 are that the channel availabilities in
two types of channels are exchanged, i.e., γ1= 0.9 and γ2=0.6. It is illustrated in
the figure that the adjustment according to γ alone is not as good as the DRI-MAC
because the adjustment according to γ leads more SUs to low carrier capability
channels, i.e. channel type 1. On the other hand, the result of adjustment according
to datarate which brings more SUs to jump onto the channels with higher channel
carrier capability is quite close to that of the DPR-MAC. Even if adjustment ac-
cording to the datarate brings more SUs in the type of channels with higher channel
carrier capability, the result of this adjustment is not better than in the way of ad-
justing according to the channel carrier capability, which verifies the rationale of
adjusting hopping sequence according to channel carrier capability η .
D. Extra Overhead Estimation of DPR-MAC
Now we approximately calculate the extra overhead introduced by DRA-MAC
due to the required dissemination of the hop sequence adjustment information. In
the estimation, the calculation is based on an assumption that the whole hopping
sequence is disseminated, which reflects the highest possilbe overhead for beacon
information dissemination. Assume that there are 20 SUs, 4 channels with 2 Mbps
and 4 channels with 10 Mbps, the hopping period is 128 hops and beacon interval
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Figure A.13: System capacity comparison among different hopping strategies when
R1 < R2 but γ1 > γ2.
is 5 seconds. We can get the average overhead as [128*3*1+(128*3+3)*7+(128*3+
48)*7]*20/5=24.468 Kbps, where 128 means that there are 128 hops, 3 means that
8 channels can be presented in 3 bits. The calculation has three parts. The first part
presents the beacons that are broadcast by the SU itself. The second part presents
beacons in the unicast procedure by the original SU. The third part presents the
beacons that are re-broadcast by other SUs. Since the other SUs that re-broadcast
the beacon in the planned slot have to attach the MAC address of original SU, it has
extra 48 bits due to the length of a MAC address.
From the above estimation, we can conclude that the extra overhead introduced
by DPR-MAC is pretty small. This indicates that the additional mechanism cost
by the proposed MAC is pretty low, typically in the order of a few Kbps, in order
to achieve possibly a few Mbps capacity improvement. Anyhow, it is beneficial to
consider this effect for our mechanism design, so that further improvement can be
achieved.
E. Beacon Dissemination of DPR-MAC
Now we estimate the dissemination time of a beacon and the probability an SU
can receive a beacon after beacon intervals. The parameters used in this analysis
is as follows: γ = 70%, Pog,2 = 70%, R1 = 10 Mbps, R2 = 2 Mbps, G = 2M = 8,
N = 20, λo = 50%, the sequence has 128 hops and Ts = 1 ms.
From our estimation in Subsection IV. D, the probability that a beacon is de-
livered on the low datarate channel after 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 seconds is 73.18%, 86.71%,
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93.41%, 96.73%, 98.23% respectively. The probability of an SU that can receive
such beacon information can after 1, 2, 3, 4 beacon intervals is 82.51%, 96.94%,
99.47%, 99.91% respectively. Note that the probability is calculated considering
the worst case. In the normal cases, the same probability could be achieved in
shorter time. These values indicate that the beacon information could be delivered
with a high probability within 5 seconds, and in this case, an SU could receive this
information with high probability within two beacon intervals, i.e., 10 seconds.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a channel-hopping based dynamic parallel
-rendezvous channel carrier capability aware MAC mechanism for cognitive radio
networks with one transceiver. Based on our scheme, SUs can adjust their hop-
ping sequences according to either datarate, channel availability or a combination
of them (as carrier capability) in order to improve system performance. A math-
ematical model has been developed to analyze the performance of the proposed
MAC mechanisms. Numerical results and comparison between DPR-MAC and
DRI-MAC show that our proposed mechanism generally outperforms the existing
one. The difference of the achieved system capacity between DRI-MAC and DPR-
MAC is more obvious in the case of identical channel availability than in the case of
identical datarate. Moreover, adjusting the channel sequence according to channel
carrier capability leads to the best system capacity gain in the examined cases. The
improvement compared with DRI-MAC is more significant when more channels are
available for SUs, fewer SUs are in the network, and the carrier capabilities between
difference channels are larger.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF CHANNEL HOPPING MECHANISM
Proposition: Let Li be the likelihood of an SU that will hop onto the channel i after
using the above mentioned method. For every channel i, L1:L2· · · LG=η1:η2· · ·ηG.
Proof: Because the SUs jumps according to the uniformly generated sequence
before adjustment, the probability of an SU jumps onto channel i,1 ≤ i ≤ G, is
equal. Let us arrange the set of G channels according to the value of η j as {1,2, · · · , l,
l + 1, · · · ,G} such that η j ≤ η⇔ j ≤ l and η j ≤ ηi⇔i < j. Let B ∈ {channel
j|η j < η , j = 1,2, · · ·G}. After the adjustment, we can see that
L1,2···l = η1,2···l/η and
Ll+1,l+2···G = 1+
∑i∈B(1−ηi/η) · (ηl+1,l+2,···G−η)
∑k∈A(ηk−η) .
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We should prove that
1+
∑i∈B(1−ηi/η) · (ηl+1,l+1,···G−η)
∑k∈A(ηk−η)
= ηl+1,l+2···G/η .
When j > l, we can see that
1+∑
i∈B
(1−ηi/η) · (η j−η)/∑
k∈A
(ηk−η)
= 1+
∑i∈B(η−ηi)
∑k∈A(ηk−η)
· η j−η
η
=
∑i∈η(η−ηi)
∑k∈A(ηk−η)
· η j
η
+1− ∑i∈B(η−ηi)
∑k∈A(ηk−η)
=
∑i∈B(η−ηi)
∑k∈A(ηk−η)
· η j
η
+
∑k∈A(ηk−η)+∑i∈B(ηi−η)
∑k∈A(ηk−η)
=
∑i∈B(η−ηi)
∑k∈A(ηk−η)
· η j
η
=
η j
η
.
Now we can conclude that:
L1:L2· · ·LG=η1/η :η2/η · · ·ηG/η =η1:η2· · ·ηG.
APPENDIX II
We give the solution for the probability, P(c|ϑ ,M), that there is c non-empty urns
if we put ϑ balls into M urns by the model given in [14].
Let o(ϑ) be the stochastic process representing the number of urns each of
which has exactly one ball given there are ϑ balls, and n(ϑ) as the stochastic pro-
cess representing the number of urns each of which has at least two balls. Then,
we obtain a two-dimensional process {o(ϑ), n(ϑ)} that is a discrete-time Markov
chain as shown in Fig. A.14 [14].
The one-step transition probabilities are as follows [14]:
p(i, j|i, j) = jM , 0≤ i, j ≤M
p(i+1, j|i, j) = 1− i+ jM , 0≤ i≤ (M−1), j ≥ 0
p(i−1, j+1|i, j) = iM , 0≤ i≤M,0≤ j ≤ (M−1)
p(x,y|i, j) = 0; |x− i| ≥ 2 or |y− j| ≥ 2
where (i+ j)≤M holds.
Then the probability that c non-empty urns given ϑ balls and M urns can be
calculated as:
P(c|ϑ ,M) = ∑
o(ϑ)+n(ϑ)=c
Pϑ (o(ϑ),n(ϑ)),
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Figure A.14: The two-dimensional Markov chain for the probability that there is c
non-empty urns if we put ϑ balls into M urns [14].
where Pϑ (o(ϑ),n(ϑ)) is the state probability of {o(ϑ), n(ϑ)} after ϑ steps.
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Modeling and Performance Analysis of Channel
Assembling in Multichannel Cognitive Radio
Networks with Spectrum Adaptation
Lei Jiao, Frank Y. Li, and Vicent Pla
Abstract — To accommodate spectrum access in multichannel cognitive ra-
dio networks (CRNs), the channel-assembling technique, which combines sev-
eral channels together as one channel, has been proposed in many medium
access control (MAC) protocols. However, analytical models for CRNs enabled
with this technique have not been thoroughly investigated. In this paper, two
representative channel-assembling strategies that consider spectrum adapta-
tion and heterogeneous traffic are proposed, and the performance of these
strategies is evaluated based on the proposed continuous-time Markov chain
(CTMC) models. Moreover, approximations of these models in the quasista-
tionary regime are analyzed, and closed-form capacity expressions are derived
in different conditions. The performance of different strategies, including the
strategy without assembling, is compared with one another based on the nu-
merical results obtained from these models and validated by extensive simula-
tions. Furthermore, simulation studies are also performed for other types of
traffic distributions to evaluate the validity and the preciseness of the mathe-
matical models. Through both analyses and simulations, we demonstrate that
channel assembling represented by the investigated strategies can improve the
system performance if a proper strategy is selected with appropriate system
parameter configurations.
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Keywords—Channel assembling, cognitive radio networks (CRNs), continuous-
time Markov chain (CTMC) models, performance analysis, spectrum adaptation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider typical scenarios in cognitive radio networks (CRNs) [1] where multiple
channels exist. There are two options for channel access. On the one hand, sec-
ondary users (SUs) can follow the original channel structure for primary users
(PUs), as proposed in many CRN MAC designs [2, 3, 5, 4]. On the other hand, with
the support of more sophisticated hardware, SUs can make a decision on whether
to assemble multiple idle channels together as one channel for providing higher
data rate or still treat them as separate channels. In the latter case, when two or
more channels in the frequency domain are idle, they can be combined together as
one channel using channel assembling. This technique has, indeed, been utilized in
many CRN MAC protocols [6]-[10].
The research work on CRN spectrum access can be categorized into two phases.
The first phase is MAC protocol design itself, aiming at proposing feasible strate-
gies in order to allow CRNs access spectrum in a more efficient way [2]-[11]. The
second phase is to build analytical models in order to help us better understand
the theory behind these protocols and evaluate the performance of different strate-
gies [12]-[17]. In this study, we aim at the second phase and focus on the perfor-
mance analysis of channel assembling. This paper is motivated by the observation
that, although widely discussed in CRN MAC protocols, the performance of CRNs
with channel assembling itself has not been thoroughly analyzed through recog-
nized mathematical models. For example, the performance of an SU network when
a PU channel could be divided into several SU channels is analyzed based on a
continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) model in [13, 14, 15]. In our previous
work [16], the performance of several channel-assembling strategies when spec-
trum adaptation is not enabled is studied through CTMC models. In a similar study
[17], channel aggregation for CRNs is mathematically analyzed with and without
spectrum handover. However, only homogeneous traffic is considered in CRNs
in all those studies, and none of them systematically analyze channel-assembling
strategies with spectrum adaptation through mathematical modeling.
The meaning of spectrum adaptation is twofold. On the one hand, it is inherited
from spectrum handover, which allows SUs to switch an ongoing SU transmission
to a vacant channel that is not occupied by PUs or SUs, if it exists, when a PU ac-
tivity appears on the current channel. On the other hand, it is meant that an ongoing
SU service can adaptively adjust the number of assembled channels according to
the availability of channels as well as other SUs’ activities. How spectrum adap-
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tation is utilized depends on specific channel-assembling strategies. Furthermore,
spectrum adaptation can be performed either by a base station centrally or by the
cognitive radios themselves through a suitable distributed protocol. Because spec-
trum adaptation is one of the essential principles of CRNs, i.e., sensing the radio
environment and adapting to it accordingly, we propose and investigate two rep-
resentative channel-assembling strategies with spectrum adaptation in this study.
Based on these proposed strategies, we present CTMC models to analyze their per-
formance. Then, the models in the quasistationary regime (QSR), i.e., when the
time scale of PU activities is much larger than that of the SU activities, are intro-
duced. Although various assembling strategies exist in different systems, similar
modeling process can be developed, and we believe that, with minor modifications,
the models we develop for these two strategies can also be applied to many other
strategies. Thirdly, numerical results obtained from mathematical models are ana-
lyzed and compared, and the correctness of the mathematical models is validated
by extensive simulations. Finally, to evaluate the preciseness and the robustness of
the mathematical models, the results under traffic distributions rather than the dis-
tributions used in CTMC models are examined by simulations and compared with
the analytical results from the CTMC models.
In brief, the major contributions of this paper can be outlined as follows:
• Two representative channel-assembling strategies for CRNs that consider het-
erogeneous traffic are proposed and thoroughly investigated. Although the
strategies may be complex from an implementation point of view, their anal-
yses are still significant, because they provide theoretical insight into the per-
formance gain that can be obtained by channel assembling.
• Mathematical models for analyzing these strategies are proposed using CTMCs.
This allows us to examine the performance of those strategies theoretically by
assuming Poisson traffic arrival processes and exponential service time distri-
butions for PUs and SUs.
• The approximations for these models in the QSR are introduced. With these
approximations, closed-form expressions for capacity calculation are derived
for different types of traffic.
• Other more realistic traffic patterns which may not follow the Poisson arrival
and the exponential service time assumptions are evaluated through extensive
simulations. Therefore, the rationality and the robustness as well as the ap-
plicability of the proposed mathematical models are verified to a much larger
extent.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the re-
lated work. The system model and assumptions are given in Section III. After the
channel-assembling strategies are described in Section IV, different CTMC mod-
els are built in Section V in order to analyze the performance of these strategies.
Furthermore, the models of these strategies in the QSR is analyzed in Section VI,
followed by numerical results and corresponding discussions presented in Section
VII. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we summarize the state-of-the-art CTMC models that were estab-
lished for different channel access strategies and application scenarios in CRNs.
In [13, 14] and [15], the case when a PU channel could be split into several SU
channels are modeled through CTMCs. The authors of [13] and [14] mainly focus
on the cases when there are infinite number of users, and both spectrum handover
and non-handover cases are considered. In [15], it is analyzed the performance
of the secondary network in the cases with a finite user population. In [12], three
spectrum access schemes are proposed and analyzed through CTMCs. However,
channel assembling is not considered in that paper.
In [16] and [17], channel assembling is investigated mathematically from dif-
ferent angles. In [16], the performance of the secondary network with different
channel-assembling strategies is studied when spectrum adaptation is not imple-
mented. Three strategies, i.e., without channel assembling, with a fixed number of
assembled channels, and assembling all idle channels when SU services access the
system, are investigated and compared. Similarly, in [17], three channel-assembling
strategies with and without spectrum handover are studied. However, the CTMC
models and some parameters that were used in [17] are not appropriately adjusted.
Moreover, the second meaning of spectrum adaptation, i.e., the number of assem-
bled channels for which ongoing SU services can be adapted, is not considered in
these studies. In our recent work [18], different channel-assembling strategies with
spectrum adaptation are studied. Based on these preliminary studies, we propose
two representative channel-assembling strategies considering spectrum adaptation
and heterogeneous traffic, and investigate them in depth afterwards.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
Before we describe channel-assembling strategies, the system model and the as-
sumptions are given as follows. Assume that there are two types of radios, PUs and
SUs, operating in the same frequency band which consists of M ∈ N+ channels for
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PUs, where N+ denotes the set of positive natural numbers. PUs have priority to
utilize the spectrum and can acquire the channels being used by SUs at any time.
Each PU service occupies only one channel while SUs can assemble multiple chan-
nels. Those multiple channels can be either neighboring to or separated from one
another in the spectrum domain.
In this paper, we consider the following two heterogeneous SU traffic types:
1) elastic traffic and 2) real-time traffic. For elastic traffic, like file downloading,
the service time will be reduced if more channels are utilized for the same service
due to higher data rate. On the other hand, for a real-time traffic flow, like a real-
time voice conversation, sufficient service quality is provided given a fixed number
of channels, and its service time is fixed even if more channels are assembled1.
Because channel assembling is more beneficial for elastic traffic because of its flex-
ibility, our focus will be mainly on the elastic traffic in this analysis. An admission
control phase which can provide further tradeoff between both types of SU services
can be applied according to the calculated blocking probability based our models of
various strategies. Once accepted, the SU services will experience stable services
without interruption due to channel fading through advanced underlying physical
layer techniques.
For conciseness, we refer to traffic flows as services and use events to indicate
the arrival and departure of services for both PUs and SUs. In the following analy-
sis, we focus on the performance of the secondary network. It is assumed that the
services of the secondary network are independent of each other. PUs are not aware
of the existence of SU activities, and SUs can detect PU activities with high-enough
spectrum-sensing accuracy. We further assume that the sensing and spectrum adap-
tation latency is much shorter than the duration of the service events. In other words,
the arrivals or departures of services are unlikely to happen during the sensing and
spectrum adaptation period. Furthermore, it is assumed that a protocol runs among
SUs to support channel assembling and spectrum adaptation.
IV. CHANNEL-ASSEMBLING STRATEGIES
To study SU performance with channel assembling, two strategies with
spectrum adaptation are proposed, as presented below. For the first strategy, i.e.,
the Static (a,W,V ) strategy, referred to as S(a,W,V ), the first meaning of spec-
trum adaptation, i.e., spectrum handover only, is applied. The second strategy,
Dynamic (a,W,V ), referred to as D(a,W,V ), uses the full meaning of spectrum
1Of course the quality of the voice conversation will be improved up to a limit when more
channels are assembled.
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adaption, i.e., not only the spectrum handover is adopted, but also the number of
the assembled channels for an ongoing SU service is adjustable. In our notations,
parameter a ∈ N+ indicates the number of channels assembled by a real-time SU
service in the network. Parameters W, V ∈N+ represent, respectively, the lower and
the upper bounds of the number of assembled channels for an elastic SU service.
The values of them are pre-defined for a given strategy and network configuration,
at the network initiation phase. Let N ∈ N+, W ≤ N ≤ V , denote the number of
channels that an elastic SU service assembles, which may vary from one elastic SU
service to another, and may also vary along time for an ongoing elastic SU service
when the dynamic strategy is employed. However, the number of channels for a
real-time service is always fixed. Denote a real-time SU service and an elastic SU
service by SUr and SUe respectively.
A. S(a,W,V )
In this strategy, upon an SUr arrival, the service can commence if the number
of idle channels is larger than or equal to a. When an SUe tries to access channels,
if the number of idle channels, denoted by Ic, is larger than or equal to W at this
moment, it can commence with the number of assembled channels as min{V, Ic}. If
not enough idle channels exist, i.e., the number of idle channels is lower than W for
an SUe or a for an SUr, the service will be blocked. Static here means that once an
SU service starts, the number of assembled channels can no longer be changed. In
other words, during an SU service time period, even if new idle channels emerge,
for instance when any PUs or other SUs finish their transmissions, ongoing SU
services will not assemble those newly available channels. On the other hand, when
an arriving PU takes any one of the assembled channels that is in use by an ongoing
SU service, the SU service will switch to an idle channel which is not occupied by
PUs or SUs, if it exists. Otherwise, the SU service is forced to terminate.
A special case of this strategy is a =W = V = 1, which represents the legacy
channel access strategy without channel assembling. We denote it as no assembling
(NA) and its performance will be compared with the proposed two strategies later
in this paper.
B. D(a,W,V )
If there are enough idle channels upon an SU arrival, i.e., the number is larger
than or equal to W for an SUe or a for an SUr, it will react in the same way as in the
static strategy. However, if there are not enough idle channels for a newly arrived
SU service, instead of blocking it, ongoing SUes will share their occupied channels
to the newly arrived SU service, as long as they can still keep at least W channels
and the number is sufficient for the new SU service to commence after sharing.
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When an SU service needs the channels shared by ongoing SUes to commence and
there are several SUes in the system, the one that occupies the maximum number of
channels will donate first, due to the consideration of fairness among SU services.
If the SUe with the maximum number cannot provide enough channels, the one with
the second maximum number will share its channels then, and so on. The newly
arrived SUe will join the network as long as W channels are gathered, including
both the idle channels and the ones released by other SUes, if the number of idle
channels is lower than W . If the number of idle channels together with the number
of channels to be released by all SUes is still not enough, i.e., the number is lower
than W for an SUe or a for an SUr, the new SU arrival is blocked.
In this strategy, if any channels become idle, the ongoing SUes with less than V
channels will assemble those newly available channels up to V . In the presence of
multiple SUes that can utilize newly vacant channels, it designates the one which
currently has the minimum number of channels to occupy them first, again, due to
the aforementioned fairness consideration. If the SUe with the minimum number of
channels assembles V channels after adjustment and there are still vacant channels,
other SUes will occupy the remaining ones according to the same principle, until all
those vacant channels are utilized or all existing SUes have V channels.
On the other hand, when PU services arrive and there is no idle channel avail-
able, SUes can flexibly adjust downwards the number of assembled channels, as
long as the remaining number of channels is still not fewer than W . If an arriving
PU acquires any one of the channels that is occupied by an SUe with exactly W
channels and there is no idle channel, this already commenced SUe is forced to ter-
minate. To give higher priority to SUr, if any one of the channels being used by an
SUr is taken by an arriving PU and there is no idle channel at the moment, the SUe
with the maximum number of channels will donate one channel from its occupied
set. In this way, the SUr can be kept. A forced SUr termination happens only if it is
interrupted by a PU arrival when all SUes occupy exactly W channels and if no idle
channel exists.
V. CTMC MODELS FOR CHANNEL-ASSEMBLING STRATEGIES
To model different strategies with channel assembling, we develop CTMCs by as-
suming that the arrivals of both SU and PU services are Poisson processes. The SU
service arrival rates are λS and λ ′S for elastic and real-time services respectively, and
the PU service arrival rate is given by λP. Upon a PU service arrival, it will access
one of the channels that are not occupied by ongoing PU services with the same
probability. Similarly, the service times are exponentially distributed. The service
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rates of PU services and SU real-time services are µP and µ ′S respectively, and the
service rate for elastic SU services is µS in one channel. For real-time traffic, the
service rate is constant as stated earlier. For elastic traffic, the service rate will be
higher if several channels are accumulated for the same service. Assume further
that all the channels are homogeneous. Then the average data rate is approximately
linearly increasing with the number of assembled channels. Therefore, the service
rate of the N assembled channels for an SU elastic service is approximated as N
times of that in one channel, i.e., NµS. The unit for these parameters could be ser-
vices/unit time. Given concrete values for these services, the system capacity could
be expressed in kilobits per second or megabits per second. For this reason, in our
analysis and results illustrated later, the unit of system capacity is not explicitly
expressed.
According to the aforementioned strategies, different CTMC models
can be built2. The states of these CTMC models can be represented by x =
(i,ga, jW , ... jk, ..., jV ), where i is the number of PU services, ga is the number
of SUrs assembling a channels, while jk is the number of SUes that assemble
k = W,W + 1, . . . ,V channels. Denote by b(x) the total number of utilized chan-
nels at state x, as b(x) = i+ aga +∑Vk=W k jk. We start from modeling the static
strategy first.
A. CTMC Analysis for S(a,W,V )
LetS be the set of feasible states, asS = {x | i,ga, jW , . . . , jV ≥ 0; b(x)≤M}.
Table B.1 summarizes the state transitions in this strategy. Given feasible states and
their transitions in a CTMC, we can construct the global balance equations and the
normalization equation. That is, the equations that indicate that, in steady-state, for
each state the average incoming transition rate is equal to the outgoing rate, and that
the sum of the probabilities of all states is equal to one. From these equations, the
state possibilities, denoted by pi(x) as the probability of state x, are obtained. Given
the state probabilities pi(x), system performance parameters can be developed as
follows.
The blocking probability of a type of SU services is the sum of the probabilities
of states that cannot accommodate more SU services of that type. Let Pb and P′b be
the blocking probability of SUe and SUr respectively, expressed by
Pb = ∑
x∈S ,
M−b(x)<W
pi(x); P′b = ∑
x∈S ,
M−b(x)<a
pi(x). (1)
2The protocol overhead for each strategy is different; for example, the dynamic strategy requires
highest control overhead in order to support access flexibility. To keep our analysis simple and
consistent for all strategies, the protocol overhead is not included in our models presented below.
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Table B.1: Transitions from a generic state x = (i,ga, jW , . . . , jV ) of S(a,W,V )
Activity Destination state Trans. rate Conditions
PU DP3. (i−1,ga, jW , . . . , jV ) iµP i> 0.
PU AR, no FT. (i+1,ga, jW , . . . , jV ) λP b(x)<M.
PU AR, FT in
an SUr.
(i + 1,ga − 1, jW , . . . ,
jV )
aga
M− iλP b(x) = M; i<M; ga > 0.
PU AR, FT in
an SUe(k).
(i+1,ga, jW , . . . , jk−1,
. . . , jV )
k jk
M− iλP b(x) = M; i < M; jk > 0;W ≤ k ≤V .
SUr DP. (i,ga−1, jW , . . . , jV ) gaµ ′S ga > 0.
SUe(k) DP. (i,ga, jW , . . . , jk−1, . . . ,
jV )
k jkµS jk > 0; W ≤ k ≤V .
SUr AR. (i,ga+1, jW , . . . , jV ) λ ′S M−b(x)≥ a.
SUe AR. (i,ga, jW , . . . , jk +1, . . . ,
jV )
λS k=min{V,M−b(x)}≥W .
The capacity of a type of SU services is defined as the average service rate of
SUs in that type, i.e., the average number of SU service completions per time unit
[13]. Let ρ and ρ ′ be the capacity of SUe and SUr respectively, shown as follows:
ρ = ∑
x∈S
V
∑
k=W
k jkµSpi(x); ρ ′ = ∑
x∈S
gaµ ′Spi(x). (2)
Forced termination represents a preemption of an ongoing SU service. In this
work, we consider the fraction of forced terminations over commenced SU services.
Therefore, the forced-termination probability can be expressed as the mean forced-
termination rate (denoted by R f for SUe and R′f for SUr) divided by the rate of the
commenced SU services [14] (denoted by λ ∗S for SUe and λ
′∗
S for SUr). Let Pf
and P′f be the forced-termination probability of SUe and SUr respectively. They are
obtained as follows.
Pf =
R f
λ ∗S
=
λP
λ ∗S
∑
x∈S ,
b(x)=M,i<M
V
∑
k=W
k jk
b(x)− ipi(x);
P′f =
R′f
λ ′∗S
=
λP
λ ′∗S
∑
x∈S ,
b(x)=M,i<M
aga
b(x)− ipi(x), (3)
where λ ∗S = (1−Pb)λS, and λ ′∗S = (1−P′b)λ ′S.
3For convenience of illustration, we use AR to indicate an arrival event, DP to indicate a depar-
ture event, and FT to indicate a forced-termination event in Table B.1. Notation SUe(k) represents
an SUe with k channels in this table. Similar notations apply to Tables B.2, B.3 and B.4 as well.
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The average service rate per ongoing SU service, i.e., at which rate an ongoing
SU service is processed on average, is defined as the capacity divided by the average
number of ongoing SU services of the same type. Let µps and µ ′ps be the average
service rate per ongoing SU service of SUe and SUr respectively, shown as follows,
µps=ρ/∑
x∈S
V
∑
k=W
jkpi(x); µ ′ps=ρ
′/∑
x∈S
gapi(x) = µ ′S. (4)
B. CTMC Analysis for D(a,W,V )
The feasible states in this strategy can be expressed asS = {(i,ga,0, ...,0, jV )|i+
aga+V jV <M}∪{x |b(x)=M}. Tables B.2, B.3, and B.4 summarize the state tran-
sitions in this strategy.
Similar to the analysis for S(a,W,V ), the state probability of pi(x) can be ob-
tained, and then, the system performance parameters can be computed. For D(a,W,V ),
the capacity and the service rate per ongoing SU service share the same expressions
as (2) and (4) respectively, whereas the blocking probability becomes,
Pb = ∑
x∈S ,
M−b(x)+∑Vk=W+1(k−W ) jk<W
pi(x);
P′b = ∑
x∈S ,
M−b(x)+∑Vk=W+1(k−W ) jk<a
pi(x). (5)
Correspondingly, the forced-termination probability is obtained as
Pf =
R f
λ ∗S
= ∑
x∈S ,b(x)=M,
jW>0,i<M
λPW jW
(M− i)λ ∗S
pi(x);
P′f =
R′f
λ ′∗S
= ∑
x∈S ,b(x)=M,i<M,
jr=0,∀r>W
λPaga
(M− i)λ ′∗S
pi(x), (6)
where λ ∗S = (1−Pb)λS, and λ ′∗S = (1−P′b)λ ′S.
VI. ANALYSIS IN THE QUASISTATIONARY REGIME
In the QSR, it is assumed that the distribution of SU services reaches equilibrium
between consecutive PU events, i.e., PU activities are so slow compared with the
ones of SUs, where almost no forced SU termination happens4. Therefore, when
4Forced-terminations will still occur but there will be, at most, one at each arrival of PU services.
Because between two consecutive arrivals of PUs an infinitely large number of SU arrivals occur,
the probability of forced termination is zero.
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i PU services exist in the system, M− i channels are available and these channels
are, in a sense, dedicated for SU services. Then, the state probability of the system
can be expressed as the combination of the state probability in two Markov chains,
which represent PU and SU activities, respectively. Let pi(φ , i) be the state proba-
bility of the system, where i denotes the number of PU services and φ represents the
corresponding state for SU services, which might be multi-dimensional for a partic-
ular strategy. Then, we have pi(φ , i) = pi(φ |i)pi(i), where pi(i) is the state probability
of having i PU services, and pi(φ |i) is the conditional probability of state φ , which
represents SU services, given i PU services. In the QSR, pi(φ |i) can be calculated
as the probability of state φ given M− i channels dedicated for SUs.
In general, the state probability of PU services, pi(i), can be derived from an
M+1-state birth and death process (BDP) with pi(i) = (λPµP )
i 1
i!
[
∑Mk=0(
λP
µP )
k 1
k!
]−1
.
To calculate pi(φ |i) in this regime, we only need to consider the events of SU
services, given M− i dedicated channels. For a given i, state φ contains two types
of SU services, and its transitions and the corresponding rates are also illustrated in
Tables B.1-B.4, with PU events ignored. In the following discussion, we focus on
special cases when only one type of SU traffic exists in the network, in which the
closed-form expressions can be further derived. We use capacity as an example but
other performance parameters can also be derived in a similar way. We start from
the case without real-time traffic.
Proposition 1 In the QSR, the capacity of SUes for the dynamic strategy when real-
time traffic does not exist is given as follows,
ρde =
[
1−
M
∑
i=0
pi(I|i)pi(i)
]
λS, (7)
where
pi( j|i) =

(
λS
VµS
) j pi(0|i)
j! , ∀ 1≤ j ≤C,(
λS
QµS
) j QC
VC
pi(0|i)
C! , ∀C < j ≤ I,
(8)
pi(0|i)=
[
C
∑
j=0
(
λS
VµS
) j 1
j!
+
I
∑
j=C+1
(
λS
QµS
) j QC
VCC!
]−1
. (9)
In addition, Q = M− i, I =
⌊
Q
W
⌋
, and C =
⌊
Q
V
⌋
.
The proof is deferred to Appendix A. More detailed inspection of the proof
reveals that the expression for the capacity in the dynamic strategy given in (7)
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can actually be applied to a broader class of strategies which exhibit the following
common features: 1) ongoing SUes will always occupy as many idle channels as
they are able to; 2) if there are fewer than W idle channels upon an SUe arrival,
ongoing SUes will donate their occupied channels to the newcomer, as long as N ≥
W is still satisfied for all SUes after donating.
Proposition 2 In the QSR, the capacity of SUes for the static strategy when real-
time traffic does not exist is upper bounded by ρsue ,
ρsue =
M
∑
i=0
(
C
∑
j=1
jVµSpi( j|i)pi(i)+QµSψipi(C+1|i)pi(i)
)
, (10)
where ψi =
⌊
Q−CV
W
⌋
indicates whether the state with C+1 services exists (ψi = 1)
or not (ψi = 0) for a given i, and the pi( j|i) is calculated as follows. If Q−CV <W,
pi( j|i) = ( λSVµS ) j
1
j!
[
∑Ck=0(
λS
VµS )
k 1
k!
]−1
. Otherwise, pi( j|i) is given by Eqs. (8) and (9)
using I =C+1.
The proof is shown in Appendix B. Note that, although the closed-form capacity
is not available in this strategy, we are still able to calculate its value through its
CTMC model in the QSR.
Now, we consider the case without elastic SU traffic, and the following result is
derived.
Proposition 3 In the QSR, the capacity of SUrs when elastic traffic does not exist
is,
ρr =
M
∑
i=0
b(M−i)/ac
∑
j=0
jµ ′Spi( j|i)pi(i), (11)
where pi( j|i) = (λ ′Sµ ′S )
j 1
j!
[
∑b(M−i)/ack=0 (
λ ′S
µ ′S
)k 1k!
]−1
.
The mathematical proof of this result is similar to Proposition 1 when W =V =
a. Hence, we do not show the detailed proof to save space.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the obtained numerical results under different conditions are
presented. In Section VII-A, the performance of the investigated strategies with
pure elastic SU traffic is illustrated. In Section VII-B, we observe the results when
both types of SU traffic co-exist. Furthermore, the results in the QSR are plotted in
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comparison with the results from the original CTMC models in Section VII-C, and
the results under diverse traffic distributions are illustrated in Section VII-D.
In order to verify the mathematical models, the simulation results obtained from
a custom-built MATLAB simulator together with the analytical results are plotted
in Figs. B.1–B.5. In these figures, the solid lines represent the analytical results
while the marks are obtained from simulations. From these curves, we can observe
that the simulation results precisely coincide with the analytical results. Therefore,
the correctness of the mathematical analysis is validated.
The simulations are conducted as follows. Each round of the simulation is per-
formed for 10 000 time units. Each time unit, denoted as T , is further divided into
n subintervals each with duration h, i.e., T = nh, where h is the minimum unit in
this simulation and it is configured sufficiently small so that the probability of si-
multaneous events is ignorable. Then the probability that exactly one PU, SUe, or
SUr arrival occurs in each subinterval is λPh, λSh, or λ ′Sh, and the probability of
no arrival is 1−λPh, 1−λSh, or 1−λ ′Sh respectively. The lengths of PU and SU
services are integer times of h, following exponential distributions with parameters
corresponding to various services. For an ongoing PU service, after each h, the
integer will decrease by one, which means that part of this PU service has elapsed.
The same principle applies to SUr. However, for an ongoing SUe with N channels,
after each h, the integer will decrease by N because the service rate will increase N
times. In each subinterval, the events of both PUs and SUs are checked and pro-
cessed according to the employed strategy. The service is considered as finished
when this integer number reaches zero. In the end of each simulation, the statistics
of the system can be calculated. For example, the capacity is obtained from the total
number of successful SU services averaged by the total simulated time units.
A. Performance Illustration with Pure Elastic SU Traffic
Because only SUes will contribute to the system performance with channel as-
sembling, we first examine the cases where only SUes exist in the secondary net-
work first. In this subsection, ρ , Pb, Pf , and µps are plotted in Figs. B.1–B.4 re-
spectively, given M = 6, λ ′S = 0, λS = 1.5, µS = 0.82, and µP = 0.5. In the labels of
strategies in these figures, a is not given a specific value because SUrs do not exist.
In order to compare the effects of different threshold values, we plot two groups of
results for each strategy: 1) W = 1 and V = 3 and 2) W = 3 and V = 6. The results
of NA are also illustrated for the comparison purpose.
1) System Capacity:
As shown in Fig. B.1, the system capacity of SUes decreases for all strategies
with an increasing λP, because SUs get fewer chances to start their services when
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Figure B.1: System capacity as a function of λP for pure elastic SU traffic.
PUs become more active. Interestingly, most of the channel-assembling strategies
do not perform better than NA does, except D(a,1,3). The advantage of NA is
because that a larger number of parallel services, i.e., jk in (2), could contribute
to system capacity significantly. Dynamic strategies achieve higher capacity than
static ones with the same parameter configuration. Comparing the group W = 1,
V = 3 with W = 3, V = 6, the results in the former group for each strategy are better
than the corresponding results in the latter group. The reason is that in the latter
group, the strategies require at least three vacant channels out of a total number of
six channels in order to start an SU service, leading to wasted spectrum opportuni-
ties compared with the strategies in the former group.
2) Blocking Probability:
Fig. B.2 depicts the blocking probability of SUs. One can observe that D(a,1,3)
has the lowest blocking probability because it needs only one channel for initiating
an SU service and can dynamically adjust the number of assembled channels upon
different events. Similarly, NA has the second lowest blocking probability as com-
pared with the other strategies. Comparing the group W = 1, V = 3 with W = 3,
V = 6, the blocking probability is generally higher in the latter group. The reason
is straightforward because more channels are required in the latter case before a
service request can be accepted.
3) Forced-Termination Probability:
To examine the forced-termination probability of the commenced SU services,
we plot Pf in Fig. B.3. As expected, Pf becomes higher for all strategies as λP
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Figure B.2: Blocking probability as a function of λP for pure elastic SU traffic.
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Figure B.3: Forced-termination probability as a function of λP for pure elastic SU
traffic.
increases because PUs become more active. The forced-termination probability in
NA is not as good as that of the D(a,1,3), and increases even higher than that of
D(a,3,6) when λP is large. It means that a lower Pf could be achieved if an appro-
priate strategy and suitable threshold values are selected. For the static strategies,
because they will assemble multiple channels and the number of assembled chan-
nels is not adjustable, services would be more likely forced to terminate than the
dynamic cases.
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4) Average Service Rate per Ongoing SU Service:
Fig. B.4 illustrates the average service rate per ongoing SU service, i.e., µps.
This value indicates the rate that an ongoing SU service will be processed on aver-
age. As illustrated in this figure, the larger the number of channels an SU service
assembles, the higher the average service rate per ongoing service a strategy can
achieve. For NA, the µps value does not change with different λP values because
each SU service occupies only one channel all the time thus µps = µS, whereas the
other curves decline as λP increases.
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Figure B.4: Average service rate per ongoing SU service as a function of λP for
pure elastic SU traffic.
It is worth mentioning that µps shown in Fig. B.4 is the average service rate
per ongoing SU service, which is different from the total average service rate for
SU services, i.e., capacity, ρ , shown in Fig. B.1. As can be observed from (4),
µps is equal to the capacity value, ρ , divided by the average number of ongoing SU
services, meaning that a strategy with a larger µps value does not necessarily lead
to higher capacity. For example, S(a,3,6) has the highest µps; however, the lowest
capacity when λP is small, as observed in Fig. B.1. The reason is that with a small
λP the forced termination probability and the blocking probability for this strategy
are higher than those of other strategies. Indeed we observe in our simulations a
much lower average number of ongoing SU services in the system with this strategy,
even though each ongoing SU service occupies more channels.
B. Performance Illustration with Heterogenous Traffic
In Fig. B.5, it is illustrated the achieved capacity of the strategies in the presence
of heterogenous traffic. We adopt a= 1, λ ′S = 1 and µ
′
S = 0.6 for the real-time traffic
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Figure B.5: Capacity as a function of λP for heterogeneous traffic. In this figure, E
indicates elastic traffic while R denotes real-time traffic.
and utilize the same parameter for PUs and SUes as in the previous subsection.
From Fig. B.5, one can observe that the capacity for SUes of all these strategies
is lower than the one shown in Fig. B.1 because the resource is shared with real-
time traffic. Compared with NA, the dynamic strategy achieves higher capacity
in both SUe and SUr, which means that the advantage of channel assembling in
SUes is shared among these two traffic types. In contrast, the static ones cannot
provide any benefit in terms of capacity. The advantage of the dynamic channel-
assembling strategy is also observed in all other performance parameters however
not shown here due to page limit. The main observation here is that the benefit
of channel assembling using the dynamic strategy is obvious and the advantage
obtained by SUe is shared with real-time flows. However, the static strategy has
poorer performance than NA except when µps is investigated.
C. Performance in the QSR
In Fig. B.6, the results from the analytical models in the QSR and those from
the precise models developed in Section V, are illustrated. In this subsection, we
introduce a scaler, f , to reflect the dynamics of PU activities while keeping the
offered load constant for both PU and SU services, as λP = 1× f , µP = 0.5× f ,
λ ′S = 0, λS = 1.5, µS = 0.82, and M = 6.
As illustrated in Fig. B.6, when f  1, meaning that the service time of PUs
is quite long, whereas the arrival rate is low, i.e., PUs sporadically appear, and PU
services are long lasting, the system capacity deduced from the precise models fits
the results in the QSR well. When f becomes larger, as 1 < f < 103, meaning
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Figure B.6: System capacity as a function of f . The dynamic behavior of PU
activities is represented by a traffic intensity scale f . The results in the QSR of
D(a,1,3) is calculated based on (7), and that of NA is also achieved by the same
equation given V = W = 1. The upper bound for S(a,1,3) in the QSR is plotted
according to (10), while its precise capacity in the QSR is calculated through its
CTMC model in this regime.
that PUs are more dynamic, the capacity obtained from the precise models deviates
much more from the corresponding results in the QSR, due to the fact that more
SU connections are abruptly terminated by PUs. Moreover, when f becomes even
larger as f > 104, the capacity is close to zero for all the investigated strategies,
because PUs are so active such that SU services cannot survive from preemption.
Not surprisingly, the dynamic strategy has again achieved the best performance
when comparing the results in the QSR among different strategies, followed by the
one without channel assembling. Moreover, the static strategy has lower capacity
than its upper bound given by (10) in the QSR, confirming Proposition 2.
D. Traffic Pattern with Various Distributions
In our previous discussions, Poisson arrival and exponentially distributed ser-
vice time are assumed. In real life, however, the traffic patterns might be quite
different from those ones. This observation triggers our motivation to further inves-
tigate the applicability and the preciseness of our Markov-chain-based analytical
models, by applying the same simulation programs mentioned earlier to diverse PU
and SU traffic distributions.
As an example, Fig. B.7 illustrates the forced-termination probability of two
sample strategies with pure elastic SU traffic, i.e., NA and D(a,1,3) as a function
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Figure B.7: Forced-termination probability as a function of λS when various distri-
butions are utilized.
of λS, under two traffic models based on real-life traffic observations [20, 19]. For
traffic pattern 1, Poisson arrival and log-normal distributed service time for both
PU and SU services are utilized. Within this traffic type, we consider further two
cases. The first case is that both the mean values and the variances of the log-normal
distributions equal to those of the corresponding original exponential distributions,
labeled LN. The other case is that the variance values of log-normal distributions
are greater than those of the original exponential distributions while the mean values
are kept the same, labeled LN∗. The reason for using larger variance values in
LN∗ is that it can model more precisely the traffic in modern data networks where
high variability has been observed in flow sizes [20]. More specifically, we adopt
a squared coefficient of variation SCV=4.618 [20] (SCV= variance/mean2). For
traffic pattern 2, a random-walk model for PU activities [19], and Poisson arrival and
log-normal distributed service time for SU services are adopted, labeled RW . For
the log-normal distribution of SU service time used in this case, we make the mean
value and the variance equal to those of the original exponential distribution. The
results from the original distributions in our mathematical models are also plotted
for comparison purpose, labeled as O.
From this figure, we can observe that the results of LN and LN∗ are quite close
to the analytical ones, which reveals the fact that these results are not sensitive to
the distribution type of service time as long as Poisson arrival is kept. Moreover,
although the results under RW do not coincide with the analytical results precisely,
those curves still exhibit similar results to a large extent. Other simulation results
with different parameter configurations, even though not explicitly illustrated here,
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yield also similar results. Therefore, the results under different traffic models are
comparatively close to the ones obtained based on Poisson arrival and exponential
service time distributions. These observations demonstrate that although different
distributions exist, the mathematical analysis presented in this paper can be adopted
as a robust reference model for analyzing the performance of channel-assembling
strategies in CRNs.
In more details, Fig. B.7 are obtained as follows. There are altogether M = 6
channels and the SU service rate is µS = 0.5 in the original exponential service time
distribution. For equal comparison, we set λP = 0.5 and µP = 0.15601 in the orig-
inal distributions for PUs. This configuration gives three PU-occupied channels in
the system on average, which is equal to the average number of PU-occupied chan-
nels in the random-walk model [19]. Then the average time interval between two
PU events in the random-walk model, τ , is computed as τ = 1/(2µPE) = 1.0683,
where E = 3 is the average number of PU-occupied channels.
E. Further Discussions
Consider channel allocation from a contrary perspective in which an SU service
requires less than one channel, i.e., one or several subchannels within one ordinary
channel. In this case, known as channel splitting, more SU services can be accom-
modated in a system given the assumption that SU services may be provided based
on one or multiple subchannels. In the QSR, because idle channels are in a sense
dedicated for SUs, the same analysis as illustrated in Section VI can be applied to
channel splitting on a subchannel basis. However, without the QSR assumption, the
arrival of one PU service may influence multiple SU services and the analysis will
then become more sophisticated.
Finally, to make our channel-assembling strategies smarter, the lower and upper
bounds, i.e., W and V , can be adjusted dynamically according to different parame-
ters. For example, the value of V in D(a,1,3) can be tuned according to the arrival
rate of PUs. As shown in Fig. B.1, when λP is less than 0.1, the performance of
NA and D(a,1,3) is quite close to each other. Therefore, V = 1, i.e., NA is rec-
ommended because it can achieve similar capacity without employing complicated
channel-assembling algorithm. When λP becomes larger, however, V = 3 will be
selected in order to achieve better performance. In real life, a measurement-based
estimation of the arrival intensities can be utilized to feed our analytical models for
parameter calculations so that W and V can be adjusted accordingly on the fly.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, channel-assembling approaches represented by the two proposed strate-
gies in multichannel CRNs have thoroughly been investigated, considering hetero-
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geneous SU traffic types, and their performance is evaluated and compared with
each other and with the legacy no assembling strategy through both mathematical
analyses and simulations. The numerical results demonstrate that the dynamic strat-
egy can achieve better performance than the strategy without assembling does in the
investigated cases. For the static strategy, however, its overall performance is poorer
than the no-channel-assembling case except one aspect, i.e., a higher average ser-
vice rate per ongoing SU service. Therefore, we would recommend the dynamic
strategy as the most appropriate alternative for channel assembling in multichannel
CRNs.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof Without SUrs, ga can be eliminated from φ . However, φ = ( jW , . . . , jV ) may
still be multidimensional for a given i. In the follow discussion, we will first map
the process for SU services from a multidimensional Markov chain into a BDP as
shown in Fig. B.8 for a given i, and then calculate the capacity based on the BDP.
Consider all states of SU services for a given i. Let us rearrange these states
according to the number of ongoing SU services that these states have, i.e., using
an integer pair (r, l) to represent a state, where r denotes the number of ongoing SU
services and l represents a particular state among all the states with r SU services.
Let L(r) be the number of states that have r SU services; therefore, we have l ∈
{1, . . . ,L(r)}. Let pi ′(r, l) be the corresponding state probability. Denote |φ | as the
number of ongoing SU services at state φ . For a generic state φ , say, the lth state
with |φ | = r SU services, where r ∈ {1, . . .C− 1}, the balance equation can be
expressed as:
(λS+ rVµS)pi
′
(r, l) =
L(r−1)
∑
n=1
Pr−1,n,lλSpi
′
(r−1,n)+
L(r+1)
∑
n=1
P′r+1,n,l(r+1)VµSpi
′
(r+1,n),
(12)
where Pr−1,n,l is the probability from state (r−1,n) to state (r, l) upon an SU arrival
whereas P′r+1,n,l is the probability from state (r+ 1,n) to state (r, l) upon an SU
departure. Pr−1,n,l and P′r+1,n,l represent different ways of access upon an event in
this strategy. Note that ∑L(r)m=1 Pr−1,n,m = 1 and ∑
L(r)
m=1 P
′
r+1,n,m = 1. If we sum up all
these equations of states with r SU services, the left-hand side can be expressed as a
common factor of outgoing rates by the sum of the probabilities of the states with r
SU services. Similarly, on the right-hand side, the transitions indicating SU arrivals
share the common factor λS whereas the transitions indicating SU departures share
the same rVµS. Consequently, the following equation holds,
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(λS+ rVµS)
L(r)
∑
l=1
pi
′
(r, l) = λS
L(r−1)
∑
n=1
pi
′
(r−1,n)+(r+1)VµS
L(r+1)
∑
n=1
pi
′
(r+1,n). (13)
If we regard the sum of the probabilities of all states that satisfy |φ | = r as a
whole, (13) is the same as the balance equation for the state with r services in the
BDP as shown in Fig. B.8. Therefore, the sum of the probabilities of all states with
|φ |= r can be regarded as one state probability with r services in the corresponding
BDP. Similar analysis applies to r ∈ {C, . . . I}. To calculate the capacity, knowing
the sum of the probability of the states that have the same number of SU services
given i PU services is sufficient, because the service rates are identical for all these
states.
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QµsQµsCVµs2VµsVµs
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Figure B.8: The birth and death process of SU services for a given i.
The state probability for the BDP for a given i is derived as shown in Eqs. (8) and
(9). Considering all possible i, the blocking probability for SU services becomes
Pb = ∑Mi=0pi(I|i)pi(i). Because capacity can be represented by the completed SU
services over time, i.e., the commenced and survived (not forced to terminate) ones
among all arrivals, we have ρ = (1−Pb)(1−Pf )λS. Considering Pf = 0 in this
regime, the capacity can be expressed as shown in (7).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Proof Without SUrs, ga can be eliminated from φ . Therefore, φ = ( jW , . . . , jV ).
In the static strategy, since ongoing SU services cannot adjust the number of their
channels, the states that have the same number of ongoing SU services may have
different assembled service rates given i PU services. Let us label all states sat-
isfying |φ | = r in two dimensions as (r, l), indicating the lth state which has r
SU services. For a generic state (r, l), denote b(r, l) as the number of channels
that all ongoing SU services assemble at state (r, l), i.e., b(r, l) = ∑Vk=W k jk for
(r, l)⇔( jW , . . . , jk, . . . , jV ). Then the balance equation for (r, l) can be expressed
as
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(λS+b(r, l)µS)pi ′(r, l) =
L(r−1)
∑
n=1
Pr−1,n,lλSpi ′(r−1,n)
+
L(r+1)
∑
n=1
P′r+1,n,lb(r+1,n)µSpi
′(r+1,n), (14)
where pi ′(r, l), L(r), Pr−1,n,l , and P′r+1,n,l have the same definition as in Appendix A.
Let m(r) = maxl(b(r, l)). Summing up all the balance equations for states with
|φ |= r, we have (15).
µS
(
m(r)− ∑
L(r)
l=1 (m(r)−b(r, l))pi ′(r, l)
∑L(r)l=1 pi ′(r, l)
)
L(r)
∑
l=1
pi ′(r, l)+λS
L(r)
∑
l=1
pi ′(r, l) (15)
= µS
(
m(r+1)−∑
L(r+1)
l=1 (m(r+1)−b(r+1, l))pi ′(r+1, l)
∑L(r+1)l=1 pi ′(r+1, l)
)
L(r+1)
∑
l=1
pi ′(r+1, l)
+λS
L(r−1)
∑
n=1
pi ′(r−1,n).
Consider the service rate for states with r services on the top half of (15).
Clearly, m(r) ≤ rV , i.e., m(r) is less than or equal to the maximum number that
r SU services can utilize. Note that ∑
L(r)
l=1 (m(r)−b(r,l))pi ′(r,l)
∑L(r)l=1 pi ′(r,l)
is non-negative. Therefore(
m(r)− ∑
L(r)
l=1 (m(r)−b(r,l))pi ′(r,l)
∑L(r)l=1 pi ′(r,l)
)
≤ rV . The service rate on the bottom half of the
equation, i.e., the one corresponds to states with r+ 1 services, follows the same
principle. Consequently, for the state with r SU services in the BDP based on the
static strategy, the service rate will not be higher than the maximum service rate
achieved among all the states with r services in the static strategy. Let the service
rates for all states with r services be equal to the maximum possible service rate,
i.e., b(r, l) = m(r), the capacity can be derived in closed form, as shown in (10).
With a service rate in each state for the static strategy lower than or an equal to the
one shown in (10), the capacity, i.e., the average number of SUs that can be served
at a time unit, will be upper bounded by ρsue .
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Capacity Upper Bound of Channel Assembling in
Cognitive Radio Networks with Quasistationary
Primary User Activities
Lei Jiao, Enbin Song, Vicent Pla, and Frank Y. Li
Abstract — In cognitive radio networks with multiple channels, various
channel assembling strategies may be applied to secondary users, resulting in
different achieved capacity. However, there is no previous work on determin-
ing the capacity upper bound of channel assembling for secondary users under
given system configurations. In this paper, we derive the capacity upper bound
for cognitive radio networks with channel assembling through Markov chain
modeling when PU activities are relatively static compared with SU services.
We first deduce a closed-form capacity upper bound expression of a dynamic
channel assembling strategy, and then demonstrate that no other channel as-
sembling strategy can provide higher capacity than the one achieved by this
dynamic strategy.
Keywords—Cognitive radio networks, channel assembling, capacity upper bound,
continuous time Markov chain models, quasistationary regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum access schemes in cognitive radio networks (CRNs) [1] can be classified
into two categories. The first category is without channel assembling (ChA), i.e.,
secondary users (SUs) treat each channel as an individual channel [2]. The other
one is to assemble several channels together as one channel in order to support SU
services with a higher data rate [3, 4, 5]. ChA has been proposed by many MAC
protocols.
In general, there are two types of ChA strategies, i.e., dynamic strategies in
which spectrum adaptation is enabled and static strategies where only spectrum
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handover is allowed. As explained in [6], the meaning of spectrum adaptation is
twofold. Firstly, it is inherited from spectrum handover, which allows SUs to switch
an ongoing SU service to a vacant channel that is not occupied by PUs or SUs, if
it exists, when a PU activity appears on the current channel. Secondly, it is meant
that ongoing SU services can adaptively adjust the number of assembled channels
according to the availability of channels as well as other SUs’ activities. Without
spectrum adaptation, the number of assembled channels for an ongoing SU service
cannot be changed once it is started.
Although ChA has been widely utilized in MAC protocols and studied by math-
ematical modeling [7, 8, 6], how much benefit in terms of capacity a secondary
network can achieve at most with ChA is still unknown. Capacity here is defined
as the average number of service completions per time unit in a secondary network.
In this work, we derive a closed form expression for the theoretical capacity upper
bound (UB) of a secondary network with ChA in the quasistationary regime (QSR)
based on Markov modeling. In the QSR, it is assumed that PUs appear sporadically
and PU services are long-lasting compared with SU services. The motivation to
study the capacity UB in the QSR is that the requirement of relatively static PUs
has been identified as one of the conditions that lead to the successful deployment
of CRNs [9]. Furthermore, many existing MAC protocols, for example, [3, 10],
have been designed under this condition. As a continuation of our previous work in
[6], the capacity UB of a dynamic ChA strategy is derived in the QSR in this study
and it is demonstrated thereafter that the capacity of any other strategies will not be
higher than this UB in the same regime. Continuous time Markov chain (CTMC)
models are utilized for the UB derivation. Note that the derived UB is attainable,
and as a result of the mathematical proof, the conditions that a strategy should meet
to achieve this UB are obtained.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the system model
is described. In Sec. III, a dynamic ChA strategy used for the UB derivation is
proposed and its capacity UB is calculated in the QSR. The fact that the capacity
of a general strategy cannot be higher than the derived capacity UB is unveiled in
Sec. IV, followed by numerical results and further discussions in Sec. V. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Sec. VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider two types of radios, PUs and SUs, operating in the same spectrum with
M ∈N+ non-overlapping channels for PUs, where N+ denotes a set of positive nat-
ural numbers. The channels can be utilized by SUs only if they are not occupied by
PUs. PUs are not aware of the existence of SUs and can access the spectrum at any
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time. When any PU arrives, SUs must release their channel occupancy immediately.
Each PU occupies only one channel. However, SUs may assemble multiple chan-
nels for one service transmission. The assembled channels can be either adjacent or
separated in the spectrum domain.
We assume that there is a protocol with ignorable overhead to support ChA and
spectrum adaptation. By utilizing spectrum sensing [11], SUs can detect PU activi-
ties efficiently. Assume further that the sensing and spectrum adaptation latency is
much shorter than the duration between two consecutive service events. It is thus
clear that the arrival or departure of services will not happen during the sensing and
spectrum adaptation period.
As discussed in [6], only elastic traffic, i.e., the traffic type that its service rate
will be increased if multiple channels are assembled, can get benefit in terms of
capacity by employing ChA. Therefore, we consider elastic traffic type only in this
paper. Denote by W and V the minimum number and the maximum number of
assembled channels in order to support a single SU service respectively, where 1≤
W ≤V ≤M, and W , V ∈ N+. In this expression, W ≥ 1 means that a service needs
at least one channel, and V ≤M means that at most M channels can be assembled
by one SU service. In what follows, by selecting a proper strategy and tuning W
and V , we will derive the highest possible capacity for a secondary network in the
QSR when ChA is employed.
III. STRATEGY DESCRIPTIONS AND ITS CTMC MODEL ANALYSIS
As mentioned above, two categories of ChA strategies exist, i.e., dynamic or static
ones. The characteristic of a dynamic strategy with spectrum adaptation is that the
number of assembled channels for ongoing SU services can be adjusted. However,
in a static strategy, the number of assembled channels cannot be changed any longer
once a service is started. In what follows, we will propose a dynamic strategy, which
is different from the dynamic ones proposed in [6, 8], in order to derive the theoret-
ical capacity UB of CRNs with ChA.
A. A Strategy with Full Adaptation and Full Channel Sharing
A dynamic strategy, referred to as full adaptation and full sharing strategy (FAFS),
is proposed in this subsection. The strategy has the following properties: all the on-
going SU services will always utilize as many channels as possible and they will
always equally share1 the available channels. Once channels become idle due to a
PU or SU service completion or an SU service forced termination, the remaining
1To enable this equally sharing, an ongoing SU service is allowed to assemble non-integer num-
ber of channels, as long as the number is in between of W and V .
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Table C.1: Transitions from a generic state x = (i, j) for FAFS.
Activity Dest. state Tran. rate Conditions
PU arrival, no SU
forced termination
(i+1, j) λP i<M and M− i−1≥ jW .
PU arrival, an SU
forced termination
(i+1, j−1) λP i<M and M− i−1< jW .
PU departure (i−1, j) iµP i> 0.
SU arrival (i, j+1) λS M− i≥ ( j+1)W .
SU departure (i, j−1) min(M− i, jV )µS j > 0.
ongoing SU services will equally share these channels. When a new SU service ar-
rives, it will be allowed to commence if the number of assembled channels per SU
service is not less than W after the new arrival. Correspondingly, when a PU service
arrives, ongoing SU services will continue their services but reduce the number of
occupied channels as long as at least W channels are kept for each ongoing SU ser-
vice after the PU service arrival. However, one ongoing SU service will be forced
to terminate if and only if the average number of assembled channels is less than W
for ongoing SU services after the PU appearance.
In the following, we develop CTMCs to model this strategy by assuming that
the arrivals of both SU and PU services follow Poisson process with rates λS and
λP respectively. Correspondingly, the service times are exponentially distributed
with service rates µS and µP in one channel. Assume further that all channels are
homogeneous with the same data rate. Therefore, the service rate of an SU service
with N assembled channels is NµS. The unit for service rate is services/time unit.
Given concrete values for these parameters, the capacity can be expressed in kbps
or Mbps. For this reason, the unit of capacity is not explicitly expressed in our
analysis.
B. The Precise CTMC Model for FAFS
Let i be the number of ongoing PU services and j be the number of ongoing
SU services. The state in the Markov chain of FAFS can be expressed as (i, j),
and the transitions from state (i, j) are shown in Table C.1. Based on these transi-
tions, global balance equations can be established. Then the steady state probability,
pi(i, j), can be calculated based on the balance and the normalization equations. The
capacity of the secondary network based on the precise model, ρp, i.e., the average
number of SU service completions per time unit [12], is given by
ρp =
M
∑
i=0
b(M−i)/Wc
∑
j=1
min(M− i, jV )µSpi(i, j). (1)
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C. The CTMC in the QSR for FAFS
In the QSR, the distribution of SU services reaches equilibrium between con-
secutive PU events, i.e., PU activities are so slow that forced SU termination is
negligible. Therefore, when i PU services exist, there are M− i channels available
and those channels are in a sense dedicated to SU services. Then, the state prob-
ability of the system can be expressed by utilizing the state probabilities in M+ 2
irreducible Markov chains presenting PUs and SUs respectively.
Let pi(i, j) = pi( j|i)pi(i) be the state probability of the system. The process of
PUs can be modeled as an Erlang-B model, with state probability pi(i), as
pi(i) = (
λP
µP
)i
1
i!
[
M
∑
k=0
(
λP
µP
)k 1
k!
]−1
,0≤ i≤M. (2)
In the QSR, the number of ongoing SU services with M− i dedicated channels
(there are i ongoing PU services) can be modeled by a birth and death process
(BDP) as shown in Fig. C.1, where Q = M− i, I =
⌊
Q
W
⌋
and C =
⌊
Q
V
⌋
. In this
process, the service rate of the rth state is rVµS when r ≤C and QµS when r >C.
Fig. C.2 illustrates an example from the system point of view in the QSR, given
W = 1, V = 2, and M = 3 respectively. The column on the left-hand side indicates
the Erlang-B model for PUs. The right-hand side of the figure illustrates the BDPs
for SUs given different instantaneous values of i. For example, if there is one PU
service, the corresponding SU process is modeled in the second row in Fig. C.2,
where I = 2 and C = 1.
0 1 C C+1
λs λs λs
QµsQµsCVµs2VµsVµs
……
λs λs
I
λs
Qµs
……
Figure C.1: BDP for SU services given M− i dedicated channels.
With the balance equations, i.e., λSpi(0|i)=VµSpi(1|i), . . ., λSpi(I−1|i)=QµSpi(I|i),
of the BDPs in Fig. C.1, together with ∑∀ j∈{0,...,I}pi( j|i) = 1, the state probability
is derived as
pi(0|i)=
[
C
∑
j=0
(
λS
µS
) j V− j
j!
+
I
∑
j=C+1
(
λS
µS
) j
QC− j
V−C
C!
]−1
,
pi( j|i) =
{
(λS/µS) j V− j( j!)−1pi(0|i), ∀ 1≤ j ≤C,
(λS/µS) jQC− jV−C(C!)−1pi(0|i), ∀C < j ≤ I.
Note that the sum of the right-hand expressions in the above balance equations
is the capacity of SUs given i PU services. This capacity can be expressed as
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Figure C.2: An exemplary CTMC model in the QSR for FAFS when W = 1, V = 2,
and M = 3.
[1− pi(I|i)]λS, i.e., the sum of the left-hand expressions in the balance equations.
Therefore the total capacity in the QSR, ρq can be expressed as
ρq =
M
∑
i=0
pi(i) [1−pi(b(M− i)/Wc |i)]λS. (3)
In what follows, we give two propositions to acquire the capacity UB of FAFS in
the QSR.
D. Capacity UB Calculation
Consider a general BDP with K + 1 states, where the transition rate from the
mth to the (m+1)th state (arrival rate), m ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, is λ , and the transition rate
from the (n+ 1)th to the nth state (service rate), n ∈ {1, . . . ,K} is µn. Define the
average service rate of this process, i.e., capacity, by ρ ′ =∑Ki=1piiµi, where pii is the
state probability of the ith state.
Proposition 1 With fixed Markov chain length and arrival rate, the average service
rate of the BDP, ρ ′, will increase monotonically if µi increases, ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
The proof is deferred to Appendix A. Proposition 1 tells us that with fixed chain
length K + 1 and arrival rate, ρ ′ is maximized if the service rate for each state is
maximized. Applying this proposition into the model described in Sec. III-C, with
fixed I, ρ ′ will increase when C decreases, and it will reach its maximum value
when C = 0, i.e., V = M. Note that V = M indicates that an SU system utilizes all
available channels with just one ongoing SU service.
Proposition 2 The average service rate of the BDP will increase if one state (de-
noted as state K + 1) is added after the last state (denoted as state K), and the
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service rate that corresponds to the newly added state, µK+1, satisfies µK+1 ≥
max{µi}, i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
The proof is deferred to Appendix B. This proposition tells us that higher ρ ′
can be possibly achieved if the Markov chain becomes longer with corresponding
service rate not lower than any of the previous service rates in the chain. Applying
this proposition into the model described in Sec. III-C, it indicates that higher ρ ′
can be possibly achieved if I is larger, i.e., W is smaller. Therefore, with fixed C,
the maximum average service rate is achieved when W = 1.
From Proposition 2, we can also conclude that blocking new arrivals of SU
services in order to protect ongoing SU service cannot get benefit in terms of max-
imizing capacity since the number of ongoing SU services in the system will be
lower, i.e., the chain length is reduced.
Considering the results from both Propositions 1 and 2, the highest ρ ′ is achieved
when W = 1 and V = M for the BDP for any given i. Note that ρ ′ is, indeed, the
capacity of SUs given i PU services. For various i which corresponds to different
BDPs for SUs, the same principle applies. Therefore, we can conclude that the
capacity of this strategy achieves its UB when W = 1 and V = M in the QSR.
The above obtained capacity UB is derived from a specific dynamic strategy,
i.e., FAFS. In the next section, we will show the relationship of any other strategies
to FAFS, and further state that no other strategy can achieve higher capacity than
the above mentioned UB.
IV. CAPACITY OF GENERAL STRATEGIES IN THE QSR
For FAFS with W = 1 and V = M, for a given i, it achieves the maximum chain
length, i.e., M − i+ 1, and the maximum service rate, i.e., (M − i)µS, for each
state except state zero in the BDP. For any other strategy, by transforming its states
from its own state space which might be multi-dimensional into a single dimension,
i.e., finding its equivalent BDP, we can compare this BDP with the BDP based on
FAFS in order to check the optimality. By arguing that the chain length and the
corresponding service rates in the equivalent BDP of any other strategy cannot be
longer than M− i+1 and higher than (M− i)µS, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . ,M}, we conclude that
the derived UB based on FAFS is also the UB for any type of strategy.
Clearly, for any strategy with given M and i, the number of ongoing SU services
cannot exceed b(M− i)/Wc and this number achieves its maximum value, i.e., M−
i, when W = 1. This means that the maximum chain length of the equivalent BDP
represented by the number of ongoing SU services in the system cannot exceed
M− i+1 for any strategy. Note that this maximum chain length, i.e., M− i+1, is
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achieved by FAFS when W = 1. Therefore, the chain length of a general strategy
cannot be longer than the one achieved by FAFS with W = 1, given the same values
for M and i. To conclude finally that (3) gives the capacity UB, we only need to
check the service rate of the equivalent BDP in a general strategy.
Denote by (i,φ) a general state of a general strategy, where i is the number of
PU services while φ represents the state for SU services, which might be in multiple
dimensions. The state probability of (i,φ) can be expressed as pi(i,φ) = pi(φ |i)pi(i),
where pi(i) is given by (2). In the QSR, with i ongoing PU services, pi(φ |i) can be
calculated by modeling the SU services with M− i dedicated channels.
Consider a state of SU services, φ , for a general strategy with M− i dedicated
channels. Denote by |φ | the number of ongoing SU services at state φ . Let us re-
arrange the states of SU services according to the number of ongoing SU services,
i.e., using an integer pair (r, l) to represent a state, φ , where r denotes the number
of its ongoing SU services in state φ and l represents a particular state among all
the states that have r SU services. Let L(r) be the number of states that have r
SU services. We have l ∈ {1, . . . ,L(r)}. Let pi ′(r, l) be the state probability of
(r, l). Furthermore, let ζr(l, l′) be the transition rate from state (r, l) to state (r, l′),
1≤ l, l′ ≤ L(r), l 6= l′, considering that in a general strategy the channel allocation
for SU services can vary even without arrivals or departures of PU or SU services.
For a general state, say, the lth state with r SU services, denote b(r, l) as the total
number of channels that all ongoing SU services assemble at state (r, l). Then the
balance equation for the lth state with r services can be expressed as:
(λS+b(r, l)µS)pi ′(r, l)+pi ′(r, l)
L(r)
∑
l′=1,l′ 6=l
ζr(l, l′) =
L(r−1)
∑
n=1
Pr−1,n,lλSpi ′(r−1,n)+
L(r+1)
∑
n=1
P′r+1,n,lb(r+1,n)µSpi
′(r+1,n)+
L(r)
∑
l′=1,l′ 6=l
pi ′(r, l′)ζr(l′, l), (4)
where Pr−1,n,l represents the probability of transition from state (r− 1,n) to state
(r, l) upon an SU arrival while P′r+1,n,l is the probability of transition from state
(r+1,n) to state (r, l) upon an SU departure. Pr−1,n,l and P′r+1,n,l represent different
ways of access upon an event in a specific strategy. Note that ∑L(r)m=1 Pr−1,n,m = 1 and
∑L(r)m=1 P
′
r+1,n,m = 1.
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Let g(r) = maxl(b(r, l)). If we sum up all these equations of states with r SU
services, the following equation holds,
λS
L(r)
∑
l=1
pi ′(r, l)+
L(r)
∑
l=1
pi ′(r, l)
L(r)
∑
l′=1,l′ 6=l
ζr(l, l′)+µS
(
g(r)−∑
L(r)
l=1 (g(r)−b(r, l))pi ′(r, l)
∑L(r)l=1 pi ′(r, l)
)
L(r)
∑
l=1
pi ′(r, l)
= λS
L(r−1)
∑
n=1
pi ′(r−1,n)+
L(r)
∑
l=1
L(r)
∑
l′=1,l′ 6=l
pi ′(r, l′)ζr(l′, l)
+µS
(
m(r+1)−∑
L(r+1)
l=1 (m(r+1)−b(r+1, l))pi ′(r+1, l)
∑L(r+1)l=1 pi ′(r+1, l)
)
L(r+1)
∑
l=1
pi ′(r+1, l). (5)
Clearly,
L(r)
∑
l=1
pi ′(r, l)
L(r)
∑
l′=1,l′ 6=l
ζr(l, l′) =
L(r)
∑
l=1
L(r)
∑
l′=1,l′ 6=l
pi ′(r, l′)ζr(l′, l). (6)
Consequently,
λSpi ′′(r)+µS
(
g(r)− ∑
L(r)
l=1 (g(r)−b(r, l))pi ′(r, l)
pi ′′(r)
)
pi ′′(r) (7)
= λSpi ′′(r−1)+µS
(
m(r+1)−∑
L(r+1)
l=1 (m(r+1)−b(r+1, l))pi ′(r+1, l)
pi ′′(r+1)
)
pi ′′(r+1),
where pi ′′(r) = ∑L(r)l=1 pi
′(r, l).
Now (7) has the same format as the balance equation of the rth state
in a BDP. Look at the part that corresponds to the service rate for states with
r services on the top half of (7). Since ∑
L(r)
l=1 (g(r)−b(r,l))pi
′
(r,l)
pi ′′(r) is non-negative,(
g(r)− ∑
L(r)
l=1 (g(r)−b(r,l))pi ′(r,l)
pi ′′(r)
)
≤ g(r) holds. Similarly, the part which represents
the service rate on the bottom half of the equation, i.e., the one that corresponds to
states with r+1 services, follows the same observation. Apparently, g(r)≤M− i.
Therefore, for any ChA strategies, their corresponding SU service rates in their
equivalent BDPs are lower than or equal to the service rate of the BDP in FAFS
with W = 1 and V = M, i.e., (M− i)µS. Recall that the chain length will not be
longer than that in FAFS given W = 1 and V = M, i.e., the number of ongoing SU
services cannot be larger than M− i. Based on Propositions 1 and 2, we ascertain
that for any strategy with any integer W and V values, its capacity in the QSR will
not exceed the capacity in (3) for FAFS when W = 1 and V = M.
Moreover, from (7), we have ∑
L(r)
l=1 (g(r)−b(r,l))pi ′(r,l)
pi ′′(r,l) = 0 when b(r, l) = g(r), ∀l ∈
{1, . . . ,L(r)}, meaning that the maximum service rate, i.e., (M− i)µS, is achievable
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if b(r, l) = g(r) = M− i, ∀l ∈ {1, . . . ,L(r)}. Therefore, if there exists a strategy
that fits the following two requirements, the UB derived from FAFS can also be
achieved by such a strategy. The first requirement is that the length of the equivalent
BDP can reach M− i+ 1, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . ,M}. The other requirement is that for any
i∈ {0, . . . ,M}, each of its states with r services is able to utilize M− i channels, i.e.,
b(r, l) = M− i, ∀l ∈ {1, . . . ,L(r)}, and ∀r ∈ {1, . . . ,M− i}. Exemplary strategies
rather than FAFS are the dynamic strategies with W = 1 and V = M presented in
[6, 8]. Note that only dynamic strategies can meet these requirements, since ongoing
SU services must be able adjust their assembled channels in order to always utilize
all channels not occupied by PUs. For static strategies, since ongoing SU services
cannot adjust the numbers of their channels, the states that have the same number
of ongoing SU services may have different aggregated service rates, thus resulting
in a lower overall service rate in the corresponding BDP.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in the above analyses, W ≥ 1 is a pre-
requisite, i.e., an SU service will utilize at least one channel. More generally, if
W < 1 is allowed, meaning that an SU service may be accommodated with a por-
tion of one channel and that the simultaneous ongoing SU services can be larger
than M, the capacity UB in the QSR will become larger because the chain length of
the corresponding BDP is longer. The capacity UB expression in this case anyhow
has the same form as (3) in the QSR.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND FURTHER DISCUSSIONS
We illustrate the capacity UB with given parameters in the QSR in Fig. C.3. The
relationship between the capacity values derived based on the precise models and
the ones in the QSR is presented in the same figure. More specifically, we plot
the numerical results of typical strategies, i.e., FAFS with different W and V , an
exemplary static strategy [6], and the strategy without ChA for comparison. To
represent the dynamic feature of PU activities, we introduce a scaler, f , to reflect
the dynamic of PU activities while keeping the offered load constant for both PUs
and SUs, as λP = 1× f , µP = 0.5× f , λS = 1.5, and µS = 0.82 given M = 6. As can
be observed from Fig. C.3, the capacity UB in the QSR, i.e., 1.3658, is achieved by
FAFS 1≤N ≤ 6 with f  1, followed by FAFS 1≤N ≤ 3 with value 1.3635 in the
same regime. The static strategy and the one without ChA achieve lower capacity
in the QSR.
The relationship between the capacity values in the QSR and the results from
the precise models can be observed as f varies. When f  1, meaning that PUs
appear sporadically and PU services are long-lasting, the capacity values from the
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precise models fit the results in the QSR well. When f becomes larger, meaning
that PUs become dynamic, the capacity values from the precise models deviate
more and more from the quasistationary results, due to the fact that more and more
SU connections are interrupted as PUs become more active. Note that although a
formal mathematical proof that the capacity under any strategy increases when the
dynamic of PUs is scaled down is not available, the claim is intuitively true and it
is further backed up by the above numerical results. Therefore, we conjecture that
the UB obtained in the QSR also applies to a general case when PU activities are
dynamic.
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Figure C.3: Capacity of various channel assembling strategies as a function of f .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a closed-form capacity upper bound in the QSR using ChA in CRNs is
developed through CTMC modeling. That is, given λP, λS, µP and µS, the capacity
with ChA in CRNs cannot be higher than the value given by (3) with V being the
maximum number of channel (V =M) and W being the lowest possible value (W =
1 if W ∈ N+) in the QSR, regardless which kind of assembling strategy is adopted.
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APPENDIX A
Proof As discussed in Sec. III-C, ρ ′ = (1−piK)λ in the QSR. In the following, we
show that piK decreases with an increasing µi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
From the system balance equations, we have pik =∏ki=1(λ/µi)pi0, k∈{1, . . . ,K}.
Consider the state with k services, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, we have
1 =
K
∑
i=0
pii =
[
1+
K
∑
i=1
i
∏
j=1
(
λ
µ j
)]
pi0 =
[
1+
k−1
∑
i=1
i
∏
j=1
(
λ
µ j
)
+
(
λ
µk
) K
∑
i=k
i
∏
j=1, j 6=k
(
λ
µ j
)]
pi0
= [A+λ/µkB]pi0, (8)
where A = 1+∑k−1i=1 ∏
i
j=1(λ/µ j) and B = ∑
K
i=k∏
i
j=1, j 6=k(λ/µ j). We can solve (8)
for pi0. Note that
piK =
[
k−1
∏
j=1
(λ/µ j)× (λ/µk)×
K
∏
j=k+1
(λ/µ j)
]
pi0 = λ/µk
K
∏
j=1, j 6=k
(λ/µ j)[A+(λ/µk)B]−1
=
λ∏Kj=1, j 6=k(λ/µ j)
Aµk +Bλ
. (9)
It is obvious that (9) is a monotonically decreasing function of µk. Therefore, the
average service rate will increase as µk increases monotonically.
APPENDIX B
Proof As discussed in Sec. III-C, ρ ′ = (1−piK)λ in the QSR. Therefore, we need
only to compare probability piK in the process before we add the new state and
probability pˆiK+1 in the process after the new state is appended. If the proposition is
true, piK ≥ pˆiK+1 must be satisfied, or equivalently,
1
1+∑Ki=1∏ij=1
λ
µ j
≥
λ
µK+1
1+∑Ki=1∏ij=1
λ
µ j +∏
K+1
j=1
λ
µ j
. (10)
Obviously, Inequality (10) always holds if λ/µi ≤ 1. Now consider λ/µi > 1. Let
Pk =∏ki=1(λ/µi). Then Inequality (10) becomes
1+P1+ . . .+PK ≥ λµK+1 (1+P1+ . . .+PK−1)
which can be rewritten as
1+
(
P1− λµK+1
)
+
(
P2−P1 λµK+1
)
. . .+
(
PK−PK−1 λµK+1
)
≥ 0. (11)
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Since µK+1≥max{µi}, i∈{1, . . . ,K}, therefore P1≥ λ/µK+1 and Pk+1≥Pk(λ/µK+1),
∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K− 1}. Hence Inequality (11) holds, and consequently, piK ≥ pˆiK+1
holds.
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Abstract — Consider power allocation for Secondary User (SU) packet trans-
missions over multiple channels with variable Primary User (PU) arrival rates
in cognitive radio networks. Two problems are studied in this paper: The first
one is to minimize the collision probability with PUs and the second one is to
maximize the data rate while keeping the collision probability bounded. It is
shown that the optimal solution for the first problem is to allocate all power
onto the best channel based on a certain criterion. The second problem with
a per-channel power budget constraint is proven to be NP-hard and there-
fore a pseudo-polynomial time solution for the problem is proposed. When a
total power budget for all channels is imposed in the second problem, a com-
putationally efficient algorithm is introduced. The proposed algorithms are
validated by numerical experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum access in Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) can be implemented in an
Opportunistic Spectrum Access (OSA) manner [1], where SUs transmit over a fre-
quency band only if none of the PUs is transmitting in that band. By utilizing
spectrum sensing, the SUs can decide to transmit if the sensing result indicates that
all PU transmitters are inactive at this band.
In distributed CRNs with OSA approach, Medium Access Control (MAC) pro-
tocols usually work in a competing manner whereby the SUs compete for access op-
portunities, with the winning SU using the available channels while other SUs have
This research is supported by the EU Seventh Framework Programme FP7-PEOPLE-IRSES
under grant agreement No. 247083, project acronym S2EuNet, and the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, Grant No. 00008547. This research is carried out during a visit of the first author to the
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Minnesota.
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to wait for the next competition. When multiple available channels exist, channel
assembling technique can be utilized by the winner in order to support higher data
rate and further improve spectrum utility, as discussed in [2, 3, 4, 5]. Traditionally,
waterfilling is adopted for power allocation among multiple channels. However, this
approach may lead to high probability of collision between SU and PU activities.
If such collision happens, i.e., PUs appear during an SU packet transmission, SUs
must release the channel immediately in order to make room for PUs, resulting a
possible cost to SUs. Recently, the authors of [6] introduced a risk-return model
for SUs in which the cost of this collision in a given band is modeled as a rate loss
depending on the power level allocated to this band. Under this model, the opti-
mal power allocation strategy turns out to be similar to the traditional waterfilling.
However, in practice, the full impact of such collision is much more than just the
wasted transmission power or the associated rate loss. It includes other important
ramifications, such as the resulted SU packet loss, the delay and the overhead in
the handshake process between SU communication pairs. Hence, modeling this
collision just as a rate loss is insufficient.
In this work, we directly minimize or constrain the collision probability. Specif-
ically, we consider two optimal power allocation problems for the case where SUs
access the channels in a competing manner and only the winner can utilize the
vacant channels for packet transmission after competition. One problem is to mini-
mize the collision probability of an SU packet with PUs. The other one is to maxi-
mize the data rate given the upper bound of SU packet collision probability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is given in Sec.
2 while the optimal power allocation problems are described and analyzed in Sec.
3. Then various algorithms are designed to solve the problems in Sec. 4. Numerical
results and corresponding discussions are presented in Sec. 5, before the paper is
concluded in Sec. 6.
2. SYSTEM MODEL
For notational convenience, we use the notation SU to indicate a secondary user
communication pair in the following paragraphs. Assume that there are M channels
available to the winner after channel competition and sensing. Suppose a PU service
requires only one channel and all of these channels have identical bandwidth B.
Due to hardware constraint, an SU can assemble up to N channels for a packet
transmission. Those channels can be either neighboring to each other or separated
in the spectrum domain. Therefore, considering channel availability and hardware
constraint, the SU can utilize up to min{M,N} channels for a packet transmission.
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When OFDM is utilized, each of those channels contains further S subchannels
corresponding to the subcarriers in the system. The channel state, noise density and
the SU’s allocated power for the jth subchannel in channel i is denoted by hi, j, ni, j,
and pi, j respectively, where i ∈ I, I = {1, · · · ,M} and j ∈ J, J = {1, · · · ,S}. Each
subcarrier has equal bandwidth b, where Sb = B. If a transmission scheme other
than OFDM is performed where there are no subchannels, hi, j, ni, j, and pi, j will
become hi, ni, and pi respectively.
Assume that the arrival of the PU services follows Poisson process with rate λi in
channel i, i ∈ I. In a period τ , the probability that there is no PU arrival in channel i
is given byPi(τ) = e−λiτ . Assume further that PU services are independent among
different channels. Therefore, the probability that there is no PU arrival in a given
channel set Cs during period τ , denoted byPCs(τ), is obtained by
PCs(τ) =∏
i∈Cs
Pi(τ) = e−∑i∈Cs λiτ . (1)
If there is no collision with PUs, the time required to transmit an SU packet,
denoted as T , is given by
T =
Lp
∑Mi=1∑Sj=1 b log(1+ |hi, j|2 pi, j/(ni, jb))
, (2)
where Lp is the packet length and the denominator is the achieved capacity. Without
loss of generality, we merge ni, jb and |hi, j|2 by defining h′i, j = |hi, j|2/(ni, jb).
Let us define the channel usage indicator ξi, i ∈ I as
ξi =
{
1, ∑ j pi, j > 0,
0, otherwise,
(3)
where∑i ξi≤min{M,N}. ξi indicates whether channel i is utilized by an SU packet
transmission or not.
It is assumed that the set of assembled channels for an SU packet is fixed during
its transmission. Based on Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), the probability that a packet is
transmitted without collision with a PU activity can be formulated as
Pr = exp
(
− ∑
M
i=1λiξiLp
∑Mi=1∑Sj=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
)
. (4)
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3. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Minimizing the Collision Probability
Based on the above system model and for a given power budget, the optimization
problem of minimizing the probability that an SU packet will collide with PUs, i.e.,
minimizing 1−Pr, can be derived as
min
{pi,j}i∈I, j∈J
∑Mi=1λiξiLp
∑Mi=1∑Sj=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
, (5)
s.t. ξi =
{
1, ∑ j pi, j > 0,
0, otherwise,
1≤∑
i
ξi ≤min{M,N}, pi, j ≥ 0,
∑
i
∑
j
pi, j≤ pt ;or ∑
j
pi, j≤ pt ,∀i∈ I, (6)
where pt is the total power budget. As illustrated in (6), two cases for power con-
straint are considered, either there is a total power budget or there exists a power
constraint for each channel. The condition ∑i ξi ≥ 1 is introduced so that at least
one band is used by the winning SU to send its packet.
For a fixed set of selected channels and the packet length, the probability that
an SU packet collides with PUs will be reduced if the data rate1 increases. Since
waterfilling is the optimal power allocation scheme for the total power budget case,
once the channels are selected, waterfilling must be utilized. Similarly, in the per-
channel power constraint case, the maximum power should be used in each of the
selected channels, while among subchannels within a particular channel the power
is still allocated in the waterfilling manner.
Proposition 1 The optimal solution for problem (5) is to allocate the whole power
to only one channel i which gives the minimum value of λiLp/∑Sj=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j p
∗
i, j),
where p∗i, j is the solution of waterfilling for channel i with pt .
Proof We prove it by contradiction. Assume that ∑i ξi = `≥ 2, i.e., ` channels are
utilized as the optimal solution in the total power constraint case. Without loss of
generality, we assume that those ` channels are sorted from low to high according to
their λiLp/∑Sj=1 b log(1+ h
′
i, j pi, j) values, where i ∈ {1, · · · , `} and ∑i∑ j pi, j = pt .
1The achieved data rate is determined by channel condition, power budget and cod-
ing/modulation scheme etc. Modern coding/modulation schemes can achieve a data rate close to
the Shannon capacity. In this work, we use data rate and capacity interchangeably.
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By dropping channel `, i.e., setting p`, j = 0, ∀ j, we have
∑`−1i=1 λiLp
∑`−1i=1 ∑
S
j=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
(7)
≤ ∑
`
i=1λiLp
∑`i=1∑Sj=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
, (8)
which is a contradiction since it gives us a better optimal point with smaller number
of channels2. Similar result can be applied to the single channel power constraint
case.
3.2 Maximizing the Data Rate with a Collision Probability Constraint
Another formulation is to maximize the data rate while keeping the collision
probability below a threshold value. Then the optimization problem becomes
max
{pi, j}i∈I, j∈J
M
∑
i=1
S
∑
j=1
b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j), (9)
s.t.
∑Mi=1λiξi
∑Mi=1∑Sj=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
≤ γ0, (10)
ξi =
{
1, ∑ j pi, j > 0,
0, otherwise,
∑
i
ξi ≤min{M,N}, pi, j ≥ 0, (11)
∑
i
∑
j
pi, j ≤ pt ;or ∑
j
pi, j ≤ pt ,∀i ∈ I,
where γ0 = − log(1−Prc0)/Lp and Prc0 is the maximum tolerable level of the
collision probability.
If we ignore the hardware constraint in (11) and consider only the per-channel
power constraint, the problem becomes
max
{pi}i∈I
M
∑
i=1
S
∑
j=1
b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j), (12)
s.t.
∑Mi=1λiξi
∑Mi=1∑Sj=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j)
≤ γ0,
ξi =
{
1, ∑ j pi, j > 0,
0, otherwise,
∑
j
pi, j ≤ pt , ∀i ∈ I, pi, j ≥ 0. (13)
2Note that if we do waterfilling again in the new set after dropping that channel, the denominator
of Eq. (7) will increase since the portion of the power used for the channel that we dropped can be
reused for the remaining channels. Therefore inequality Eq. (7) becomes strict in this case.
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Proposition 2 The optimization problem (12)-(13) which is a special case of the
optimization problem (9)-(11) is NP-hard.
Proof Let p′i, j be the solution of (12)-(13) and let us also define qi = ∑
S
j=1 p
′
i, j/pt .
Since ∑Sj=1 p
′
i, j is either zero or pt , we have qi ∈ {0,1}. Let vi = ∑Sj=1 b log(1+
h
′
i, j p
∗
i, j), where p
∗
i, j denotes the waterfilling solution in channel i with power budget
pt . Thus, the problem becomes
max
{qi}i∈I ∑i
viqi, (14)
s.t. ∑
i
λiqi/∑
i
viqi ≤ γ0, qi ∈ {0,1}.
For channel i with λi− γ0vi ≤ 0, we must set qi = 1, because this choice of vari-
able satisfies the constraint and increases the value of objective function. On the
other hand, for the channels that satisfy λi− γ0vi > 0, we must solve the following
optimization problem:
max
{qi}i∈I′
D+∑
i
viqi, (15)
s.t. ∑
i
(λi− γ0vi)qi ≤C, qi ∈ {0,1},
where I
′
= {i|λi − γ0vi > 0, i ∈ I}, C = −∑ j∈I′′ (λ j − γ0)v j, D = ∑ j∈I′′ v jq j and
I′′ = I− I′ is the complement of set I′. Clearly, (15) is a knapsack problem. Fur-
thermore, we can start from an instance of a knapsack problem and reduce it to
the equivalent power allocation problem (12)-(13) in polynomial time. Hence, the
power allocation problem (12)-(13) is NP-hard.
4.ALGORITHMS FOR POWER ALLOCATION
In what follows, we propose two different algorithms for the data rate maximization
problem under various power constraints.
4.1 Power Allocation with a Per-Channel Power Constraint
For the per-channel power constraint case, based on our discussion in the proof
of Proposition 2, we can re-formulate the problem as
max
{qi}i∈I ∑i
viqi, (16)
s.t. ∑
i
wiqi ≤ 0, ∑
i
qi ≤min{M,N}, qi ∈ {0,1},
where wi = λi− γ0vi denotes the weight of channel i.
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Inspired by the dynamic programming algorithm for the knapsack problem, we
propose a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm as follows. Define m(i,x,n) to be
the maximum value of the objective function that can be attained with weight less
than or equal to x, given channels (or items in the knapsack problem) selected from
set {1,2, . . . , i}with at most n channels. It is easy to see that the following equations
hold:
m(i,x,0) =
{
0; x≥ 0,
infeasible; otherwise,
m(0,x,n) =
{
0; x≥ 0,
infeasible; otherwise,
m(1,x,n) =

v1; n≥ 1, x≥ w1,
0; n = 0, x≥ 0,
infeasible; x<min{0,w1},
m(i,x,n) =

max{A,B+ vi}; both A and B feasible,
A; A feasible, B infeasible,
B+ vi; B feasible, A infeasible,
infeasible; both A and B infeasible,
where A = m(i−1,x,n) and B = m(i−1,x−wi,n−1).
Since neither wi nor vi are required to be integers, a top-down approach in dy-
namic programming is utilized. Therefore, the final result, i.e., m(M,0,min{M,N}),
can be calculated in a recursive manner through dynamic programming.
4.2 Power Allocation with a Total Power Constraint
We now introduce a highly efficient heuristic algorithm for the total power con-
straint case as illustrated in Algorithm 1. This algorithm is based on the fact that a
channel with a smaller λiLp/∑Sj=1 b log(1+ h
′
i, j pi, j), ∀i ∈ I and ∑ j pi, j = pt , may
better satisfy the probability constraint.
Define [R,p] := w f (m,n, p) as the waterfilling function using from the m-th to
the n-th channels with power budget p, where R is the resulted capacity and p is the
resulted power allocation vector. In this algorithm, firstly waterfilling is done for
each of channel individually with the total power budget. By doing so, we can check
the feasibility of the problem and sort the channels from low to high according to
λiLp/∑Sj=1 b log(1+h
′
i, j pi, j), ∀i ∈ I and ∑ j pi, j = pt . Let this new ordered channel
set be Io. Based on the resulted ranking, we form a set with channel index from
the first one to the largest possible one, i.e., to make the set have as many channels
as possible while keeping the probability and the hardware constraints satisfied.
The reason is that with a total power budget, the larger the number of channels we
utilize, the higher the capacity it can potentially achieve through waterfilling.
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Algorithm 1 : A sub-optimal algorithm
for i := 1 to M do
[Ri,p] := w f (i, i, pt).
end for
if ∀ λi/Ri > γ0 then
Problem infeasible.
else
Rank channels according to λiLp/Ri from low to high.
if N ≥M then
Return [R,p] := Search(M).
else
[Capa,p′] := Search(N).
if Search(N) = w f (1,N, pt) then
for i := N+1 to M do
[R,p] := w f (i−N+1, i, pt).
if the solution is feasible and R>Capa then
Capa := R and p′ := p.
end if
end for
end if
Return [Capa, p′].
end if
end if
In Algorithm 1, there is a function [R,p] := Search(s) which is explicitly given
in Algorithm 2. This function performs based on the bisection method. Variable s
in this function indicates the searching range, i.e., from the first to the sth channel
in the new ordered channel set Io. The returned values [R,p] are based on the largest
feasible subset with elements starting from the first channel consecutively, up to the
sth one in the new ordered channel set. Function [R,p] := Search(s) can always
find a feasible solution if it is called, since the feasibility of the problem has been
checked and the channels are ranked accordingly in Algorithm 1.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithms are evaluated via numer-
ical experiments. In both of the per-channel and the total power budget constraint
cases, two scenarios when N ≥ M and N < M are investigated. The default pa-
rameters are summarized in Table D.1. In order to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithms, an exhaustive search algorithm is considered as the bench-
mark. All the illustrated results are the average values of over 100 runs.
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Algorithm 2 : Search(s)
Let m := 0, n := 1, f := 1, capa := 0, p′ := 0.
repeat
m := m+ d(1/2)nsc f , [R,p] := w f (1,m, pt).
if the solution is feasible then
f := 1.
if R> capa then
capa := R and p′ := p.
end if
else
f :=−1.
end if
n := n+1.
until d(1/2)nsc= 0. Return [capa, p′].
Table D.1: Parameters for performance analysis.
Notations Values
No. of subchannels (S) 8
Rayleigh distributed
Channel state (hi, j) with parameter 1/0.6552
Noise density (ni, j) 10−10 W/Hz
Power budget (pt) 8×10−3 W
Channel bandwidth (B) 2×106 Hz
PU Poisson Uniformly distributed
arrival rate (λi) between 40 to 100 services/s
Packet length (Lp) 8000 bit
Collision prob. (Prc0) 3%
5.1 Per-Channel Power Constraint Case
The pseudo-polynomial time algorithm is compared with the exhaustive search
algorithm in two aspects: The achieved data rate and the computational complex-
ity represented by the machine running time. In our numerical experiments, we
observed that the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm always finds the optimal so-
lution. Therefore we do not plot these results explicitly. The running time with
respect to the number of channels M is plotted in Fig. D.1 when N ≥M, i.e., with
sufficient hardware on SUs.
As observed from Fig. D.1, when the number of total channels grows, the time
used by exhaustive search increases dramatically. We have also observed that the
pseudo-polynomial time algorithm consumes slightly more time than the exhaustive
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Figure D.1: Time consumption as a function of M when N ≥M.
search does when M is small, i.e, M < 7 in this example, although not observable
in the current plotting. It means that when only a few channels are available, the
exhaustive search method is a good option. However for a large M, the pseudo-
polynomial time algorithm through dynamic programming is preferable. Similar
results have been observed when N < M however not illustrated here due to page
limit.
5.2 Total Power Constraint Case
In Fig. D.2, we illustrate the capacity as a function of the mean value of the
PU arrival rate among channels in the total power budget case. The total power
budget is 8×10−2 W, and the PU Poisson arrival rate among different channels, λi,
is uniformly distributed with the mean value λ¯ and the variance of 300, while other
parameters follow the default values.
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Figure D.2: Capacity as a function of PU arrival rate.
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Two cases, N = M = 10, and N = 6 while M = 10, are studied. From Fig. D.2,
we can observe that the capacity of the algorithms in both cases is relatively stable
initially and decreases as the average PU arrival rate increases. When the mean
arrival rate of PU service is small, most of the channels can be utilized for packet
transmission while the collision probability constraint is satisfied. When the mean
PU arrival rate becomes larger, the number of channels that can make the proba-
bility constraint satisfy decreases. Given the same total power budget constraint,
with smaller number of assembled channels, i.e., less bandwidth, the capacity will
be reduced. Comparing the capacity of the sub-optimal and the exhaustive search
algorithms, the capacity of the sub-optimal algorithm is quite close to that of the
exhaustive search method.
Furthermore, with respect to computational complexity, the number of times for
executing the waterfilling algorithm is only proportional to M using the sub-optimal
algorithm while it is exponential to M in the exhaustive search method.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, power allocation in CRNs is considered from two aspects, minimiz-
ing the collision probability with PUs and maximizing the data rate with constraint
collision probability. The optimal solution of the first problem is provably to put
full energy on the single best channel while the second problem is proven to be
NP-hard in the per-channel power constraint case. Therefore a dynamic program-
ming method is proposed for power allocation with a per-channel power constraint.
A highly efficient heuristic algorithm is introduced for power allocation with a to-
tal power constraint. As expected, the numerical results demonstrate that the dy-
namic programming achieves the optimized result, and that the heuristic algorithm
is capable of achieving a data rate close to the global optimal value at very low
computational complexity.
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Abstract — This paper presents two MAC strategies for multi-hop cognitive
radio networks in single radio multi-channel cases. Both strategies use one
of the idle multiple channels for communication among secondary users, and
the network will leave the current channel and jump to another channel as a
group if any primary user appears. The first strategy is based on a pre-defined
pattern that will always tune to the next available channel when primary user
emerges. The second one is based on the concept of connected dominating set
in which a backbone is formed in the network in order to keep the continuity
of the communication. The strategies are evaluated in both homogeneous and
heterogeneous channels by simulations. Numerical results show that higher
throughput has been achieved with the first strategy in homogeneous channels
but in heterogeneous channels the latter strategy performs much better.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive Radio (CR) [1] has become a hot research topic these days. The design of
Media Access Control (MAC) protocols is an important issue in the whole protocol
stack of Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs). There are mainly two classes of MAC
protocols: centralized MAC like IEEE 802.22 [1] or distributed MAC as described
in [2-5,7-9]. Existing distributed MAC protocols can be further classified into two
categories: single rendezvous or parallel rendezvous.
Single rendezvous MAC protocols, i.e., OSA-MAC [2], OS-MAC [3], C-MAC
[4], KNOWS [7] and the MAC protocols described in [8, 9], have a control channel
as the rendezvous channel, and Secondary Users (SUs) can exchange all control
information and negotiate channel for data transmission on this channel. Among
these protocols, OSA-MAC and C-MAC have a requirement for synchronization,
and OS-MAC is based on SU group formation. The information required for form-
ing groups leads to extra overhead and the complexity of this protocol is relatively
high. KNOWS is targeted for TV bands. It demands one transceiver and several
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spectrum sensors, and requires more sophisticated hardware. In [9], there are two
radios, one on control channel in charge of control messages exchange and the other
one tuned in data channel for data communication. This protocol assumes that SUs
are synchronized. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that parallel rendezvous
MAC protocols are more efficient than single rendezvous MAC protocols in multi-
channel cases [6]. The MAC described in [5] is such a MAC protocol where the SUs
can negotiate transmissions on different channels with less competition with each
other. This parallel rendezvous protocol also assumes that the SUs are precisely
synchronized.
Most current MAC protocols are focusing on how to take best utilization of
multi-channels of Primary Users (PUs). These protocols are complicated and al-
ways have an assumption about synchronization among SUs. In these single ren-
dezvous MAC protocols, except C-MAC, the control channel is assumed to be ded-
icated to SUs. However, in practice, a dedicated control channel does not always
exist and a channel could be chosen as the control channel from all these channels.
In C-MAC, an idea of how to choose a control channel and keep the multi-hop SUs
rendezvous in a not-dedicated control channel is presented but no specific scheme
is proposed.
In this paper, we intend to propose two single radio based distributed Carrier
Sense Multiple Access With Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC strategies suit-
able for multi-hop cognitive radio networks which work on one of the idle channels.
No precise synchronization is required for these strategies. One of the strategies is
referred to as Next Available Channel Strategy (NACS) in which all nodes switch
to the next available channel when PU starts transmission in the current channel.
The other one is a Connected Dominating Set (CDS) based Strategy (CDSS) which
introduces a backbone of the network in order to keep the communications within
a channel. These MAC strategies may also be used for control channel selection
in the multi-channel multi-radio cases such that one radio is always tuned to the
scheduled channel when the dedicated control channel for SUs is not there.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the channel
model of PUs and the assumptions. Section III presents the design of these strategies
in details. Section IV gives the performance evaluation of the strategies. Finally,
the paper is concluded in Section V.
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II. CHANNEL MODEL DESCRIPTION AND SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS
The occupancy of each channel by PUs can be modeled as an ON/OFF activity,
where OFF represents that the channel is not used by PUs, thus it is considered
as spectral opportunity for SUs. The OFF intervals vary according to PUs’ usage
pattern. It could last for several hours or even days like emergency police bands, TV
bands etc, or only for a few milliseconds like in cellular systems. For long-lasting
idle channels, it is easy for SUs to discover and utilize them while for short-lasting
idle periods, it is difficult for SUs to detect the existence of these opportunities even
before they disappear. In this study, we focus on the cases that the OFF interval is
in the scale of several 10 seconds or longer. Another assumption for PUs is that
the coverage of the PU transmitter is far more larger than that of SUs’ and thus the
CRN could be covered by the same set of PUs, like a home network covered by
TV broadcast. We consider a system where there are N channels available for SUs.
The usage pattern of PUs, in each channel, is assumed to follow i.i.d. ON/OFF
exponential-distribution with mean value equal to Ton and To f f , respectively [10].
In this paper, we consider a case that there is one multi-hop SU group with
several SUs inside it. All these SUs use the same channel all the time in order
to maintain connectivity. This SU group seeks single channel access opportunity
among these N channels. In a more complicated situation, it is possible that several
SU groups share up to N channels but this case is beyond the scope of this paper.
We also assume that the SUs can distinguish the signals transmitted by PUs and
SUs. The topology of the network is static and there is no mobility for SUs.
III. MAC STRATEGIES DESCRIPTION
In order to make the MAC strategies simple and practical, the channel used by
these strategies is one of these idle channels selected from all available channels.
Operation on a single channel makes the strategies easier to implement and it could
be easily extended from existing MAC like 802.11 and 802.15.4.
Briefly, the MAC strategies work as follows. SUs operate in a CSMA/CA fash-
ion in the selected channel not occupied by any PUs. Once a PU in that channel
emerges, SUs tune to another available channel. The difference between the tradi-
tional 802.11 MAC and the proposed strategies is that the proposed strategies need
to deal with several new problems in CRN scenarios, like how to protect the com-
munication of PUs, which channel to choose from all these available channels, how
to keep the network within a channel etc. In what follows, we discuss channel sens-
ing used in our strategies and the initial stage of the network that makes the network
rendezvous for the first time before the proposed two strategies are presented.
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A. Channel Sensing Strategy
Channel sensing strategy can be classified into two methods: in-band sensing
and out-of-band sensing [1]. In-band sensing means to sense within the channel
that the SUs are using. Correspondingly, out-of-band sensing means to sense the
channel that the SUs are not currently using. The target of in-band sensing is to
detect the appearance of a PU on the channel being used. Out-of-band sensing is
used to acquire channel state information and this information is needed for channel
selection and switching later on. For in-band sensing, the process is carried out as
part of the carrier sensing in MAC protocols for SUs. For out-of-band sensing,
an SU could tune to other channels to acquire such information and broadcast the
sensing results to the current channel after this sensing. The frequency of out-of-
band sensing depends on PUs’ activity and the number of channels. Taking TV
bands as an example, the ON period taken by PUs is usually long, and the sensing
frequency is therefore set as once in half an hour [7].
B. Initial Stage
The initial stage is a transient period from first network deployment to routing
convergence. In order to make the nodes rendezvous for the first time, all nodes
always tune to the first free channel according to channel ID. Always here means
that in order to keep in pace with other nodes, a node periodically searches the
channel that has smaller ID than the current channel and tunes into it if it is idle.
Because we assume that SUs have no mobility, proactive routing is used. When
routing is converged, the network is established and the network could tune into
other channels as a group according to the proposed strategies.
C. Next Available Channel Strategy
The strategy for NACS works as follows. The network stays in the selected
channel for communication until any PUs appear. In this strategy, since the channel
selection method is fixed, it is not necessary to do the out-of-band sensing. When
the current working channel becomes occupied by a PU, the SUs just sense next
channels one by one until an idle channel is found, and all SUs switch to this new
channel as a group.
When SUs have tuned to an idle channel, they firstly send Hello messages to
discover their neighbors and try to check whether anyone is lost. An SU that wants
to leave the network should send a message that indicates its departure. Since we
assume that the network is covered by the same set of PUs, the case that nodes tune
to different channels is less likely to happen except the following three cases. The
first case happens due to the differences of tuning time. When a PU arrives, the idle
SUs can sense it immediately and start searching the next channel but the ongo-
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ing SUs communication pairs cannot do this before they finish their transmissions.
The maximum time difference Td could be a data packet transmission time plus its
corresponding control packets time. After the idle SUs leave a particular channel
which is sensed busy at this moment, the channel could be idle again when the rest
ongoing SUs come and sense it because of this time difference. Then, the SUs may
tune in different channels. The second case may happen due to false alarm in chan-
nel sensing. False alarm means there is no PU transmission but SU nodes sense that
there is a PU. The third case is caused by failed detection in channel sensing which
means that there is a PU transmission but SU nodes did not detect it.
The first two problems could be solved as follows. When SUs sense the presence
of PUs, they will discover their neighbors after Td when they tune to the next idle
channel. If any neighbors are lost, they will broadcast a message to let the connected
nodes search the channel from the original channel to the current channel again. If
there is an idle channel, all nodes will join it. For the third problem, once failed
detection happens, the in-band sensing mechanism to detect whether the channel is
occupied by PU is still working. Thus even if the node cannot sense the existence
of PU in the first place, it will sense it successfully at a later time instant and tune
to an available channel. In this way, the SUs could rendezvous again.
In this strategy, the channel sensing and selection are controlled by the MAC
layer CSMA and fixed channel selection regulations. The advantage of this strategy
is easy to implement, but obviously, it is not adaptive to the cases when channels
have different data rates.
D. CDS Based Strategy
A Dominating Set (DS) is a subset of a network such that every node is either
a member of this set or one hop away from this set. When all nodes in a DS are
connected, it becomes a CDS. CDS nodes form a backbone of the network. The
key idea of the CDSS design is that if the backbone of the network is still connected
after channel switching, it is easier for recovering the network because other nodes
are all within one hop range of this backbone, and an adaptive channel switching
selection mechanism could be implemented. In the following paragraphs, we will
explain step by step the procedure of this strategy.
1) Channel Sensing and Notification:
In this strategy, CDS nodes just perform in-band sensing and out-of-band sens-
ing is done by idle non-CDS nodes. This is because that SUs should avoid commu-
nications after the appearance of any PUs on the same channel in order to protect
the PU transmissions. Therefore, whenever the network needs to vacate a chan-
nel because of the presence of PUs, all nodes could choose the channel by simply
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checking their local information. So the information obtained and stored in CDS
nodes should be CDS-range-wide synchronized. If one of them performs out-of-
band sensing, the ongoing broadcast messages may be delayed or even fail dur-
ing this period, which may result in CDS nodes in different channels after channel
switching.
The out-of-band sensing strategy works as the follows. An idle non-CDS node
randomly chooses one channel for sensing, and reports the result by broadcasting
to all other nodes inside the same network. Other non-CDS SUs which hear this
message will randomly choose another channel and start sensing. In order to make
the CDS nodes have the same information at a particular time, the broadcast sensing
result is validated after such a period that guarantees the total dissemination of this
message. In this broadcast message, there is a field indicating the time for validation
of this information. This validation time should be longer than the dissemination
period of the broadcast information, which means that out-of-band sensing result
will be synchronized among all CDS nodes after the dissemination period. There-
fore, if a PU comes before the information is fully disseminated among CDS nodes,
the information is not regarded as valid. The dissemination period of the broadcast
information could be estimated by Ping messages. For the validation time field,
we adopt a count-down mechanism. In this way, nodes use the field indicating the
remaining time before the information is validated, and network-wide time synchro-
nization is not required.
In order to make this broadcast information delivered successfully, the priority
is given to this information superior to other packets. Furthermore, ACK and re-
transmission schemes are required to these broadcast messages in the CDS nodes
thus these messages are reliably delivered among CDS nodes. In order to avoid
stale information after validation, an expiration time, Tv, is adopted.
2) Channel Selection and Switching Mechanisms:
Channel switching happens when PUs show up or a channel with better con-
dition becomes available. The first case is passive switching and the other one is
active switching.
For passive switching, when a PU transmission starts, SUs buffer all transmis-
sions and search from their channel status database for information about other
possible idle channels. If there is only one idle channel indicated in the database, it
just tunes to that channel and verify again whether the channel is still idle after the
switching time. If idle, communication will be re-initiated when other SUs join this
channel. If there are several idle channels, it chooses the best one. If the channel
chosen by an SU according to its database is not idle, the SU will start the next
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round of channel selection.
For active switching, the target is to tune to a better channel for data trans-
mission. In a particular system, if the network wants to choose a channel that is
suitable, it should get enough information about these channels. The information of
other channels is obtained from out-of-band sensing. Since channel switching has
time penalties, the network will tune to a new channel only if the channel bandwidth
is good enough for a higher data rate in this design. The channel switching is de-
termined by nodes in the network separately. If nodes receive out-of-band sensing
information indicating that a channel condition meets the requirement for channel
switching, they will transfer to the new channel when the validation time of this
information expires. If several broadcast messages have the same validated time,
SUs will use the one with lowest ID.
Since the CDS nodes are less likely scattered in different channels than other
nodes, the backbone of the network is protected and the recovery of the network
after channel switching is easier. For the non-CDS nodes, since they are one hop
away from CDS nodes, they will search the CDS nodes if they cannot find them
after channel switching. If, in any case, a CDS node cannot find a neighbor CDS
node, they will broadcast a switch message to other CDS nodes that it connects to
tune to the first idle channel from the original one.
V. SIMULATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
As shown in Fig. E.1, a small-scale network with 13 nodes is deployed in an area
of 1600m×250m. There is one data flow from node A to B. The CDS nodes in this
topology is the nodes between A and B with 2 circles. Other nodes are idle nodes
in this case and can perform out-of-band sensing in CDSS. The distance between
CDS nodes is 250 meters.
NS2 is adopted for simulation and the two proposed MAC strategies are im-
plemented based on 802.11. The carrier sense and transmission ranges are 550
meters and 250 meters respectively. The packet length is 1500 Bytes. For CDSS,
the interval for idle non-CDS SUs performing out-of-band sensing is 1.5 s and the
expiration time is set as Tv = 5 s. Each channel switching consumes 40 ms [11]. In
the following paragraphs, we will present the simulation results of these strategies
according to two different channel conditions, i.e. in homogeneous channels and
heterogeneous channels.
A. Homogeneous Channels
Homogeneous channels mean that a set of channels that have the same band-
width and the coding scheme is the same in all these channels, i.e. identical data
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Figure E.1: Simulation topology for SUs.
rate for all channels. We discuss the results in two cases: when there is a PU activity
in every channel and there is a channel that is always vacant.
1) Every Channel Has a PU Transmission:
In this case, we assume that the average ON and OFF periods of channels are 30
seconds and 70 seconds respectively thus Pon is 30% and Po f f is 70%. The data rate
in each channel is the same as 11 Mbps. We do not consider interference between
adjacent channels. The traffic load injected makes the network saturated.
Define the throughput when the channel is dedicated to the SU network based
on 802.11 as ideal throughput ηi for one channel. The theoretical throughput of the
network as a function of the number of channels is obtained as follows:
ηp = ηi× (1−PNon), (1)
where Pon is the probability that the channel is occupied by a PU and N is the
number of channels. This value could be a theoretic upper bound in both of the two
strategies in a statistical sense.
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Figure E.2: Throughput of different MAC strategies in homogeneous channels.
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The simulation results of homogeneous channels are shown in Fig. E.2. The
value Maximum is the ideal throughput of the network based on 802.11 in a chan-
nel without PUs and it is drawn there as a reference. The Theoretic curve is the
numerical result of Eq. (1). It is calculated based on the Maximum value without
considering switching penalty and channel sensing overheads. In real life, however,
since we cannot avoid overhead for out-of-band sensing in CDSS and the switching
penalty between channels, the throughput of CRN MAC could only approach but
not meet this Theoretic curve. NACS and CDSS in Fig. E.2 indicate the simulation
results of these two strategies. Both of them have the same trend as the Theoretic
value. With the increasing number of channels, the throughputs of NACS, CDSS
and Theoretic curve are approaching the Maximum value. The reason is that since
all channels follows the ON/OFF process, at a given time instant, the probability
of all these channels occupied by PUs would be lower with the growing number
of channels. In other words, the chance that a channel is available for SUs would
be higher with the increasing of the channel number. As a result, the throughput is
higher when the number of channels becomes larger. From Fig. E.2, we can see
that the throughput of CDSS and NACS is close to the Theoretic curve but they are
not as good as it. The reason for the lower throughput of NACS than Theoretic is
its switching penalties. Compared with NACS, the throughput of CDSS is lower
because it needs overhead for broadcasting the out-of-band sensing results.
2) With Always-Vacant Channel(s):
In this case, it is very easy to conclude that the throughput of NACS is almost
the same as the Maximum value because once the network tunes to this always-
vacant channel, it can communicate with each other without switching again. The
throughputs of CDSS is close to the Maximum value but has overhead because of
out-of-band sensing result dissemination.
B. Heterogeneous Channels
By heterogeneous channel, it is meant that a set of channels that have different
bandwidth among them, so the data rates that could be used in these channels are
different, like DAB and TV channels. Again, we present the results according to
the following two cases: when there is a PU activity on every channel and there is a
channel that is always vacant.
1) Every Channel Has a PU Transmission:
In this case, the average ON and OFF periods of channels are 30 seconds and
70 seconds respectively. We consider two data rates in these channels: 11 Mbps
and 5.5 Mbps. The probability of each channel that has the data rate of 11 Mbps or
5.5 Mbps is equal, i.e. 50% for each rate. Define the throughput that the channel is
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dedicated to a network in high data rate channel as ηh, and the channel is dedicated
to a network in low data rate as ηl . The theoretical throughput of CDSS can be
calculated by the following equation:
ηp =
N
∑
j=0
Pj(ηh(1−P jh,on)+ηl(1−P(N− j)l,on )P jh,on), (2)
where Pj =C
j
NP
j(1−P)(N− j), P is the probability that a channel belongs to the high
data rate channels thus Pj is the probability that there are j out of N channels are
in higher data rate category, Ph,on is the probability that a high data rate channel is
occupied by PU and Pl,on is the probability that a low data rate channel is occupied
by PU.
The simulation results for heterogeneous channels are shown in Fig. E.3. The
value Maximum means that the throughput of the network based on 802.11 in a high
data rate channel without PU activities. The Theoretic curve of CDSS is the numer-
ical result from Eq. (2). NACS and CDSS are the simulation results of these two
strategies. From Fig.3, we can observe that the Theoretic curve and the simulation
results of CDSS are quite close. Due to overhead and switching penalties, the simu-
lated throughput is lower than the Theoretical curve. The difference between these
two values becomes larger with the increasing of the number of channels. The rea-
son is that with an increasing number of channels, the chance of switching between
channels is higher thus the SUs suffer more switching penalties. Compared with
NACS, the throughput of CDSS is much higher. That is because that CDSS always
chooses to tune to the channels with higher data rate when they are not occupied by
PUs while the NACS does not.
2) With Always-Vacant Channel(s):
The case in heterogeneous channels is more complex than that in homogeneous
channels. In NACS, no matter how many always-vacant channels there are and what
data rate channels they have, the network will be stuck in the first always-vacant
channel that it tunes in. The throughput will be close to the Maximum throughput
that a network can get in that particular type of channel. In CDSS, if the always-
vacant channel has a higher data rate, the network will keep communicating in that
channel and the throughput is close to the Maximum throughput in higher data rate
channel. If the always-vacant channel has low data rate, it will only be a back-up
channel for the higher data rate channels. The advantage is that the network will
always have a channel to tune in if all high data rate channels are not available and
the throughput is higher than in the case without the always-vacant channel.
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Figure E.3: Throughput of different MAC strategies in heterogeneous channels.
C. Further Discussions
From the above results, we can observe that in homogeneous channel conditions,
both strategies are close to the Theoretical curve and the performance of NACS is
better because it has no out-of-band sensing result broadcast overhead. In hetero-
geneous channel conditions, the performance of CDSS is much better than that of
NACS because it can always tune into the channel that has higher data rate when-
ever there is a chance and out-of-band sensing nodes discover it. To further improve
system performance, one could introduce a dynamic strategy selecting method com-
bining these two strategies: in the beginning, CDSS is used until the out-of-band
sensing covers all these channels. If channels are homogeneous, NACS is adopted;
otherwise, CDSS will be employed.
In this paper, we only considered one CRN in these channels and it is always
better for CDSS to choose the channel with higher data rate. If we consider several
networks sharing these channels, it may lead to congestion in higher data rate chan-
nels because all the networks will jump into the channel with higher data rate. In
this case, a more sophisticated channel selection method is expected.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two MAC strategies, NACS and CDSS, for multi-hop cognitive radio
networks have been proposed. These strategies are aimed at rendezvousing multi-
hop secondary users together within a channel in multi-channel cases. Simulation
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results show that NACS has better performance in homogeneous channels since
out-of-band sensing overhead is avoided, while in heterogeneous channels, CDSS
is much more efficient than NACS because a better data rate channel is preferably
selected if it is available.
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Abstract —In this paper, we propose a novel routing protocol which is in-
tegrated with channel assignment for multi-channel multi-hop wireless ad hoc
networks. In this design, each node is equipped with three transceivers. One is
always tuned on a control channel which is in charge of control and broadcast
messages, and the other two perform as a transmitter and a receiver respec-
tively for traffic flow transmissions on different data channels. In our protocol,
a path discovery and a channel allocation strategy are designed to mitigate two
types of interference, i.e., inter-path interference and intra-path interference.
The routing protocol works in an on-demand manner, and the proposed route
discovery process selects path to potentially traverse nodes with lighter traffic
load and lower number of ongoing flows. With a given number of orthogonal
channels, the optimal solution of the channel allocation for multiple flows is
shown to be in general NP-hard. Therefore, a heuristic algorithm for chan-
nel allocation based on the information acquired along a flow path is adopted.
NS2 based simulation experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance
of the proposed protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
The end-to-end saturated throughput of a multi-hop ad hoc network with single
channel will decrease dramatically as the number of hops increases. This is mainly
due to the limited access opportunities among nodes in a shared channel. However,
if multiple channels exist and multiple radios are equipped on each node, mutual
This research is supported by the EU Seventh Framework Programme FP7-PEOPLE-IRSES
under grant agreement no. 247083, project acronym S2EuNet.
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interference will be avoided since different channels can be utilized in a neighbor-
hood. Multiple channels are indeed supported by many existing MAC protocols.
For example, interfaces that support IEEE 802.11a and 802.11b/g can utilize up to
12 and 3 non-overlapping channels respectively. Those multiple channels can be
exploited by the network to reduce interference among neighboring nodes therefore
achieving higher throughput.
Consider two kinds of interference for a flow in multi-hop wireless networks,
intra-path interference and inter-path interference. The intra-path interference means
the co-channel interference caused from the same traffic flow which is transmitted
on another hop along the path or from other flows which have a common path
over several hops. The inter-path interference, on the other hand, is the co-channel
interference caused by other traffic flows being transmitted in the neighborhood,
excluding intra-path interference. There are different approaches that can dimin-
ish interference and improve throughput in a multi-hop network, like exploring
orthogonal channels with multiple interfaces, scheduling for transmission, utiliz-
ing directional antenna and beamforming. Among those approaches, we believe
that equipping multiple interfaces to a node on different channels is likely the most
straightforward way to improve network throughput, since no hardware and MAC
protocol modifications are required based on cheap hardware interfaces, like 802.11
cards.
Existing work on multi-channel multi-hop networks can be roughly sorted into
three categories. The first one targets at wireless mesh networks (WMNs) [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6]. In this category, the network usually has one or several gateways through
which it is connected to the Internet. Those gateways are usually the source of in-
coming traffic and the destination of outgoing traffic from the perspective of mesh
routers. Therefore, the logical topology of WMNs can be generated based on a
spanning tree, where the gateways usually perform as roots. Although different
strategies are proposed for WMNs [5, 4], they are not quite suitable for ad hoc net-
works with flexible traffic where the source and the destination of traffic flows can
be any nodes in the network. Many other studies in WMNs target at routing algo-
rithm design [1, 2, 3, 6] rather than protocol design. The second category focuses
on multi-channel multi-hop networks however with a single transceiver[7, 8, 9].
Although it has an advantage that no extra hardware is required, the single channel
leads to unavoidably low throughput due to the intra-path interference. The third
category talks about scheduling [10, 11]. Although it is an efficient technique to
improve throughput, it is not easy to be implemented in purely distributed networks.
In addition to the above mentioned techniques, a scheme that handles channel se-
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lection and interface assignment is proposed in [12]. However, a new layer is to
be added in between of the second layer and the third layer in order to support
that approach. In [13], a link-state routing protocol is proposed for multi-channel
multi-hop wireless networks. However, the link-state information propagation may
become quite costly in a large-scale network.
Based on the above observations, an on-demand routing protocol together with
channel allocation is designed in this work for multi-channel multi-interface ad hoc
networks. Our protocol applies to a distributed network where the source and the
destination can be any nodes in the network, and the network-wide information
sharing is not required. Instead of only developing an algorithm for path selec-
tion and channel allocation, the detailed signaling process is also designed and the
overall protocol is evaluated through NS2 simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents the system model.
In Sec. III, the detailed routing protocol design and the channel allocation algorithm
are described. Sec. IV illustrates the simulation results of the protocol before the
paper is concluded in Sec. V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a multi-hop wireless ad hoc network in which all nodes are stationary.
Assume that there are N ≥ 2 data channels and one control channel (CC), and that
each node in the network is equipped with three transceivers: one is always tuned
on the CC in order to transmit and receive control messages while the other two,
denoted by TX and RX respectively, are responsible for transmitting and receiving
data packets at two distinct channels. The structure of a node in the network is
shown in Fig. F.1. To allow an interface access multiple channels, the transceivers
need to switch among different channels at a cost of a switching delay. In other
words, at a particular time instant, if a node will transmit a packet to its neighbor,
the TX will switch to the channel on which the neighbor’s RX is tuned and then
communicate. Although not ignorable, the switching penalty can be made as short
as 80 µs [14] with modern hardware.
Despite the cost for a network to have a CC dedicated for control message ex-
change, it brings us benefits in our design. The first advantage is that the connec-
tivity of the network is easily maintained. It is obvious that the neighboring nodes
cannot hear from one another if their interfaces are not tuned on the same channel.
With a CC and its dedicated interface that perform as a highway among nodes, the
connectivity of the network is easily maintained. Furthermore, if the neighboring
nodes do not operate on the same channel, the sender of a broadcast message needs
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Figure F.1: The structure of the nodes in the multi-channel network: three interfaces
for each node.
to send it several times on different channels. With a control channel, broadcast be-
comes easier. Another benefit is that we can expect that the broadcast packets from
a node can be received by its neighbors at approximately the same time [15]. This
property will be utilized in the route discovery process. Another consideration is the
convenience for the potential extension of this protocol to multi-channel multi-hop
cognitive radio networks in the future, in which a CC becomes more important as a
highway for signaling [16].
III. ROUTING PROTOCOL DESIGN
As concluded in [6], the joint optimization of channel allocation and path selection
is in general NP-hard. Therefore, we do not expect to design a routing protocol
with channel allocation which can always achieve global optimization. Instead, we
deal with routing and channel allocation separately, and aim at designing a plug-
and-play distributed routing protocol which is expedient. For path discovery, we try
to avoid selecting nodes with heavy traffic load, while for channel allocation, both
the inter-path and the intra-path interference is to be mitigated based on an efficient
heuristic scheme.
The designed routing protocol works in four steps, summarized as follows. The
first step is local channel condition estimation. In order to calculate the interference
and channel utilization in the neighborhood of a node, we propose a hopping se-
quence and probing message based scheme. When there is no traffic load at a node,
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the RX of a node will hop among different channels according to a pre-defined
sequence. This RX hopping sequence of a node is broadcast on CC periodically.
Therefore, the hopping sequence of a particular node can be known by all its neigh-
bors. Then the TX of a node will tune on different data channels according to its
neighbors’ sequences and send probing HELLO messages to its neighbors. Based
on the received HELLO messages at the RX side, the channel conditions can be es-
timated. The second step of this protocol is route discovery. When a route request
is triggered from the upper layer, a path from the source to the destination needs to
be discovered by sending a route request (RREQ) on CC. Nodes with lower traf-
fic load is preferred in the path discovery process and a back-off scheme of RREQ
forwarding is designed for this purpose.
When the RREQ arrives at the destination, the third step, i.e., channel allocation
and route establishment, will be performed. According to the channel condition
information that the RREQ gathered from each node along the path, the destination
node will derive channel allocation along the path considering both the inter-path
and the intra-path interference in the network. For intra-path interference avoid-
ance, we can allocate various channels along a path of a flow. To avoid inter-path
interference, our algorithm relies on the above mentioned channel condition infor-
mation. When channel allocation along a path is decided, a routing reply (RREP)
with the channel allocation information is generated and the RXs of nodes along the
path will be tuned on to the allocated channels for the lifetime of the flow instead of
hopping among multiple channels. The last step includes route maintenance in case
of link failure. In the following, we will explain the design of the integrated routing
protocol and channel allocation in detail.
A. Local Interference and Channel Utilization Estimation
As mentioned above, each node has its own pseudo-random hopping sequence
among channels. If there is no ongoing flow at a node, the RX of that node will jump
periodically on to different channels according to a pre-defined channel hopping
sequence. The visiting probability for each channel is equal for all those channels
and the sojourn time, denoted as Ts, in all those channels is identical. A beacon
message, denoted by BEACON, is utilized to broadcast the hopping sequence of a
node on CC with period Tb. In this way, all nodes will have knowledge about the
hopping sequences of their neighbors. The time to live (TTL) of BEACON is set to
be one.
Define a parameter, namely, average transmission data rate (ATR), to describe
the interference and channel usage information between a communication pair. The
ATRi, j,k value is a parameter indicating the condition of channel k from a neighbor-
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ing node j to the concerned node i. Between a particular transmitter and receiver
pair, the ATR value tells the preference of channels on which the packets will be
received. The higher the ATR value, the better the channel condition. In order to
calculate ATR, a channel probing procedure is carried out over period Th. More
specifically, within every Th, the TX of a node will tune on to a randomly selected
channel to which at least one of its neighbors is listening according to the hop-
ping sequences of the neighbors’ RXs. Then the TX will consecutively broadcast
M HELLO messages with sequence No. i, i ∈ [1,M] at a time. M is known by all
nodes and each HELLO message has a field indicating its sequence number, and the
TTL of each HELLO message is one.
In order to calculate an ATR value, it is important to define a start and an end
of a round of channel probing procedure from a particular neighbor on a specific
channel at an RX side. A round of channel probing starts when the first HELLO
message is received by the RX if the previous round from the same neighbor on the
same channel has finished. The first HELLO message is not necessarily the HELLO
message with sequence No. 1, since the HELLO message with sequence No. 1 may
be dropped due to collision. In other words, if a HELLO message with sequence
No. 2 (or even a larger number) is received firstly, the procedure is also considered
as started.
After a channel probing procedure starts, if a HELLO with sequence No. M
is received from the same transmitter on the same channel, this round of channel
probing is finished. In order to avoid the possible deadlock if the HELLO message
with sequence No. M is dropped, we define Tmax as the maximum time duration of
a round of channel probing. It means that after Tmax when a new round starts, the
round of channel probing is finished, no matter the HELLO message with sequence
No. M is received or not. After that, we can calculate the corresponding ATR value.
Let t f and tl be the time instants of the reception of the first and the last HELLO
messages respectively in a round of channel probing, and the number of the received
packets be Mr. Then the ATRi, j,k value of channel k from a neighboring node j to
the RX on node i is
ATRi, j,k =
Lp(Mr−1)
(tl− t f )
(
Mr−1
M−1
)w
, ∀Mr > 1, (1)
where Lp is the length of the HELLO message and w is a non-negative integer. Eq.
(1) has two parts, where Lp(Mr−1)(tl−t f ) is the average data rate of these probing HELLO
messages while the remaining part represents the impact of packet drop. Note that
Mr ≤M. Therefore, the larger the w, the higher the penalty of the packet drop and
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the smaller the overall ATR. When Mr = 1, we set ATRi, j,k = 0, meaning that the
channel condition is very poor because M−1 HELLO messages are dropped. The
ATR value gives us an estimate of the data rate on the channel that the HELLO
messages are received from a particular node, and it will be utilized in the channel
allocation algorithm later on.
To make the ATR value precisely estimated, Ts >> Tmax must be satisfied. This
is used to avoid the cases that RXs jump to another channel before ATR values are
estimated.
B. Route Discovery
The route discovery process is triggered whenever a packet from upper layer is
to be transmitted but there is no established route in the routing table. An RREQ is
transmitted on the CC and the following information must be added in the RREQ
message at each hop: the working channel of the RX in a node if its RX has already
been fixed on a channel for ongoing flows; the ATR value from the upstream node
to the downstream node in each channel for each hop.
In the route discovery process, on the one hand, one should avoid selecting a
node whose TX potentially needs to switch among different channels due to the
existence of ongoing flows across that node. On the other hand, we should avoid a
node with heavy traffic load. Due to those considerations, a back-off timer which
is proportional to the number of packets and the number of destinations in the TX
queue is introduced to the RREQ forwarding. More specifically, if a node that has
no packets buffered in the TX queue receives an RREQ, it will forward it immedi-
ately. Otherwise, it will wait for a period which is proportional to the number of
destinations in the queue multiplied by the total queue length in terms of number of
packets before the RREQ is forwarded. Represent the delay by Td = NdqTc, where
Ndq is the number of destinations multiplied by the queue length in a node, and Tc is
the unit time delay of RREQ forwarding pre-defined in the system. In this case, the
node that has lighter traffic load with fewer number of destinations will forward the
RREQ faster therefore the path that goes through preferred nodes may arrive at des-
tination earlier. In our protocol, we consider only the first arrived RREQ. To make
an equal play, the simultaneous transmission of a broadcast RREQ from a node is
required. Therefore, as mentioned earlier, CC makes it easier for implementation.
In the RREQ forwarding, the reverse route will be established. However, chan-
nel allocation is not made along the reverse path since it is not known whether the
path is to be selected or not for data transmission. Therefore, the reverse route is
not used for data packet forwarding. Nevertheless, the reverse route is still made
available for RREP messages and TCP ACK messages transmitted on the CC.
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When the RREQ arrives at the destination or an intermediate node which has a
route for data packets to the destination, it will form an RREP to reply to the source.
Before the RREP is sent, channel allocate algorithm is called in order to determine
the working channel for the RXs along the path from the current node all the way
back to the node closest to the source.
C. Channel Allocation and Route Establishment
Instead of performing joint routing and channel allocation, we will only consider
channel allocation along the current path since the path is already selected. Then
the question becomes how to minimize or eliminate interference along the path of
a flow or among paths of various flows by allocating different channels to RXs at
different nodes, given N data channels. In what follows, we will firstly analyze the
complexity of the channel allocation problem in different cases and then propose an
algorithm for channel allocation.
Consider the case that multiple flows co-exist in the network and different flows
have various sources and destinations. Furthermore, it is assumed that there are no
intersection nodes existing among the paths of different flows in the network. In
this case, for a communication pair within a path of a flow, after selecting a channel
at the RX side of a node, the working channel of the TX in the previous hop is
also determined. To support simultaneous transmissions without interference, nodes
which either get interference from this communication pair or generate interference
to this communication pair cannot use the same channel. The interference among
nodes from the same flow and among different flows is determined by the geometric
location of nodes, interference range etc. Based on the potential interference, a
conflict graph is established, in which nodes are connected if the same channel
cannot be allocated to their RXs due to interference. If this conflict graph is N-
colorable, the interference can be eliminated by using N channels. Clearly, it is
a graph coloring problem. Moreover, we can start from an instance of a graph
coloring problem and build an equivalent channel allocation scheme. It is well
known that it is NP-hard to decide whether a graph is N-colorable except N = 1 and
2.
Let us take a look at a special case, i.e., the chain topology with a single flow as
an example. The network topology and its conflict graph are illustrated in Fig. F.2.
In this example, we assume that the maximum value of the carrier sensing range
and the interference range is larger than two-hop distance and less than three-hop
distance. We also assume that this network is built on 802.11 and that RTS/CTS is
enabled. A UDP flow starts from node 0 to node 6. In this case, since node 0 is the
source, on which channel its RX tunes is not important. However, the RX at node
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Figure F.2: Network with chain topology and its conflict graph.
1 cannot use the same channel as the RX on nodes 2, 3, and 4. Therefore, there is a
line drawn in between of them in the conflict graph shown at the lower part of Fig.
F.2. Similar analysis can be applied to other nodes.
Observing the conflict graph based on the chain topology, one can notice that
all nodes connected to a particular node are its consecutive multiple-hop neighbors.
Therefore, the graph is an Interval graph because it follows the consecutive ones
property [17]. The chromatic number of an interval graph is simply the node number
in its maximum clique. Although in general finding the maximum clique in a graph
is NP-hard, it is not difficult to find it in an interval graph in polynomial time since
the number of cliques in it is polynomially bounded [18]. More generally, if it is
true that all nodes connected to a particular node in the corresponding conflict graph
are among its consecutive multiple-hop neighbors along the path of a flow, we can
get similar conclusion. When the chromatic number is found and it is less than or
equal to N, the interference can be eliminated. Otherwise, mutual interference or
channel sharing cannot be avoided by channel allocation.
Based on the above analysis, we conclude that it is currently infeasible to obtain
a generally valid solution for optimal channel allocation in polynomial time even
if perfect flow-path information is known by all nodes. Therefore, we consider a
heuristic solution based on available information, i.e., the ATR value. From the in-
formation that is carried in RREQ, the nodes which already have flows will be found
out, and the working channels of RXs in those nodes should not be changed since
it may destroy the allocated channels for existing flows. The working channel for
other RXs along the path will be allocated according to the algorithm described in
Alg. 1. The basic idea of this algorithm is to separate the allocated channels along
the path as much as possible and to utilize channels with higher ATR values. The
algorithm works in a recursive manner. In each round of iteration, we firstly check
if there is only one or even no channel which is not utilized by its one-hop neigh-
bors along the path. If there is no channel left, we select the one with the maximum
ATR value. If there is only one, just use this channel. Otherwise, it is meant that
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at least two channels are not utilized by its one-hop neighbors and we have more
freedom to select. Then, we eliminate the channels with small ATR values in each
node. Thirdly, the nodes which have the minimum number of remaining channels
will get channel assigned since they have the lowest freedom in channel selection.
Before presenting the algorithms, the parameters utilized in Alg. 1 are summa-
rized. Let |φ | be the number of elements in the set φ , where φ is a node or a channel
set in general. It is denoted by α the set of nodes with channel already allocated
along the path, and let α¯ represent the set of nodes out of α along the path. For a
particular node, let the set of channels that are not occupied by its neighbors within
i hops along the path be ξi. For example, for a particular node, ξ2 denotes the set of
channels that are not utilized by its one-hop or two-hop neighbors along the path.
Let β be the set of nodes with the minimum |ξ1| in α¯ . For a particular node in the
selected path, denote the number of hops from the node to the source by rs. Simi-
larly, denote the number of hops from the node to the destination or the intermediate
node with a route to the destination by rd . Let r = max(rs,rd).
Once the channels are determined along the path for each node according to the
above algorithm, the channel allocation information will be added in the RREP and
it will be sent back to the source on CC. When an intermediate node receives an
RREP, it will add in its routing table a new entry with the information about the
destination, the next hop node, and the RX’s working channel in the next hop. At
the same time, its own RX will tune on to the allocated channel instead of jump-
ing according to the pre-defined sequence during the route lifetime. This hopping
sequence information adjustment will also be updated by BEACON in CC to its
neighbors. If the data packets are queued up in the transmission queue, the TX of a
node will stop the HELLO message probing in order to make more opportunities for
data packet transmission. When a data packet is forwarded according to the route
entry, the lifetime for the route is extended to the current time plus To, where To is
the timeout value of an active route. If no data packet is sent during To, the route is
discarded.
D. Route Maintenance
When a link break in an active route is detected, a route error (RERR) message
is generated to notify other upstream nodes. Upon the reception of an RERR in an
intermediate node back to the source, it marks its route to the destination as invalid
by setting distance to the destination as infinity in the route table. Furthermore, if
there is no valid route entries on a node, its RX will start hopping among different
channels again in order to estimate the ATR values. When a source node receives an
RERR, it can re-initiate the route discovery as presented in the previous subsection.
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Algorithm 1 : channel allocation algorithm
repeat
repeat
Update α .
for each node in α¯ , from destination to source do
if |ξ1| == 1 then
Select this channel in ξ1.
else if |ξ1| == 0 then
Select the channel with the maximum ATR1.
end if
end for
until |ξ1| does not change for each node.
for each node in α¯ do
Find the channel with the maximum ATR, ATRmax, in ξ1.
for each channel do
if its ATR value is less than ATRmax/2 then
Remove this channel from ξ1.
end if
end for
end for
Update β .
for each node in β , from destination to source do
for (i = min(r,N); i≥ 1; i– –) do
if |ξi| == 0 then
Continue.
else if |ξi| == 1 then
Select the channel, and break.
else
Select the channel with the maximum ATR in ξi, and break.
end if
end for
end for
until α¯ == /0
IV. SIMULATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
The proposed routing protocol is implemented based on an overall revision of an
extended NS2 simulator [19]. The parameters in our simulations can be found in
Table F.1. In what follows, we consider two topologies to evaluate the performance
of the proposed routing protocol.
1Note that the ATR values in this algorithm refer to the ones measured from the upstream node
to the current node along the path.
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A. Chain Topology with a Single Flow
The first scenario studied is a chain topology with distance 240 m between two
neighboring nodes. The injected traffic is a UDP flow with packet size 500 bytes
and it can make the network saturated. In the 802.11 MAC layer, we utilize the
basic rate as 1 Mbps and the data rate as 11 Mbps with RTS/CTS enabled2. The
transmission range is 250 m while the carrier sensing range is 550 m.
Table F.1: Parameters in simulations.
Parameter Tmax Tc Ts Tb Th To M W
Value 50 ms 2 ms 1 s 5 s 0.5 s 4 s 3 2
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Figure F.3: Throughput as a function of number of hops in the chain topology.
The MAC layer throughput as a function of the number of hops is illustrated in
Fig. F.3. As can be observed, the throughput curve with a single channel coincides
with the results reported in [20]. However, with four channels, the network can
have an approximately constant throughput independent of the number of hops. It
is because that the conflict graph of the network under this set of configuration is
four-colorable, and the output of the channel allocation algorithm can also find such
allocation with precise ATR estimates. We also examine the case with more than
four channels and similar results as the four channel case are observed. However,
when only two or three channels are available, the throughput still decrease as the
2 To verify our protocol in the single-channel case with the well-known results in [20], we
still follow the old-fashioned 802.11b parameters. Although there are only three non-overlapping
channels in 802.11b, we adopt the same setting when more than three channels are utilized in order
to keep coherence.
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number of hops increases because channel sharing cannot be avoided totally. Inter-
estingly, at hop number four, the three channel case has lower throughput than the
two channel case. The reason is that in the two channel case, the collision proba-
bility is quite low since the RTS/CTS can be decoded by the interfaces on the same
channel in the neighboring nodes. However, in the three channel case, the RTS/CTS
messages can be sensed but not decoded by the interfaces that share the same chan-
nel based on the output of the channel allocation algorithm. Hence, the collision
probability of the three channel case is higher than the two channel case, and this
has been confirmed from the trace file analyses.
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Figure F.4: End-to-end delay as a function of number of hops in the chain topology.
The average end-to-end delay is shown in Fig. F.4 with the same configuration
as above. The results are the average value of more than 100 packets. In the first
hop, the delay is around 100 ms and the queuing delay is the dominating part be-
cause of the heavily injected traffic load. The delay increases as the number of hops
grows. Comparing the curves of delay with the throughput performance, these two
sets of curves match with one another. Note that in the fourth hop, although low
throughput is achieved in the three channel case because of the collisions, the end-
to-end average packet delay is still lower since the packets without collision have
lower delay, making the overall delay shorter than the two channels case. However,
at the seventh hop, it suffers a higher delay than the two channels case since more
collisions happened.
B. Hyperbolic Topology with Multiple Flows
To examine the performance of the routing protocol when multiple flows exist,
we consider the topology as shown in Fig. F.5. We still adopt the same parameter
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configuration as in the previous scenario in the MAC layer. In this topology, Node 2
and Node 8 are within the carrier sensing range of each other. Similar configuration
applies to Node 3 and Node 9. Therefore, if they utilize the same channel, the
resource will be shared. We consider two UDP flows with saturated injected traffic
and packet size 500 bytes. One flow is from Node 0 to Node 5, and the other
one is from Node 6 to Node 11. The UDP flow between Node 0 and Node 5 is
injected in the beginning of the simulation while the flow from Node 6 to Node
11 starts from approximately 20 s. Fig. F.6 illustrates the total throughput of the
network based on our routing protocol given different number of data channels. The
throughput labeled as optimal corresponds to the throughput when at least four data
channels are available. With this topology and the injected flows, the chromatic
number of the conflict graph of the network is four. Therefore, at least four data
channels are required in order to make those flows separated. With at least four data
channels, our routing protocol can achieve the optimal throughput in this topology
given precisely estimated ATR values. From the simulation results, we can observe
that when the number of data channels equals to one or three, the throughput of
the network is lower than the optimal throughput, since channel sharing cannot
be avoided. However, since the interference among two flows are avoided in the
optimal case, the throughput of the network is doubled when the second flow is
injected.
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Figure F.5: Topology for a multi-flow scenario
To study the performance of the routing protocol with TCP flows, we inject two
TCP flows into the above network instead of UDP. The packet size of the TCP flow
is set to be 1000 bytes. Fig. F.7 plots the throughput of each flow when at least
four data channels are available. As can be observed from this figure, when the
second flow is injected at around 20.5s, both of the TCP flows have almost the same
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throughput, due to the properly separated TCP flows among different data channels.
We have observed that if channels are not properly allocated, one TCP flow will
capture the whole network while the other one becomes starved. With our routing
protocol and channel allocation strategy, the unfairness in various TCP flows can
be efficiently avoided since different TCP flows can be separated by using various
channels. Interestingly, the throughput of both TCP flows becomes slightly lower
after the new TCP flow arrives. The main reason is that the TCP ACK messages
for different flows are transmitted in CC, which may become the bottleneck of the
network.
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Figure F.6: Throughput of UDP flows.
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Figure F.7: Throughput of TCP flows.
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C. Further Discussions
From the above simulation results, we demonstrate that the proposed routing
protocol can efficiently explore the benefits of multiple channels and multiple inter-
faces, and mitigate both intra-path and inter-path interference over multiple hops.
Admittedly, based on the proposed channel allocation algorithm and the informa-
tion gathered along the path, there is no guarantee that the optimal throughput can
always be achieved by this protocol for arbitrary topology even if more channels
than the chromatic number exist. It is mainly because that the algorithm is heuristic-
based while the channel allocation problem is in general NP-hard. Moreover, the
ATR values may not always be accurately estimated3. In fact, non-optimal results,
even though observed seldom in our simulations, are likely caused by imprecise
ATR estimation. However, through extensive simulations, we experience that op-
timal throughput is achieved in approximately 96% or 84% cases of all simulation
runs given five data channels for the chain or hyperbolic topology respectively.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel on-demand routing protocol is proposed for multi-channel
multi-hop ad hoc networks. The routing protocol utilizes probing messages to eval-
uate the channel conditions and mitigates the inter-path and the intra-path interfer-
ence by allocating various channels along the flow path. Through extensive simula-
tions, we demonstrate that the proposed routing protocol can efficiently explore the
advantages of the existing multiple channels in multi-hop scenarios. The properly
allocated channels lead to not only high network throughput for UDP traffic type,
but also fairness among multiple TCP flows.
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